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CHAPTER 1:  NÉE TRINITÉ 
 

 For most of my life I had no idea who my mother was.  As a child I naturally knew my 

mother and that her name was Yvonne, but not who she was.  Nor did I know anything about my 

mother all through my youth and mature years because we rarely saw each other and didn’t talk 

about the past.  When nobody (else) knows something, it’s by definition a secret, and so my 

mother’s life was quintessentially a secret.  Then when I was over 50 (twenty some years ago), 

she passed along the collection of family photos to me for safekeeping.  Using them and my own 

from later, I’m now going to play detective and try to unravel Yvonne’s secret life. 

 Among piles of pictures of aunts, uncles, and cousins was a small brown album, the kind 

with crumbly black pages and gummed corners.  It was the young Yvonne’s photo album 

running from her early adolescence up through meeting my father (c. 1932 – 39).  In it I found 

some of those inch-square b/w prints from 1938 when at the tender age of 19, she’d gone sailing 

with friends.  One of the shots impressed me as the archetypal feminine image:   

 
Yvonne by the Sea—(Yvonne Marie Trinité, 1938) 

 

 Born on January 18, 1919, this lovely woman lived to be a great-great-grandmother.  I’m 

privileged to be her first-born, and having gone through her papers and effects, not to mention all 

the family photos, I’ve gotten a fair idea now of who she was.   

 Since in my philosophical opinion we are what we do, I can only show and tell you what 

Yvonne did in her 94 years on this plane(t).  Fortunately, she left written accounts of two 

extraordinary experiences, which I’ll insert at appropriate points in this biography. 

 Let me start with a lame joke:  I often amuse Russians by saying that my mother’s name 

is Ivan.  (That Slavic man’s name is properly pronounced exactly like Yvonne.) 

#  
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 Let’s begin with a bit of the genealogical stuff.  Some relatives have traced lines way 

back to the Dark Ages, but that’s excessive.  I expect that Yvonne’s grandparents are far enough 

back, and besides I only have pictures for her mother Freda’s side, the Rosenbauers.  At the age 

of 16, her father George came to Baltimore with his Trinité family (originally from somewhere 

in southern France).  His father was named Eugene, but I know no more than that. 

         My other great-grandfather, Otto 

William Rosenbauer, was born in Austria in 

1868.  It seems his wife Marie (née Pemsel) 

was born in 1869 in Germany.  Probably 

around 1890 they immigrated to Baltimore, 

Maryland, met, and early in that decade were 

married.  Otto was a Victorian silversmith 

and a partner in A. G. Schultz & Co.  That 

famous company made repousse sterling 

hollowware that now sells for large sums. 

         On the back of this photo from 1905, it 

says the children are Freda on right and Elmer 

and Anna on the left.  However, a quick 

internet search indicates that the boy was 

probably named Otto, Jr.  It seems it was his 

son who was named Elmer.  Records indicate 

that their first child born in 1893 (likely short-

lived) was also named Marie, and mention of 

a fifth child, Minnie, born after this photo 

may be a confusion with other Rosenbauer 

families.  Or maybe she died quite young. 

        I see in Otto’s face strong resemblance to 

my own, but I’ve got a better mustache.  In                 

 Otto Rosenbauer, with wife Marie, son Otto, Jr.,       Freda I can definitely see something of my 

                    and daughters Freda (r.) and Anna (l.)             older daughter Jacqueline, and get a load of 

the junior Otto’s stylish cravat.  I’m afraid 

that great-grandmother Marie looks a trifle 

stern—or dubious.  Also, I’d love to have that 

beautiful chair! 

        Various pieces of Otto’s artistry in 

silver have been handed down as heirlooms in 

the family.  When I grew up, Mother gave me 

a beautiful small cup covered in repousse 

roses. When she passed on, I inherited her 

silver handle for a cane or umbrella, also 

encrusted with roses.  I’ve since given them 

both to my younger daughter Aimée for 

safekeeping for our posterity.  I should look 

for more on eBay! 
     A silver piece by A. G. Schultz & Co. 
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 Like everything else about her earlier life, Mother rarely ever mentioned her family, only 

enough for me to know the names.  Of course, those kids surely went on to found other family 

lines, and I could probably research that world of second and third cousins.  However, I haven’t 

even been able to keep up with the multitude of my first cousins.   

 That’s how it is nowadays in this world of dispersed families.  And there’s the reason that 

I’m writing about Yvonne’s life—so her many descendants like my grandniece Heather’s 

children (the fifth generation!), can have some awareness of their ancestors.  Remember, Otto 

and Marie were their great-great-great-great grandparents!    
 

    My grandmother Freda Marie Rosenbauer 

was born March 20, 1895, so she was ten in the 

family photo.  I was pleased to find another photos 

of her taken the next year at eleven, in which she 

looks even more like my daughter.  My memories 

of her are from my childhood, and she of course 

came to look much different as my grandmother 

about 40 years later.  There will be other pictures of 

Freda later on from that time. 

      My mother never told me anything about 

how or when Freda met George Marius Trinité, 

who was born on May 15, 1890 in Providence RI.  

However or whenever, Freda was 22 and George 

26 when they married on March 29, 1917.  That 

must have been right at the height of a patriotic 

furor—a mere ten days before April 6 when the US 

entered World War I, which gives cause to wonder.  

     I’m not sure how my grandfather George 

made his living in those first years after arriving in 

Baltimore, but I know that very early on he became 

a printer.  When I was a little kid, he had his own 

print shop on Mt. Washington Avenue.  At some 

point the newlyweds moved into their house at  

     Freda Rosenbauer, 1906    2403 Elsinore Avenue near Druid Hill Park. 
 

 One thing I do know is that Freda and George started their family immediately.  Yvonne 

was conceived within weeks of the marriage, and then over the next dozen years their other four 

kids arrived:  Marie (Sissy), Dorothy (Dotsy), George (Brother), and Jacqueline (Jackie).  

Though I know it still sometimes happens nowadays, I have a rather hard time imagining siring 

five kids.  But then it was probably easier to support so many progeny almost a century ago.  My 

grandfather somehow did it as a small business man, and apparently quite well. 

 As a child, I fondly remember visiting that house on Elsinore Avenue a few times.  It was 

a lovely neighborhood of big square, turn-of-the-century houses with enormous trees, and I loved 

how they called the city ‘Balmer’ and the nearby park ‘Droodle’ Park.  Their big dark furniture 

was a rare experience for me, and particularly fascinating was their third-floor gabled storeroom, 

or if you will, attic, where I spent happy hours rummaging through their old stuff. 
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 They had a couple tiny dogs called Schnauzers that I thought very silly-looking.  On her 

huge dining table, Grandma Freda would always set out a bowl of those mint jelly candies 

shaped like green leaves that I couldn’t resist.  Also, there was a bowl of walnuts that Grandpa 

George loved.  I once pulled a childish trick on him by emptying a bunch of the nuts and gluing 

the shells back together.  Grandpa was mystified how they could be empty. 
 

        The last time I saw Freda and George 

was around my graduation from Tulane in 

June, 1964.  Grandpa and I got into a heated 

argument about the lack of fire escape on my 

Governor Nicholls apartment.  He didn’t 

think that the steps down to the courtyard in 

back were safe, and I argued that French 

Quarter houses never had fire escapes 

messing up their lovely wrought-iron 

balconies.  The generation gap of practicality 

vs. aesthetics was probably exacerbated by 

the fact that I’d had several celebratory shots 

of tequila and was in a rare mood. 

        When my grandparents celebrated their 

50th wedding anniversary in 1967, I was off in 

Michigan building a family of my own and 

didn’t know about the event.  Freda died first 

on May 29, 1970, and George followed on 

January 2, 1975.  In our infrequent letters, 

Mother never even mentioned their passing to 

        Freda and George Trinité, 50th anniversary, 1967         her distant son. 
 

   Now we can return to the story of their first-born 

daughter, Yvonne Marie.  When I found this picture, it 

was faded, yellowed, crumpled, smudged, spotted, and 

dripped on, but after hours of digital scrambling of pixels, 

I restored it to this point.   

     In this early shot of Yvonne, she’s probably 

about three to judge by the baby-toothed smile.  I wonder 

what the scaffold/tower thing behind her might be—or 

the enigmatic item under her little left arm.  This is the 

single, solitary picture we have of Yvonne as a little 

child, but it makes it easy to imagine the pretty girl she 

became.  As a matter of fact, the next pictures from ten 

years later show a beautiful pubescent maiden. 
 

            Yvonne around 3, 1922? 
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Yvonne at 12 or 13 with Brother (George) in doorway, 1932? 

 

 This was in the back yard on Elsinore Avenue where Yvonne was playing with her 

siblings and some friends.  That play house with its Queen Anne shingled gable and porch with 

decorative post, likely ordered from the Sears & Roebuck catalog, was clearly way too small for 

her to play in anymore.  She reminds me of Alice in Wonderland.  You know, I bet her parents 

got it for her when she was very little, and at its other corner may well be where that toddler 

picture was taken.  Maybe even on the day they put it up?  Anyway, that makes a good story.      
 

  
     With friend at camp, 1934  With siblings (l to r) Brother, Sissy, Jackie, and Dotsy, 1934  
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 Forgive me for being a detail freak again, but notice in the left photo that Yvonne and her 

friend are standing in front of what looks something like a ship’s rigging, and there are those 

little anchors on their kerchiefs.  Maybe it was a sailing camp?  Her severe hair style is different 

in this one, so who knows which photo came first.  In the right photo, where she’s obviously Big 

Sister, I see that Brother holds some small flowers, and baby Jackie clutches sprigs of something.  

Judging from that, the hillside, and the spectacularly pixelated view of the city behind, perhaps 

they were on an outing in a park?  It may even have been in Droodle Park. 

 Something else to consider about these glimpses into the early 1930’s is that this was 

during the Great Depression.  These Trinité children didn’t seem to be suffering in any obvious 

way to the economic hardships of the time.  I guess Grandpa George’s printing business was 

holding its own and still providing reasonable support for his family (of 7!).  Nevertheless, 

Yvonne was definitely a depression era child, and she remained reasonably frugal and no-frills 

(except for her square dance dresses) all her long life. 

 Our next stop on this photographic tour is in 1937 when Yvonne was all of 19 years old 

and graduated from high school.  But first, you should know that at some time between 1934 and 

1937 she seems to have undergone a major spiritual development.   

 When Grandpa George (a Catholic) married Grandma Freda (a Lutheran), such a ‘mixed’ 

marriage was condemned by the Roman Catholic Church.  Apparently he ‘fell away,’ and the 

family had a chance to grow up in a secular milieu.  Then as Mother once mentioned in passing, 

she converted to Catholicism—for some reason beyond my heathen comprehension.  Yvonne 

remained fairly devout all her life, in spite of several painful years of considering herself 

excommunicated.  We’ll get around to that ridiculous conundrum in due time. 

   Perhaps as a reflection of her conversion, after graduating Yvonne went to work as a 

nurse (or nurse’s aide?) in some hospital.  She once mentioned it to me in passing, remarking on 

her distress at caring for a deranged woman with filthy, matted hair.  With no more info, I have 

to think maybe it was an asylum.  Having that job in 1937 and 1938 during the depths of the 

Depression was probably an amazing thing for a girl just out of high school. 
 

   
           Yvonne as new nurse (aide?), 1937          Yvonne with nurse friend, 1937 
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 I find the left photo a little disturbing.  Maybe it’s the disheveled hair, but probably it’s 

that slightly lost look of early in her first job.  In the right photo (which was an absolute bugbear 

to restore), she looks more like her ebullient self.  By the way, she’s wearing a pair of floor-

length culottes that I can make out in another photo (virtually un-restorable) with the same 

affectionate friend.  In this one, to judge from the way the legs of her culottes are flaring, I’d 

guess that the picture was snapped just as she flopped down onto the grass. 

 Meanwhile, Yvonne was apparently busy going out with young men.  At least she wrote 

some of their names on the backs of the pictures: 
 

          
    With unknown fellow, 1937          With Bill McLelland, 1937    With Dick Hobbinson, 1937 
 

In the first photo, likely taken in the fall since they’re not very heavily wrapped, I’m struck by 

how pale Yvonne’s face is in comparison to the guy, almost ethereal, and wonder why on earth 

they’re squatting.  It doesn’t look very comfortable, but still it’s a rather intimate pose.  In the 

shots with Bill and Dick, it is clearly wintertime.  Note her luxurious fur coat.  I can’t actually 

imagine a girl her age, working as a nurse in those Depression years, owning one, so likely it was 

her mother Freda’s.  Left over from the more prosperous 20’s?  I bet it was mink.      

 It’s telling how Yvonne stashed her purse on the post to keep her hands warm in her 

pockets.  And getting rid of her bangs certainly made her look more mature.  While she and Bill 

(a name that will recur in her future) are obviously at a racetrack, with no one in the stands, and 

looking away from the track itself, I have to wonder what they’re doing.  I suspect they’re 

standing slightly apart because the guy is smoking, and she never cared for that nasty habit.  (All 

the same, later in life she still suffered—and survived—lung cancer.)  

 While I was at pixel work on the shot with Dick Hobbinson, I vaguely recalled Mother 

once saying apropos my name that before meeting Daddy, she’d had a boyfriend named Richard.  

The name doesn’t occur in either of my maternal or paternal families, so maybe this man was the 

inspiration for my moniker.  As a child, they always called me Dick—until I got into high school 

and became Richard.  Anyway, she clearly enjoyed the company of handsome men, and I have 

no way of guessing the depth of her emotional attachment to any of them.  
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           Moving on into 1938, Yvonne started experimenting 

with hairstyles.  In the group shot with her nursing bunch, as 

a much more assertive and confident young lady, she wore a 

daring ringlet on her forehead.  I doubt a nice Catholic girl 

intended such a signal, but she reminds me of the rhyme:  

There was a little girl who had a little curl right in the middle 

of her forehead; when she was good, she was very, very 

good, and when she was bad, she was…  The blouse was one 

of her favorites, worn in several photos of the time. 

            In 1937 as a novice she was far left, back row, and 

now in 1938 she was put in the front row, right of center.  

What this says about her professionalism or popularity, I 

won’t surmise, but I’ll be blatantly filial and claim that she’s 

far and away the most beautiful of the 28 young women of 

the cohort.  It’s a fun but futile game trying to identify her 

 Nurse Yvonne, 1938            affectionate friend in the earlier photo on the lawn. 
 

 Speaking of handsome men, this was the summer for another one.  I’m sorry, but she 

didn’t identify this strapping fellow on either of the photos, and I don’t have the energy to repair 

the grainy prints.  At least I assume they’re the same hunk—it looks like the same bathing suit.  

The pile of dark hair says he could be last year’s unknown squatter, much matured.   

 Whoever this striking guy was, I’m mystified by what’s casting those two antenna-like 

shadows on his bare shoulder.  Whatever they are, they’re emanating from the shadow of her 

stylishly coiffed head.  The photo on the left makes sense since they’re on a pier near the water 

or beach.  But what’s going on in the one on the right?  He’s wearing a swim suit in the yard?  

And where are her arms?  The left is hidden behind her for some reason, but her right, which 

should be around the guy, isn’t to be seen.  Puzzles. 
 

                
      Yvonne with barely clad admirer (or two?), 1938 
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 In the summer of 1938 (with yet another hairstyle) Yvonne had at least one outing to a 

recreation spot called Dundalk Beach, where she played around with friends.  I particularly like 

the exuberant shout from the teeter-totter:    

       
Yvonne at play at Dundalk Beach, 1938 

 

 That summer provided some charming visions of the 19 year-old Yvonne, whose coif 

continued to evolve.  Note the new kind of little curl on the forehead: 

          
         Yvonne on the pier   Her pretty girl pose        With sister Jackie 
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 Beyond the fantastic shot of Yvonne by the Sea (p. 1) that I started with, I found even 

more fascinating portraits of my beautiful mother. 

          
        Three portraits of Yvonne at 19, 1938 
 

 I didn’t try to do anything with the slightly blurred photos on the outside, but the center 

one was as so splotched and awful that I simply had to give it a good air-brushing.  It helped that 

Yvonne was clearly wearing lipstick and had used an eyebrow pencil.  This and the photo on the 

left show that she was already big into curlers, which (along with permanents) she used all her 

life for shape around her forehead. 

 The next year, 1939, when she was 20 and probably still working as a nurse, Yvonne had 

some other men friends and judging from all the photos, it seems that she spent a fair amount of 

time at the beach.  I’d also say she had good taste in men:  
 

     
  Yvonne and Dotsy with men friends  With another well-tanned guy 
 

 That summer Yvonne made a trip to Atlantic City with her sister Dotsy, which might be 

where the above pictures were taken.  There are two more wonderful photos from that trip:  
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    Yvonne and Dotsy at Atlantic City, 1939 
 

 I find it poignant that the tallest boardwalk hotel on the souvenir card is the Claridge 

(since demolished), where as a high-school junior in 1959, I stayed for a youth convention on the 

atom.  There wonderful signs to read and a great street scene behind the strolling sisters. 

 That summer Yvonne ran around with various other fellows, one of whom had a 

motorcycle—but that photo is too miserable to save.  But here’s one more of the bathing 

beauty—and another in the period style of advertising: 
 

      
     The bathing beauty, 1939   Like an advertisement, 1939 
 

By the way, Yvonne never liked beer.  Note behind her the basket, wheelbarrow, and fancy car.  

Also the blouse is the same one she was wearing in Atlantic City. 
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    Yvonne in polka dots, with another beau, 1939 
 

 I haven’t a clue who this guy was, but I love the outfit.  These two photos give insight 

into the life of this attractive young lady.  First, she seems to have had a flare for fashion with 

that stylish polka-dot dress and the hat with feathers on the band.  Another is that apart from 

outings to the beach or playgrounds in the summers, there wasn’t much for a young couple to do.  

I doubt there were many venues for courting besides maybe restaurants or dances, but I don’t 

think they’d have frequented dancehalls or night-spots, if they could even afford such high life. 

In all likelihood, dressing up and promenading around the sights of the city was a proper date.  

And for the special occasion they took photos, which was a much bigger deal back then, as were 

public dates.  Fortunately, Baltimore was and is blest with much photogenic civic scenery.    

 The next pictures are much different, dark and grainy, so I guess there was either a “new” 

camera, or at least a new, inferior film.  Besides, they were printed really tiny, vaguely in dark 

sepia, and nearly inscrutable in detail.  I’ll spare you the tedious details of restoring them and just 

apologize for not being able to create a sharper focus.  Actually, I rather like the blurred 

atmosphere, almost ghostly.  Perhaps that’s appropriate because these next antique photos are 

apparently from Yvonne’s first “date” with Ray on December 7, 1939.  I’ve no clue how they 

met, but that’s also for the best, I suppose.  I don’t need to know.  

 So here below a new young man appears on the scene.  Winter having rolled around, 

Yvonne broke out the fancy fur coat again.  Now I’m not so sure about it being mink.  The first 

shot (on the same steps as above?), is rather iconic, don’t you think?  Like a glamorous woman 

of mystery.  She rests her chin on a dark-gloved hand holding a handkerchief and wears a white 

bracelet.  It has the mood of a 30’s movie star, and I’m sorely tempted to think that this was how 

Ray saw Yvonne at that long ago moment.  It certainly was he who snapped this first view, 

romantic or otherwise, looking down into the viewfinder of one of those ancient box cameras.    
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         Pensive Yvonne on steps                 Yvonne and Ray, December 7, 1939  
 

       While it was probably some helpful 

passerby who snapped the two of them together, 

you can bet it was Yvonne who took the scenic 

shot of Ray in the dry fountain holding a statue’s 

hand and waving.  Pulling this image out of the 

dark muddle of the original suddenly gave me a 

surprising new view of this strange young man—

with a government job, no less.  This silly 

whimsicality and bright joviality are new things 

to see in my future Daddy.  I’m just glad this was 

how Yvonne saw him in that same viewfinder, a 

charming and dapper swain. 

      By the way, that ghost in the background 

is just the base of Baltimore’s own Washington 

Monument, and the equestrian is probably old 

George himself.  From checking recent views of 

the monument online, I fear they may have 

removed this whole fountain, paving it over for a 

longer avenue of approach.  I guess I’ll never 

know who/what that statue was—or what he/it 

was waving.  That small dark blob might be a 

frond, kerchief, feather, club, or…  For all my 

scrutiny of the original, it remains inscrutable. 
       Ray in fountain with little friend and big ghost 
 

 In first month of the new decade of 1940, on the 18th Yvonne turned 21, and on the 30th 

Ray was all of 24.  At other times later on, in the early spring, like maybe March, they went for 
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walks in parks and took more photos of each other.  The place with the rail and water and the one 

with the brick steps were apparently on different dates.  Though Yvonne’s coat hides her dresses, 

Ray wears two different suits in these locations.  And check out the lapels in the first one.  I hope 

Yvonne’s shy downward gaze is because of the sunshine, but it makes a great spotlight. 
 

     
 Ray at the rail   Yvonne on more steps   Ray the Suitor 
 

 Besides noting the great suits (a young man doing well financially?), and wondering what 

in the world he’s holding (an unwrapped candy bar?), I couldn’t help noticing that Ray’s wearing 

his high school class ring (which I used to have somewhere), an important thing way back then.   
 

 The very last photo in Yvonne’s 

girlhood album is from later in May, 

probably taken by a sister, of her and Ray 

sitting close in a lawn seat.  She wears a 

lighter, but still classy, sun dress, and he’s 

in what may be yet a third suit.  Note the 

class ring again and how his watch 

indicates ten of three, a perfectly frozen 

moment from the past.  This happy couple 

shot may well have been made after (or on 

the occasion of?) their engagement.  In the 

romantic tradition, they were to wed in 

mid-June. 
        The couple betrothed, 1940 

### 
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CHAPTER 2:  HUSBAND RAY 
 

.i.  The Groom 
 

 Before we get to that June wedding, let’s back up and look at who this charming and 

dapper Ray was before he wooed and won Yvonne Trinité.  Again, I don’t know a heck of a lot 

about his youth except that he, like Jon Jonson, came from Wisconsin, born in the tiny town of 

Bear Creek, which in 1920 had a population of 337 (and only 448 in 2010).  The biggest business 

there was Flanagan Brothers, established in 1910, which is still around under another name as 

“the world’s largest producer” of sauerkraut.   

         Bear Creek was also where Ray’s mother Ella 

Josephine Perry (Paré) was born as ninth of ten 

children (including a nun or two) on May 21, 1893 to 

Delsina Joubert and Louis Paré, (who was born in 

Canada).   Meanwhile, Joseph Raymond Balthazor (to 

be known as Jody), was born a month earlier as fourth 

of eleven children on April 25, 1893 in nearby New 

London, which had a population of about 2,000 in 

1890.  (It’s famous for being where the American 

Water Spaniel breed of dog was developed.)  Jody’s 

father was John Balthazor, also of New London, and 

his mother Melvina Joubert. 

        Something tells me that Delsina and Melvina 

may have been sisters, making Ella and Jody cousins.  

Go figure.  Very likely they knew each other all their 

lives and got married on April 21, 1915.  Raymond 

John was born on January 30, 1916.  The family soon 

moved to the big city of Fond du Lac (23,000), on 

Lake Winnebago where Lorraine was born in 1918 and 

  Ella and Jody Balthazor, c. 1945        Bernice in 1920.  

          I don’t know how Jody 

made a living in Fond du Lac, 

though it seems somebody said he 

kept a tavern.  If so, it was before 

1920 before Prohibition.  

However, in the early 50’s, they 

were running a corner grocery in 

the town of Marinette.  It seems 

Grandpa Jody was an avid hunter, 

particularly of pheasants, and a 

fisherman, rural interests that Ray 

also shared. 

 My Aunt Lorraine’s son 

Terry’s wife has traced the 

Balthazors back some centuries to 

ancestors in France originally    

 Balthazor’s Market, Marinette, Wisconsin, 1953      named Balthazar, many with such   
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poetic handles as Jean Baptiste, etc.  They moved to Montreal in Quebec by 1700, and by 1800 

became voyageurs in Manitoba and Saskatchewan with many generations of Native American 

wives.  During that century, the line moved south down into Wisconsin, and there you have it.   

 I’m not sure when or why that ‘o’ appeared in the name, (which I soon corrected), and 

there had been other outrageous spellings (like Balthazard and Beltazar).  But there’s no doubt of 

nor tribal specificity for the Native American blood in the family.  My cousin Danny recently 

told me folks called Grandpa Jody Injun Joe, maybe thinking of Twain’s character in “Tom 

Sawyer.”  Also of French Canadian background, Ella may have had mixed blood as well.     

 I can’t remember ever actually seeing Grandma Ella, though I know from photographs 

that I did several times as a kid.  I do recall seeing Grandpa Jody.  After Grandma died of a heart 

attack on December 22, 1958, we went to Wisconsin for her funeral, but like any sixteen year-

old, I was more taken by the snowy Wisconsin winter than by mourning.  My cousins took me 

ice-skating on a frozen creek, and that’s all I recall of the sad occasion.   

 Cousin Danny also told me that Grandma Ella was very strict—he may even have said 

“mean”—and that Ray and his sisters had difficult childhoods under her discipline.  Ella went 

grey at a very early age, as did Ray in his early 30’s.  He also inherited his father’s receding 

hairline.  (Fortunately, I seem to take after Grandpa Trinité, who died at 85 with a full head of 

hair.)  Grandpa Jody Balthazor died on June 8, 1960 at 67, causes unknown. 

# 

 In the box of family photos, I found very few of Ray as a child or teenager.  There’s a 

faint, mutilated one of him as an infant on a blanket (clothed), and one taken when he was about 

a year, maybe two, in one of those antique baby dresses with sweet little white shoes and an 

expression of apprehensive confusion.  Frankly, I couldn’t countenance spending the time to 

restore them, and I’m sure he’d have been glad I didn’t include them in this photogravure.  

Instead, here’s one with baby sister Lorraine, which probably means early 1919 when they’d 

moved to Fond du Lac and he was just three. 

            Little Ray’s expression here is more 

like an impassive observer.  I find it fascinating 

for a number of reasons, the perfectly Art Deco 

wallpaper not the least of those.  Can you 

imagine living in a room surrounded by such 

designs?  Then check out that beautiful 

Victorian settee which I suspect had velvet 

upholstery.  By 1919 it was apparently getting 

old—with a busted spring.  At first I wondered 

if that’s a stuffed puppy he’s cuddling, but on 

closer view, I think it’s real, just sleeping.  It 

looks like maybe a Scottish terrier?  Ray 

always had a big thing for dogs, especially for 

hunting.  Look close and you can see that he’s  

       Ray with sister Lorraine, 1919         wearing a huge-collared child’s outfit. 
 

 That old photo was in surprisingly good shape, but for occasional smudges, as was the 

next one where he sits confidently on his pony.  Except for fixing the pony’s shaggy coat.  Here 

Ray is about six, which would make this in 1922.  Judging from the Jodhpur britches, riding 

boots, and stylish coat and cap, I’d say that even at that early age he was a frequent equestrian.  

Ray loved horses too and inspired my sister Judy as well.  Not me though. 
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           Ray on his pony, 1922   Ray as football player, 1928 
 

 Finding the pixilated photo on the right in “The Review” of 1928 from Roosevelt Junior 

High School (Teddy, of course) of Fond du Lac was an eye-opener.  I’d never known he had any 

interest in sports, and here he was at 12 on a football team—an end.  (For historical detail, the 

dour guy on his right is H. Knueppel, quarter.  Left front is A. Gabrilska, guard, and on the right 

is C. Heller, tackle.)  “During the fall of 1927, the football team was very successful in spirit, 

notwithstanding the fact that it lost its only game to Roosevelt Junior High of Appleton.” 

 Examining the tiny group photo for the Class of June 1928, I may have found Ray in the 

upper right corner with that same bouffant hairdo, but I don’t have the energy or patience to 

search the equally small home-room groups, which they called “Roll Rooms.”  Oddly, there 

wasn’t even a list with first names.  I note that Ray wasn’t listed in any other school activities, 

honor roll, or awards.  Nor were his football buddies—not academically inclined? 

 About that hair:  I’d always thought when I was little that Daddy had black hair.  Just 

look at those pictures in Baltimore.  By the time I was six (and he was 32), it was “salt and 

pepper,” heavy on the salt.  Next thing I knew, what was left of his hair was indisputably white. 
 

       In “1933 Life” from Fond du Lac Senior High School, where 

Ray graduated in the mid-year class, I found tucked away this 

version of his class picture that I’d never seen.  It’s a much better 

shot than what they used in the annual.  Here he is at 17 with what 

looks for all the world to be black hair.  The poof has been tamed 

into neat waves!  I’d guess he used some kind of hair dressing that 

made it look darker and neater, maybe Brylcreem (that started in 

England in 1928 and probably got to Wisconsin by 1933).  Later as 

my Daddy, he used Wildroot Cream Oil.  Look how proper he is 

with vested suit and decorative kerchief in his pocket.   

       Besides the hair, some things about this photo have caused me 

strong emotions.  Not least is the fact that it’s printed on a honey-

comb grid of prehistoric pixels, and cleaning up all the blotches,        

even to this point, was an infuriating task.  And while cleaning his     

 Ray, 1933               face, for the first time I suddenly saw my own, especially in those 
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(blue) eyes and shape of his jaw.  I’d always thought I look like Yvonne, though restoring her 

young photos had caused me some doubt on that score.  That realization of filial similarity is 

quite poignant, a tender connection I’ve never felt before.  The big difference is that his lips were 

much more full and sensuous than mine, and my hair is straight as a board.  I can’t see as much 

resemblance in later photos, but now it’s there. 

 While the dour H. Knueppel went into high-school football, Ray didn’t.  Nor was he 

listed for any honors, clubs, or activities then either.  I’ll assume he had to work too hard to get 

out of school as soon as he could (mid-year graduation), but he may also have been a loner.  

There’s also the possibility that he spent a lot time hunting, fishing, and riding with his father 

Jody.  I’d certainly like to think that’s the case. 

 Now let’s back up to talk about Ray’s adolescence.  Most important, at some point 

between Junior and Senior graduations, probably before 15, he came down with scarlet fever.  

Back then when there were no antibiotics, it was the leading cause of death in children.  Ray 

survived, but with a damaged heart.  Family lore is that the doctor told his folks he’d probably 

not live past 20.  What a relief that he did.  The illness probably affected his schooling, but he 

still managed an early graduation.  Apropos of adolescence otherwise, I know absolutely nothing 

about his social or romantic life. 

 Also tucked away in “1933 Life” I discovered an invitation to his Commencement 

Exercises, January 27, 1933, which contained two more emotionally loaded items.  One is a 

small card with his signature at the time, all baroque curlicues and flourishes.  I did the same at 

that age.  The second is a short poem that he typed out on almost translucent onionskin paper, a 

disturbing ditty slightly rephrased from its many traditional versions.  In view of my earlier 

comment on Ella’s discipline (written before I found this), it may well be a personal rewording: 
 

ME MUDDER 

When me prayers were early said, 

Who tucked me in me widdle bed 

And spanked me ass till it was red [?] 

Me Mudder. 

Who took me from me cozy cot 

And sat me on an ice cold pot 

And made me piss if me could not, [?] 

Me Mudder. 

And when the morning light did come 

And me widdle crib did dwibble some 

Who whipped me butt till it were numb, [?] 

Me Mudder. 

Who did me hair so neatly part 

And press me gently to her heart 

And sometimes squeeze me till me fart [?] 

Me Mudder. 
 

 That Ray chose to type out this folksy indictment and keep it in his personal archives says 

that it meant something real for him.  Forgive me for foreshadowing, but these lines are sad 

testimony to the generational self-perpetuation of child abuse.  However, thank goodness, I 

managed to transcend my own rigorous training.  And thank goodness for that conciliatory last 

verse, the farting notwithstanding.  Ray always did have an earthy sense of humor. 
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         For the next several years after Ray finished 

high school in 1933, I’ve found only two clues 

about what he was up to.  You’ll recall that this 

was the Great Depression, so it may not have been 

much at all.  Plenty of time to hunt and fish?  One 

of the clues is a curious postcard for a Fond du Lac 

service station where he must have had an actual 

job for at least a while in those difficult years.  

Clearly somebody thought the handsome young 

station attendant made a good advertisement.  For 

those of you not old enough to remember, there 

used to be attendants at stations who pumped your 

gas for you—and even would wash your 

windshield.  Imagine that. 

        The other clue is a small embossed leather 

folder from Fountain City Business College in 

Fond du Lac certifying Ray as graduating from a 

course oddly called “stenotypy-stenographic.”  It’s 

dated November 15, 1937, but who knows how 

long the course ran?  “Stenotypy” was apparently 

the operation of those weird court-reporter 

machines that look like mutant dwarf typewriters.  

When I was real little, I saw his device, but he 

must have soon thrown it away.   

          Taking that business course shows Ray had 

hopes of finding a profession for himself, albeit as 

a court reporter.  Like multitudes of others, in 1937 

and 38, I’m sure he was pounding the pavement 

looking for a job.  How he managed, we’ll never 

know, but somehow in 1939 he landed work with 

“the social security division of the federal service.”  

(Social Security was enacted in August, 1935.)   

That’s how, at the age of 23, Ray wound up in the 

big city of Baltimore.   

          To announce his appointment in Fond du 

Lac’s newspaper, they had this formal portrait 

made.  Probably the stylish young man was more 

than ready to escape from provincial Wisconsin 

into the exciting new world of a big city.  Not that 

it matters, but I wonder how long it took Ray to 

meet Yvonne and go sight-seeing with her on 

December 7, 1939.  Remember, the handsome 

fellow in this portrait was Yvonne’s ardent new 

suitor, the one who stood in that fountain holding a 

statue’s hand and waving at her.   
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.ii.  The Marriage 
 

 Mother once mentioned that Daddy didn’t actually propose to but simply assumed they’d 

get married.  Sounds like him.  And I guess she simply acquiesced to his assumption.  Ray’s 

friend Eric somebody was the Best Man, and Yvonne’s Sister Dotsy was the Bride’s Maid. 

           On Wednesday, June 19, 1940 Ray and 

Yvonne married.  The Bride wore a patterned dress, 

the same one as in the picture on page 14, probably 

a favorite dress.  Both sisters and mother Freda 

wore those same chic two-tone heels.  The Groom 

wore striking white shoes.  In the artistically tinted 

portrait below, Ray’s hair really is dark brown. 
 

 

         
 

           I haven’t found any information on where the newlyweds 

went on honeymoon, but one photo was likely taken in late June 

or July when it was obviously hot.  Ray’s in shirt-sleeves with 

his wedding tie and white shoes.  Yvonne’s hair is only slightly 

longer than in the portrait, and she also wears her wedding 

heels.  There’s a hint of a flowered dress in that shadow of her 

purse.  The only clue to location is that Italianate building 

behind and possibly a seawall with balustrade.  Nowhere I can 

recognize, but maybe Atlantic City?    

           The original photo was so sun-bright and faded that you 

could hardly see anything in it at all, so I felt like a magician 

hauling the image up into this much visibility.  It looks like it 

was taken around noon—check out those nose-shadows.  

Yvonne’s sun-squint and slight pucker are a familiar expression.  

Another interesting point is her characteristic stance with feet 

demurely close together, a stylish pose in many photos.  I’d be 

willing to bet it was also taken by an obliging passerby.   
          Honeymoon (?), 1940 
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         As well as a magician, I feel rather like a detective in 

trying to figure out what happened.  Namely, in the little box 

of Ray’s memorabilia I found his (first?) driver’s license.  It 

was dated October 30, 1940 and listed the address as 628 

Wyanoke Avenue, possibly where he’d been living in Balmer 

before, or maybe it was the couple’s new residence.   

           Bless Google Images that showed me the little house in 

the picture to the left.  The current real estate specs are for 

1,350 sq. ft. with one bathroom, and zero bedrooms.  Not sure 

how that works.  What’s on the second floor, a ballroom?  At 

the time, it was probably painted white, without railings on 

porch or steps, as I deduce from an early-40’s photo.  The 

chimney at the back could’ve been for a fireplace, but that 

would be in the kitchen for a stove.  That smudge on the right   

 628 Wyanoke Avenue          over the porch isn’t my fault. 
 

          
  Yvonne on the Model A           Yvonne and Ray, 1940 
 

 Ray may have gotten the driver’s license a bit after they got the used car.  Yvonne’s light 

coat, same one she wore in the early spring courtship, shows it was fall at least.  Note the same 

wedding heels.  Again Google helped me identify the car as an early-30’s Ford Model A—to 

judge from the radiator cap where later they sported hood ornaments.  This could’ve been on a 

first drive-out into the countryside:  Note the gravel road and field in the background, and 

looking really close you can see her wedding ring.  The folks kept this vehicle along with a 

newer car all through my childhood, when I’d ride in the rumble seat, and up through the 50’s, 

when as “the old Ford” it played an innocent role in my adolescent trauma.   

 In the photo on the right, I was touched to see Yvonne’s left arm reaching around Ray’s 

slender waist.  I don’t think he was ever that thin again.  Also pained to see that cigarette, 

probably a Lucky Strike.  It was another dozen years before he finally stopped smoking. 
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 No doubt driving that Model A, in late October or early November, 1940 the newlyweds 

took a trip to Wisconsin to visit with Ray’s family.  I shudder to think of the arduous trip that 

must’ve been. Grandma Ella was at their wedding, but I couldn’t find Grandpa Jody in any of the 

photos.  Yvonne surely impressed the in-laws with her big-city style and good looks.    

         
 Newlyweds in Wisconsin, 1940           With Nephew Terry       Ray the Hunter 
 

 Amongst the new in-laws to meet were Ray’s sisters Lorraine and Bernice.  While 

Lorraine was already married and the mother of little Terry in the center picture, Bernice was 

still single, though within the next year she would also marry.   

 It being hunting season, Ray bagged some fat pheasants, as can be seen in the shot on the 

right.  Another day must’ve been rather warm since Yvonne wore only a light dress to perch on 

the back of a horse, most likely for the first time in her life.  Both the hunting and the horse were 

things way outside of her experience and must have been quite a shock.   
 

      
  Grandpa Jody holding Yvonne’s horse   Yvonne on another teeter-totter 
 

 Back in Baltimore, Yvonne and Ray settled into married life at the little house on 

Wyanoke.  Ray had his job with the Social Security Administration, and I guess Yvonne learned 

to be a housewife in the traditional sense.  She was the little woman whose only job was to keep 

the home fires burning and feed her man.  That’s what wives used to do. 
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.iii.  Progeny 
 

 By my reckoning, it was later July when I was conceived, which means I was half-way 

along when Pearl Harbor happened (December 7).  Mother told me Daddy tried to enlist, but the 

Army wouldn’t take him because of his damaged heart.  I can imagine the emotional turmoil for 

a pregnant wife during that episode.  A picture in the kitchen on Wyanoke, probably in January, 

1942 shows the beatific smile of an expectant mother, and in another, Yvonne gives us the 

stunned, transformed look of new motherhood. 
 

        
  Yvonne six months pregnant           Mama with me at three weeks 
 

        For the next couple years, there were few 

pictures of Yvonne and/or Ray without me.  Daddy 

never really liked having his picture taken, but I 

have a few from the early forties, and he seems 

rather photogenic.  You can gauge the passage of 

time, of course, by my growth from baby- to 

toddler-hood.  I recall nothing about my first three 

years and know only that they apparently moved in 

1943 from Wyanoke to another place, judging from 

the different front door. 
 

  Six weeks 
 

            
 New parents  Six months          Nine months  One year 
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        1944 at two           1945 at three             1945 at pool 
 

# 
 

.iv. Indiana 
 
 

 In 1945 with the end of the war Daddy got a new 

job (and I assume a good GS promotion) with the Alcohol 

Tax Division, which meant a move to a little town in 

Indiana called Lawrenceburg (just outside Cincinnati back 

then but now engulfed by that city).  I gather his job was as 

a “revenuer” levying taxes on the alcohol produced by the 

distillery in that town.  Seagram’s I think, but what does a 

three year-old know?  That move was without doubt the 

biggest life-change for Yvonne in all her 26 years.   

 They got a house on Nowlin Road, a country road 

with a barn and pond just down the way.  Rather outside of 

the town itself, as I recall from a few years later, but with 

neighbors up and down the road.  Across the road were 

broad fields and distant trees along what may even have 

been the Ohio River valley.  Beside the house a gravel lane 

ran straight back across cornfields up to the foot of 

Cemetery Hill, a modest wooded rise that was my first 

experience of mountains.  Balmer it definitely wasn’t. 

 In Lawrenceburg IN, 1945  Daddy probably liked all that countryside. 
 

 Suddenly transplanted into a rural setting, Mama must have had a hard time.  Isolated 

from society, she likely only got out of the house (and I’m speculating here), once a week to a 

grocery store.  From later on, I remember she somehow made a friend, a lady who lived back 

behind Cemetery Hill.  And of course she knew the nearby neighbors along Nowlin Road, the 

Holcrafts and Greers next doors and the Schnabels down the way.  Like countless women 

through the centuries, she’d become simply an accessory to Daddy’s life, Mrs. Raymond J. 

Balthazor.  Now I wonder how she ever managed that drastic change, but as the witless child, I 

had no idea what was going on.  
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 To make matters even stranger for Mama, Daddy started up a little riding stable at 

another barn down the road.  I don’t recall her ever paying attention to his horses, much less 

riding one.  Even as a tiny kid I didn’t particularly appreciate sitting on an animal.  Daddy kept 

on trying to get me to ride a spotted one named Prince but gave up when I fell off on my head.  

Besides that weekend enterprise, Daddy also took up a hobby—taxidermy.  Again Mama showed 

no interest in his handiwork and confined him to the back porch where he worked over various 

birds and critters.  When I was older, he taught me to stuff a blue jay, but I soon lost interest.  

You should’ve seen the owl-eyed, sway-backed fox he stuffed. 

 Since Daddy had a pretty good job, I guess we were doing okay if not wonderfully during 

those post-war years.  We had a nice house and a car (and the old Ford in the shed), and of 

course the television set!  Earlier, I sat on the living room floor listening to Jack Benny on the 

radio (and understanding nothing…), and then in 1946 we became one of the 0.5% of US 

households with a TV set.  One of those big wooden cases with about a six-inch screen.  In a way 

I guess Mrs. Balthazor was living the epitome of a late 40’s housewife life. 

 My memories of Mama in Indiana are few and unspecific.  She was just the ever-present, 

beneficent being watching over and caring for the little kid they called Dickie.  In the early years 

I only specifically recall tearful incidents when she was there to calm, soothe, and cure.  When I 

split my toe on the tricycle or when I cut my finger on a barn door.  Most dramatic was one 

morning while she was doing the wash in the basement with me climbing around on the slat-

topped laundry table.  My skinny leg slipped down and trapped a knobby knee between two slats.  

I howled and Mama got awfully excited.  She had Mr. Holcraft next door come over to free me.  

Such were normal exigencies of mother- and child-hood. 

 Less normal what happened on July 4, 1946.  At an impressionable four, Daddy took me 

way out in the yard by the road to show me fireworks.  I recall only him putting a cherry-bomb 

in a soup can, and when it exploded, the tin lid hit him in the forehead.  Knocked out, he fell to 

the ground like a lump right beside me, and I started screaming.  Of course, I had no concept of 

death yet, but his collapse and the blood terrified me.   

 You can imagine Mama’s distress when she came running at my shrieks.  Turned out the 

lid had only stuck lightly into Daddy’s eyebrow bone, fortunately just missing his eyeball.  He 

came out of it with just a short, small scar.  As a parallel personal aside, nine years later in 

childish horseplay with friends I got an oyster shell stuck in my forehead.  The little scar is still 

there, smack in the middle of my “third eye.”  Maybe that’s what weirded me. 

      After that maternal pose on the Indiana 

steps, the early years there produced no more 

photos of Mama and only a few of Daddy, 

mostly with his horses or with me.  The other old 

photos were understandably all of me—and 

adorably cute.  Then Mama reappeared amongst 

the photos upon the birth of my sister Judy on 

June 2, 1947.  I liked the radio program “Date 

with Judy” and had suggested that name. 

       In this parental photo Judy was probably 

a week old at best, to judge by Mama’s perhaps 

distracted demeanor, or maybe that’s postpartum 

exhaustion.  If you look close, you might see the          

 Yvonne and Ray with newborn Judy      scar on Daddy’s eyebrow.  I have no memory of 
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Mama being pregnant—just that at one point she went away and came back the next day with 

this baby.  Being sort of tow-headed, I was struck by it having black hair.   

       I seem to have fallen easily into the role 

of big brother and to believe the pictures, loved 

to hold and cuddle the baby.  Later that summer 

the Trinités visited us to meet the newest 

member of the tribe.  I rather like this group 

shot, albeit in miserable focus, with both 

grandparents and aunts Jackie (middle) and Sissy 

(in back).  Dotsy wasn’t there, as she was well 

along in her pregnancy with my cousin Johnny.  

What strikes me is how incredibly tan I was 

compared to Judy’s baby whiteness. 

           As this tiny baby, Judy slept in her 

crib in my bedroom, and one night I was 

awakened by her weakly gasping and trying to  

 Yvonne with kids and Trinités, 1947     cry.  I ran for Mama, and somehow they got her  

          to the hospital.  It was an asthma attack, and 

Daddy told me Judy was turning black by the time they got her there. 

 Judy spent over two weeks in an oxygen tent and finally recovered—but with brain 

damage.  She learned to talk with a slight speech impediment and had successful therapy in her 

early years.  No other effects were evident, and she grew into a bright and beautiful little girl. 

Being a tiny kid, I had no concept of the terror and stress my parents must have experienced in 

this emergency.  My only memory is feeling childishly proud for having “saved her life.”  

However, Judy continued to suffer from asthma and other allergies the rest of her life. 
 

        
            Yvonne and family with Peppy, 1948    Yvonne and Dotsy with kids, 1948 
 

 Throughout the later 40’s, lots of pictures were taken of us kids, often together, but there 

are only rare shots of Mama with us.  Yvonne was now simply a “wife and mother.”  I imagine 

the two of us were quite a handful.  In maybe 1947, Daddy got a little toy fox terrier that he 
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named Peppy, and I was very happy with this first pet.  Knowing her, I doubt Mama was 

particularly thrilled about having the animal around, and she never allowed it inside the house.  

All her life, with one exception to be noted later, that was Yvonne’s position on animals. 
   

             
        Yvonne with us kids, 1949    Yvonne with family swimming, 1950 
 

 In this shot from 1949, I see Mama’s expression and posture as reflecting her gentle 

patience with, and perhaps wistful resignation to, her maternal lot.  Struck by her thinness (her 

neck in particular), I’ve got to wonder now if it was just from all the work of caring for us, or if 

she had some emotional reason for losing weight, like maybe not being all that happy?   
 

  On the other hand, by 1950 in the above 

swimming-hole photo, as you can well see, both Mama 

and I had pudged up a bit.  Our waistlines probably 

came from our rather affluent lifestyle in those 

Utopian Truman years.  I’ve no idea about the 

Balthazors’ political opinions at the time, but later on, 

I learned that Daddy was a Republican.  Of course, 

even then we never talked politics, and Yvonne would 

never give any political opinion, to me at least.  Even 

in her last years, she’d just agree about freedom and 

justice, while lamenting any travesties or injustices 

that happened, and wouldn’t comment on anything 

political, except maybe a local corrupt politician. 

  Otherwise, in 1950 Yvonne made some real 

social outreach in the Lawrenceburg community.  She 

became the Den Mother of my Cub Scout troop which 

met in our very own backyard.  I recall nothing about 

the experience except being an insufferable (fat) brat 

because my mother was Den Mother and it was my 

 Freda, Yvonne, and Judy            home turf.  Now I truly regret being such an unruly  

            son.  At least in my sister Judy she got a little angel. 
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.v.  Texas 
 

 During the fall of 1951, perhaps tiring of his work at the Seagram’s distillery, Daddy 

decided to move the family to Texas.  He took another taxation job at a Monsanto plant in Texas 

City, where (I was impressed that) they made the insect repellant 6-12.  The job was likely a 

promotion, but who knows what kind of taxes he had to figure there?  He got us a house in a new 

subdivision in La Marque.  Being an oblivious child, I didn’t know if we’d been renting the 

Indiana house—or if Daddy actually bought the Texas place.  It was just our new home. 
 

            Sitting at the far end of a one-block street, 

#10 Southlawn Circle was a new house with wide 

fields to either side and more new houses down the 

street.  Behind was an embankment with a high 

tension line, and behind that a major drainage ditch 

where I played with frogs and bugs.  Not exactly 

urban, it was still close to stores, my school, and 

playgrounds.  (My most remarkable experience in La 

Marque was finding in one of those wide fields an  

           #10 Southlawn Circle, LaMarque TX           object that even in utter ignorance I recognized as a  

               mammoth’s tooth, long since lost.) 

 
The Balthazors newly in Texas, fall 1951 
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 I’ve printed the above family photo large because it’s a remarkable image of Mama 

which expresses hopeful excitement and maybe even some of the joie de vivre of her maiden 

years.  She must’ve found moving from semi-rural Lawrenceburg to more cosmopolitan 

(Everything’s relative!) La Marque wonderful.  It was also a move for our family into the 

“modern” age of the fifties, symbolized by that high tension line towering over the stylish 

suburban house.  In addition, they’d just started building the so-called first superhighway in the 

country between Houston and Galveston.  I’m sure Mama loved the urban modernity in Texas, 

and my juvenile grin shows the same excitement, even if I hadn’t found any cowboys. 

 On the other hand, I find Ray’s sidelong glance and tentative smile suggestive perhaps of 

a tension, worry, or distress.  Of course, it could easily be the stress of changing jobs and homes 

that distracts him here.  But most striking is how his dark hair has now gone heavily grey at only 

36.  This is how I best recall him—the salt-and-pepper stage.  That last year in Indiana as pater 

familias seems to have had a deep effect on Daddy.  In 1989-90 when my own mustache went 

suddenly white, I’m sure it was from emotional stress.  Meanwhile, Judy, who was always very 

close to Daddy, witness her little hand to his cheek, smiles with the same uncertainty.    

 This momentous move was in early October, 1951, which meant a lot to an almost ten 

year-old kid.  Too late in the fall to start fourth grade, I got an amazing sabbatical from education 

until the January term.  That’s why I had many opportunities to play in the drainage ditch and 

ride my bike around the nearby neighborhoods and woodsy areas.  I treasure the memory of that 

childish freedom in a whole wide new world, something most children never experience 

anymore in this current era of what I call interventive parenting.  Or preemptive parenting?  

Suffice it gratefully to say, Mama didn’t keep a very tight rein on me, but I gave her no cause for 

concern.  Except when a cottonmouth moccasin struck at my leg—and missed—but Mama was 

walking right beside me anyway.  Besides, she had her hands full with a little angel. 
 

             
      In the “winter,” 1952          Judy’s First Communion, 1953 
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 From 1952 and 1953 there are no other pictures of Yvonne than these two.  In both she 

still wears a good smile, whatever that means, and now wears glasses.  She and I got them after a 

bright car trip that first summer across Texas to Carlsbad Caverns, which was a kid’s dream.  On 

that trip we saw San Antonio, of which I recall mostly an old mission along a dark river with 

huge century plants, a fact I mention merely because that city will show up again in this story.    

 That first “winter” photo caught the other three of us with unfortunate expressions, but I 

won’t read anything into those other than bright sun.  Note that Mama has us kids and herself 

bundled up in heavy winter-wear, but it rarely gets very cold in that area—and Daddy’s light 

windbreaker jacket.  Yvonne couldn’t abide feeling “chilly.”  The other photo was terribly faded 

and dark at the same time, but I managed to pull Judy’s face out of the shadows and rescue 

Daddy from the blurry cloud up to this point.  Since his expressions in both shots don’t convey 

much spirit, I’d guess he wasn’t exactly thriving emotionally in the new job.  And what a tie! 

 La Marque being close to Galveston and the Gulf of Mexico, Daddy often took me surf-

fishing on the beach, where I caught lots of little hammerhead sharks and one blowfish.  We 

sometimes even went out at night with lights and speared flounders in the shallows.  Our next-

door neighbor Mr. Knight was even a professional fisherman with a big boat and lots of nets and 

floats hung up on racks.  So in this respect, Daddy was in his element.   

 Of course, Mama didn’t give a hoot for the 

fishing, but she enjoyed sunbathing on the beach.  

Otherwise, I remember her often playing canasta 

with me and Judy or us sitting together to watch “I 

Love Lucy” and laughing ourselves sick.  

Otherwise, she got into plants in the yard, planting 

flowers along the back of the yard, like these 

petunias in this picture that Judy is supposedly 

watering with that tiny watering can.  She even 

made a small vegetable garden behind the house.  

This was obviously when she infected me and Judy 

with the plant bug.  I particularly loved the purple 

verbena and red coleus in the front beds. 

 This was also when Mama took up crochet, 

and I’d bet that she made the hat she’s wearing in 

that First Communion photo.  Maybe even Judy’s 

veil.  She made myriad doilies and such silly 

knickknacks and got me to try my hand at it, but I 

wasn’t taken by the art.  I was impressed however 

by her crocheted picture of a little girl in a bonnet 

and big skirts.  And a ruffled hat that she blocked to 

    Judy with Mama’s petunias  stand out stiff with sugar water.   
 

 If you look closely at the last photo, you can see that parade of high tension towers into 

the distance and the other houses in the distance.  It was in such a wide field on the other side of 

the house that our little dog Peppy got run over by someone in a jeep.  Supposedly as the dog 

slept among the weeds, but I suspect it wasn’t an accident.  My first real encounter with death, I 

was bereft—but only for a couple days.  Children can forget easily.  Only now do I shudder to 

imagine a vicious jeep running down that little white puppy.  This was also my first encounter 

with the bestial stupidity of people, but not my last.   
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.vi.  Arkansas 
 

 By the late spring of 1954, Daddy apparently had his fill of work at the plant and bravely 

went into business for himself.  I doubt Mama had much input on the decision to buy a truck stop 

café on US Hwy 74 in southwest Arkansas.  In Sevier County to be exact, several miles from the 

nearest little town called Lockesburg.   

 Right after school got out, we moved to Penney Hill.  I exaggerate not when I say that in 

one fell swoop Daddy dragged the family back into the forties, maybe even into the thirties in 

many ways.  While a twelve year-old lad found the change exhilarating—to have vast woods all 

around to roam in—I now can appreciate what a horrible experience it must have been for poor 

Mama.  A city girl from Maryland suddenly plopped down in the pinewoods of the South.  

       These are the three photos Daddy 

got from the realtor.  The only thing 

missing was a shot of the motel cabins 

back behind the café.  In the shot of the 

home, that prominent front window 

was my bedroom; the little roof visible 

behind is the chicken shed; and the big 

block planter holds a tall yucca plant.  

The property also included a large 

pasture behind the house and a wooded 

hillside down to a nice stock pond. 

          Actually rather charming and 

elegant in comparison to the usual rural 

architecture, for the next several years 

this idyllic hilltop estate became our 

whole world.  Immediately both Daddy 

and Mama went to work in the café, 

which was open 24 hours, he at night 

and she in the daytime.  Going from 

happy homemaker to waitress in a 

diner was surely a cultural shock.  

           With the move, I started calling 

her the more sophisticated Mom and in 

the same spirit asked folks to call me 

Richard instead of the childish Dick.  

Meanwhile, since the locals had a real 

hard time with Balthazor, everybody 

called Daddy Mr. Ray—and Mom for 

the first time became Miz Yvonne, a 

foreign-sounding name which at times 

became Miz Why-vonne.  

 At 14, I started working in the café too.  For me, and I expect for Mom as well, all the 

society of local customers in the café somewhat offset the loneliness of the setting.  The only real 

restaurant on a forty-mile stretch of Hwy 74, Penney Hill had a fairly good “tourist” traffic and 

also was a hangout for the local population.  That part of Arkansas was dry (alcohol-free for you 
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youngsters), and so socializing in the café was generally sedate.  Mom got to know all the 

(distant) neighbor ladies, and local kids had nowhere else to go out for a Coke and fries.      

 I was lucky to get away to school twenty miles south in Ashdown, but Mom had nowhere 

to go except drive Judy and me to church on Sundays, either to DeQueen twenty miles north or 

Nashville twenty miles east.  (We were the only Catholic family in the whole county, which 

certainly didn’t help us fit into the local culture.)  Daddy often had to stay home to work in the 

café, a legitimate excuse to skip Mass which nevertheless rather bothered Mom.  She always 

made sure Judy and I got there, but I vividly recall that she’d rarely drive over 30 mph. 
 

              On the personal side, there wasn’t much 

society.  Infrequently there were socials or ice cream 

suppers at a community building some miles away by 

the river.  That was where my 4-H Club met too.  I 

frankly recall only one “party.”  Early on, an old 

couple, Elsa and PD Dicken, lived in a tiny house just 

down from our motel cabins.  A big happy German 

woman, Elsa threw a party for Judy’s eighth birthday 

in 1955.  In this photo she took, the boy behind me is 

my pal Kay Penney, nephew of the café’s former 

owner, who at the time lived off just over the hill.   

           In 1956 Kay moved off to the nearby village 

of Ben Lomond; PD died; and Elsa moved to New 

York.  So we four Balthazors were left alone together 

on  Judy’s eighth birthday, 1955           Penney Hill, except for whoever Daddy got to run the 

gas station. In this fall 1956 photo, we’re a nice 

Catholic family dressed up for church. It is 

significantly the one and only family shot from the 

Arkansas years.  From the beginning with Daddy and 

Mom working opposing shifts in the café, the family 

started to disintegrate.  

          Only rarely did Mom cook meals for us to eat 

together, maybe a special roast chicken on a Sunday, 

fresh fish Daddy may have caught, or a stew of rabbit 

or squirrel that I’d hunted with my little .22 rifle.  

This backwoods menu wasn’t Mom’s favorite 

cuisine, to say the least.  Mostly, we would each just 

order something, breakfast, lunch, or dinner, from the 

café cook and eat alone at the counter or in a booth.  

In that way, the mechanics of our family life simply 

stopped working. 

            In Arkansas, Daddy spent as much time as he 

could (sleeping days) hunting and fishing, only rarely 

took me along, and immediately got some horses.  

Remember that little boy on the pony?  One was for 

Judy, a mare named Lady that became the focus of 

      The Balthazors, 1956             her lonely life on Penney Hill.  She later rode in  

              rodeos, did dressage, and raised Morgans.   
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 Meanwhile, around school and work, I lived for roaming in the woods for miles around—

by myself, of course—and taking care of our flower beds and a total menagerie of pets and 

livestock, including a huge Poland China shoat (hog) named Cornpone that won first prize at the 

County Fair and earned me a 4-H County Championship.  As waiter, cashier, occasional cook, 

and constant dishwasher, I worked in the café all day most Saturdays, often in the evenings to 

help out with ball-game rushes and such, and full time in the summers (at 50 cents an hour).  But 

that’s more than enough about me.  (I’ve already described my life in the backwoods in enough 

detail in the autobiographical novella “Bat in a Whirlwind.”) 

 Apropos all the animals, Mom still wouldn’t let them into the house.  With the sole 

exception of a little white parakeet named Joe.  Daddy also raised parakeets in a big cage with 

nesting boxes.  Joe would sit on the curtain rod over the kitchen sink watching Mom wash 

dishes, whistling, and calling “Hello, Joe!”  One day Joe fell into the dishwater and drowned. 
 

      In her supposedly free time around 

working as a waitress in the café, Mom also 

handled all the housekeeping for the motel.  She 

was constantly washing sheets and linens (with 

miserable water pressure from the pump at the 

creek at the foot of the hill) and hanging them 

out on the clothesline in the backyard.  Even at 

the time I knew that Mom was deeply unhappy 

in Arkansas.  Several times I’d come in and 

found her crying, usually when she was writing a 

letter to Grandma or the Aunts.  But she never 

really said anything to me about her woe.  

      I’m sure Mom’s greatest comfort was 

having Judy as a companion in our exile.  Not 

caring for horses, I didn’t do much with my 

 Mom on terrace, front yard center, 1958       little sister, five years being a big gap at those 

ages.  I remember taking this photo of the two of them, and 

the following few with my little box camera.  Here I was 

standing on top of the white fence to get an “artistic” angle.  

          Judy was always very close to Mom and shared that 

interest in horses with Daddy.  I was as appreciative of Mom 

as any teenager of his mother, but I had it hard with Daddy.  

Our communication usually amounted to his angry 

displeasure at something or other and harsh, arbitrary 

discipline.  Not today’s style of child-rearing.  Fortunately, I 

had the sense to understand that it wasn’t about me, but 

about some personal problem of his own.  Probably stress of 

the business, but who knows what was in his head?  Later in 

life, Mother told me the café was failing, and the employees 

were stealing him blind.  If I’d known then, maybe it 

would’ve been a bit easier. 

             Happily, I never saw him lift a hand to either Mom 

or Judy, but also later in life Judy told me even then that 

 Mom and Judy, 1958             they knew that I was shielding them against Daddy’s wrath.  
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Luckily, it didn’t leave any scars.  Except that in Arkansas all my emotional bonds with my 

father withered up and blew away.  Smoke in the wind.  I guess some might call that a scar. 

 At the time I gave it no thought, but now on this far side of adulthood, I’ve got to wonder 

about Mom and Daddy’s sex life in Arkansas.  We were never a demonstrably affectionate 

family in the first place, either verbally or physically.  Apart from his putting his arm around her 

for early pictures, I can’t remember ever seeing Daddy caress, hug, or kiss Mom or Judy, much 

less ever show such affection to me, even as a little kid.  Being no psychiatrist, I still rather 

suspect that besides the failing business, his distance and rage very likely came from sexuality 

problems, with which, as a gay man myself, I can well empathize.  Hey, all is not lost!  That’s an 

emotional bond that has survived after all.  Yes, empathy, compassion, that’s what I’ve been 

feeling as I work over these old photos of Daddy, from those first touching shots of the charming 

suitor.  Okay.  Moving on… 
 

       
          Mom on another swing, 1959       Sewing in the living room, 1959 
 

 In the above left photo of Mom on the swing, I see a distracted, wistful something in her 

expression that again makes me wonder about the sexual side of her unhappiness in the woods.  

Not to harp on this, but again in later life when well accustomed to having gay family members, 

Mother remarked that she’d once thought back then that Daddy might be gay.  Could that be 

what Mom’s thinking here on this swing?  But I’m not harping.  By the way, this was when I was 

taking Spanish and jokingly called her Mamacita.  For the rest of her life, she would sign her 

notes and letters to me as Mamacita.   

 Anyway, about that photo so you can truly appreciate the rustic setting:  Behind Mom is 

our stable-like garage, the fence penning in Daddy’s hunting hounds, their doghouse, and the 

pinewoods beyond the back pasture.  (For the poop on that doghouse, you’ve got to read “Bat in 

a Whirlwind.”)  For more of the landscape:  Just to the left of the dog-pen was a pen and wallow 

for my champion Cornpone, and that for the other hogs was back down the hill to the right.  

 That pretty apron Mom’s wearing was her handiwork, one of a multitude she made for 

waitressing work.  In Arkansas her interests expanded from crochet into sewing to fill her “free” 

time, and she made many of our clothes.  In the right photo, I’m sure Mom made Judy’s dress, 

her own whatever, and the questionable drapes.  I can’t quite tell, even magnified, through the 

blur of the wretched photograph, my flashbulb reflecting from the door to my room, what she’s 

working on, maybe a tablecloth or a quilt.  The photo looks so awful because I couldn’t find the 
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energy to work it over.  I can’t get over how terrible the photographs from the fifties and sixties 

were.  But a lot of it may be poor cameras, sad film, ravages of time on the prints themselves, the 

deterioration of magical chemicals, pixel fatigue… 

 Speaking of pixel fatigue, in the photo below of Mom on Judy’s new bike, we had a case 

of pixel blowout.  That irreparable glare across her thigh and the yard is obviously a technical 

problem and in no way my fault as the photographer.  This pose goes well with those earlier ones 

on the old car and the horse, though here she might be ready to ride it somewhere.  Anywhere to 

get the hell out of there.  But I’m interpreting in hindsight.  Mom looks happy enough.   

 On a sentimental note, the dog is Judy’s Duchess, survivor of Highway 74 for six years.  

When we moved away in September, 1960, we left her and my Lobo with a man who lived down 

in the river bottoms.  They soon ran away and went wild in the woods.  Happier that way? 
 
 

   …  
 Mom on Judy’s bike, 1960             The home on Penney Hill, May, 1960 
 

 I’m including this updated picture of the home on Penney Hill for a couple reasons.  First 

is that I truly did love the Hill as a unique place to live, the work and isolation notwithstanding, 

probably as much as Mom hated it.  Needless to say, suffering an adolescence at that backwoods 

truck stop marked me for life.  I’m not sure how spending her thirties there marked her.   

 The second reason is to show the passage of six years with the changes to the beautiful 

place.  Not only how much taller the pines have grown, but that dark mass of vegetation behind 

the house on the right.  It’s a large weeping willow tree that I ingeniously planted right on top of 

the septic tank.  Oh, well…  The yucca was much taller in 1960 than in 1954. 

# 
 

.vii.  New Orleans 
 

 You read right up there that we moved away from Arkansas in September, 1960.  Daddy 

put Penney Hill up for sale and somehow actually found a buyer!  It happened right when it was 

time for me to leave for New Orleans for college at Tulane.  Daddy drove us all the way south on 

Hwy 74 to the Crescent City and dropped me off on McAlister Drive in front of my dormitory.  

Neither Daddy nor Mom offered any argument about my decision to strike out on my own.  In 

this abrupt parting of ways, I was far too excited to worry about how sad it must’ve made Mom 

feel.  What Daddy felt about my escaping from the family I’ll never know.  At this point, when 

our lives diverged, the life of my mother became even more of a secret for me. 

 When they drove away, Daddy settled the family of three at a place on Bonnabel 

Boulevard in Metairie, which I honestly only saw once and can’t recall at all.  Remember that 

street name because it’s going to show up again later in this story.    What I’d saved from my 
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years of café work, a full scholarship for the backwoods brainiac, and a fabulous student job 

meant that I didn’t have to depend on them for anything.  Though they always lived within an 

easy bus ride from campus, their busy Tulane student only rarely visited, mostly for holidays.   

 Daddy started working very soon as a supply master in some military facility, and Mom, 

whom in my new college-student sophistication I started calling Mother, got a receptionist job in 

a dentist’s office.  Well re-established, they moved to a place just off Jefferson Highway in 

Harahan that backed up to the levee of the river with room for Judy’s Lady and Daddy’s horse 

Stormy and miles of levee-top for riding. 

 A few times I dropped by Mother’s office downtown on Baronne Street for prehistoric 

dental work, including the ridiculous extraction of a perfectly good molar.  Long after, a couple 

years before her death, Mother told me that she’d found my visits very embarrassing because I 

looked like such a bum with my long hair and messy clothes.  What can I say?  I was a latter-day 

beatnik and a proto-hippie, though drug-free.  Meanwhile her dentist boss belonged to the Krewe 

of Hermes, and for three years at Mardi Gras I got into a tuxedo to take Mother to their ball.  

Those were the only quality times she and I spent together in those years, and that was simply 

sitting in the theater to watch the big Hermes wigs parade around the stage.     

 There weren’t any photos in that box Mother gave me from the first couple New Orleans 

years, and only a few from later on.  Mostly they were taken on my visits.  I remember coming 

“home” for Thanksgiving in 1961 with a dear college friend, and they were gracious with him.  

Judy insisted on giving him a riding lesson.  It was probably 1962 when I brought my (East) 

Indian friend with me, whom Mother found fascinating and always asked about ever after.  As 

cover for my moral depravity, I’d always talk about my girlfriend Jane, who was indeed a girl 

and a special friend. 

     
       On the Mississippi, 1962         In the backyard, fall 1963 
 

 In the above and following photos, I really wish I could dig out some clue about Mother’s 

secret life in those years.  The only things that catch my attention are her pearls and liking for 

flowered dresses—and my sister’s evident adolescent shyness, if not actual depression.  Again, I 

have no notion of what their family life was like now that I was no longer their shield.   
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 Meanwhile, in the Christmas shot below, Daddy looks as happy as I’ve ever seen him in a 

picture, and Mother absolutely beams.  Maybe they actually were happy.  I sure hope so.  Mom 

must’ve been happy living in a real city again, and I assume their two incomes kept them fairly 

secure.  Happily, I managed to ferret out amongst miscellaneous keepsake stuff their plastic 

nametags for a square dance group, which they apparently jointed around 1963—the first of a 

number of later club-tags —and they never once mentioned anything about it to me.  See what I 

mean about secret lives?  So here’s at least some evidence they had a fun social life. 

 I only learned about the square dancing maybe twenty years later, and she enjoyed it for 

the rest of her life.  Back then I never could’ve imagined Mother as a folksy square dancer.  

More on that later.   But I find this odd as I’d always thought Daddy hated music.  Mother said 

so more than once, but maybe it was just the modern rock and roll he constantly suffered from 

the juke box in the café.  As an avid (disco) dancer myself, to know that Daddy also danced, no 

matter how, deepens my newly acknowledged compassion for him even more.   
 

   
  Easter, 1963     Christmas, 1963 
 

        For my grand graduation from 

Tulane, only the second college 

graduate in my family after Uncle 

George, who became a rocket scientist, 

the Trinité grandparents came down 

from Baltimore.  The next day on a 

sightseeing trip around town with them, 

maybe it was Grandma Freda who took 

this picture of us on the lakefront.   

          Judy’s woe—or boredom?—

bothers me, but this is only a rare 

glimpse of her in such a mood.  She 

was usually much brighter, like above  

           At Lake Pontchartrain after my graduation, June 1964           at Christmas.   
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 Please forgive my casual, if not lascivious, pose, and I can’t remember ever having a 

white sport coat.  I look fairly clean cut in these pictures because my boss at school cracked 

down on Beatle hair, which I took as an affront to my faerie spirit, but I needed and loved my job 

as the queer cashier in the Snack Bar.  After I left the family, Daddy didn’t criticize or gripe at 

me about anything.  In fact, when I’d visit, he rarely spoke to me about anything, as though I 

were a stranger to him.  No problem since he was a stranger to me too.  However, the day before 

the above picture was taken, he complained forcefully about my being a Russian major—and 

“probably a goddam Communist!”  A little late to bring that up, don’t you think? 
 

      This picture is significant in that it was 

taken shortly after their debauched Tulane grad 

flew away to Seattle for graduate school, a unique 

experience covered by my memoir “There Was a 

Ship.”  It was also taken around when Daddy 

moved to San Antonio.  He’d found a good job as 

quartermaster or such at an Air Force base in that 

city, and Mother and Judy stayed in Harahan for 

her to finish senior year.  Am I nuts, or is there 

something in how Mother holds her hand and tilts 

her head that speaks of worry or uncertainty?  

Daddy looks more hopeful here than that darkly 

concerned man on the lakefront. 

      For all I knew from our rare letters, the 

temporary separation passed well, and after Judy’s 

graduation in June, they joined Daddy in San 

       The couple, fall 1964   Antonio.  Judging from the souvenir club-tags, they 

immediately got involved with the square-dance 

community there and resumed their social life.  

This photo of parents and daughter was taken while 

I was working in a glamorous casino at Lake 

Tahoe.  I’m struck by what a beautiful 18 year-old 

woman Judy had become.  This was just before she 

took off for college. 

       I’m also impressed by the gentle way 

Daddy has his arm around Mother in this and the 

above photo.  Of course, my perspective may have 

been skewed, but those simple gestures show a 

living, human warmth I’ve never seen in him 

before.  It seems that this is the last picture ever 

taken of him.  On February 18, 1966, which was 

Mardi Gras Day that year, Daddy collapsed and 

passed away from bacterio-encarditis, bacteria in 

the valves of his heart.  He’d lived to 50, 30 years 

beyond what the doctors gave him.  That dramatic 

date for a farewell to the flesh was a mere two 

weeks before my daughter was born.  I dutifully left

 With Judy, August 1965    my pregnant wife Barbara and flew to San Antonio.  
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 Rather than write about it again, I’ll inflict on you an excerpt from “There Was a Ship:”  
 

 “…I got to San Antonio early in the evening and took a cab to the strange address that I’d 

never seen before.  It was a small white house sitting out all by itself in an open field with a few 

similar houses scattered far and wide across a treeless expanse in a grid of wire fences.  Walking 

up the dirt drive with my suitcase, I got over my horror at the alien place and steeled myself for 

whatever was to come.    

 “Mother came out of the screen door, and we hugged for long moments.  She seemed 

almost as small as Barbara in my arms.  I could feel her little sobs against my chest.  When we 

drew apart, she took my face between her hands, and her eyes were dry, light blue like mine, 

with an expression that was unreadable.  I assumed it was still the shock.  What shocked me was 

that she looked so much older than I remembered.  She was in her mid-forties—and now Daddy 

was dead at fifty! 

 “She took me inside to a living room full of people in fancy western clothes whom she 

introduced as their square-dance club friends.  They’d had come by to keep her company before 

going out to a regular dance.  Taken aback by the strangely dressed people, I couldn’t hope to 

remember any of their names.   

 “Mother sat me down beside her on the sofa and holding my hand, proceeded to tell me 

the details of Daddy’s demise, struck down while pruning the bushes beside the house and from 

there on out.  The dancers had brought many pots and bowls of food, but I declined for the 

moment, my appetite forgotten.   

 “Scarcely had she finished the story when my sister Judy arrived, having taken a bus 

down from her college in Kansas, a freshman aiming for veterinary school.  She was crying 

before she got in the door.  I hugged her and was surprised at how big she was, almost my size, 

as well as at how beautiful she looked as a dark-haired young woman instead of a gawky 

adolescent.  Mother sat her down on the sofa and told the tale again, almost verbatim.  Judy also 

wasn’t ready to eat anything. 

 “Throughout, the dancers sat around the living room and in the dining room conversing 

quietly or listening again with sympathy to the sad history.  After this telling, one of the ladies in 

frilly skirt and petticoats told Mother they’d be going now to get to the hall in time for the dance.   

 “I saw Mother’s look of resignation and suggested she go along with them.  Everyone 

was shocked, but Mother’s eyes lit up.  I told her, “Go on.  You need to get on with your life.”  

When Judy seconded the idea, Mother was up and off to change into her finery.  When she came 

back in her fancy blouse and skirts and twirled around to show off her sewing handiwork, I was 

impressed by how lovely she actually is. 

 “When they were all out the door, Judy hugged me again and said, ‘Thanks, big brother.’  

Then we dived into the vast amounts of food in the kitchen and over dinner caught up on each 

other’s affairs.  She was pleased about soon becoming an aunt to my baby.  I told her about 

Barbara and the rest of my new family.  When full, we called it a day, and exhausted from the 

bus ride, she took the guest room.   

 “I took the couch in the living room and woke up on Mother’s return.  I hugged her and 

asked if she had fun.  She smiled brightly and said, ‘Yes, lots.  It’s good to dance.’  After we 

kissed goodnight, I lay back down fully understanding my compulsion to dance:  It’s got to be 

genetic.  So I got up and danced around in the dark to remembered music.    

# 
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 The next day as I looked down into Daddy’s coffin, rather than grief for his loss, I felt a 

profound sympathy for him that he’d been so unhappy, and so furious at life for not being what 

he wanted.  Daddy’s gone now for fifty years, and that’s all I’ve felt for him—until starting this 

secret life of my mother and discovering the secret life of my father.  His growth from that boy 

on the pony, through the football player and suave young suitor, into the beaming father helps 

me understand and forgive our difficult Arkansas years.  At this late date, my new filial piety and 

compassionate empathy for Daddy’s short life may be as close as I need to get to love or grief.   

### 
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CHAPTER 3:  HUSBAND BILL 
 

.i.  Widowhood 
  

 After the funeral, I raced back to Seattle for the imminent birth of my first daughter, 

rather mindlessly (and heartlessly) leaving Mother and Judy to their own devices.  Of course, I 

wrote Mother right away with the proud news, and I recall getting a short, pleased note in 

response.  For the next few years we corresponded rarely with little informational content, like 

on birthdays or occasions like the birth of my second daughter.  During those late sixties I guess 

I was too wrapped up in my own family and graduate school in distant Michigan to worry about 

Mother.  But her little notes always hoped I was fine and remarked the she was too.  

 It amazes me now that I never knew (or even asked) what Mother was doing for a job.  

She never volunteered any information about her life, and I simply must not have cared enough 

to inquire.  Mother’s secret life was the polar opposite of my own, which I’ve almost obsessively 

documented in books and on my website (www.richardbalthazar.com).  I just put it all out there, 

whether or not the public or my descendants care to read about my eccentric life. 

       Meanwhile, Judy kept up a much more natural 

relationship with Mother, returning to San Antonio from her 

college in Kansas for holidays and summers.  This photo is 

from November, 1966, when she was back for Thanksgiving, 

only nine months after Daddy’s death, and Mother looks 

brightly proud of her college student.  I like to think the smile 

also may have something to do with getting along fine on her 

own, but that might be just wishful thinking.  

       The following two are the only pictures I’ve found from 

the next couple years.  Taken in January, 1968, probably by a 

friend or neighbor, the occasion may well have been her 

birthday.  She was 49 and probably suffering menopause.  

Maybe it’s her wind-blown hairdo that makes these images of 

the widow-woman touchingly wistful.  Also, if you look close, 

you’ll see that suddenly there’s a gap between her front teeth 

(which doesn’t disappear until 1970).  Her expression makes 

me wonder how really fine she was doing with living for the 

 Thanksgiving, 1966         first time all on her own. 
 

         
  Mother around her birthday, 1968      With neighbor girls, unidentified 

http://www.richardbalthazar.com/
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 Mother probably didn’t make it up to Kansas for Judy’s graduation in 1969, but she 

brought her robe and mortar-board back to San Antonio to pose in the front yard.  Notice how 

Mother’s hand is making that “worry” gesture, and for the first time she poses with one foot 

forward, whatever that means.  It’s troubling that her smile almost isn’t there.    
 

    
          Mother and Judy, May 1969           Mother in Monterey, Summer 1969 
 

 I can only wonder what Mother was up to as a widow but must assume she had some 

kind of a social life, likely centered on a square-dance club.  In the box I found the “tourist” shot 

above from when she went that summer of 1969 to Monterey, Mexico, apparently with a group.  

Zooming in, I find that her tooth-gap is still there in both photos.  I love her donkey’s enormous 

ears—and the added stirrup straps for her short legs.  Check out those less than sensible donkey-

riding shoes!  But it’s good to know she was getting out and about. 
 

       In December 1969, Judy 

married her college beau Richard 

DeRooy from a nice Dutch family in 

Rochester NY.  Mother came up 

from San Antonio, and I flew in 

from Milwaukee where I’d just 

started teaching.  We hadn’t seen 

each other in over three years but 

talked very little during the 

whirlwind event.  Mother had her 

teeth fixed by then, though I didn’t 

know the difference.  Then, almost 

like strangers, we returned to our 

separate lives. 
DeRooy-Balthazor wedding with groom’s parents Jacob and Doris 
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ii.  Remarried 
 

        In the fall of 1970 while I was in the 

midst of my divorce and a supremely romantic 

love affair with a ballet dancer, I heard from 

Mother in San Antonio that she was thinking of 

moving back to New Orleans.  As usual, she gave 

no other details, but from a photo dated October, 

1970, I see that by then she’d met a fellow named 

Bill Tapp, probably while square dancing.  It’s 

really hard to see in this shot and the following 

ones, but I think Mother must have had her dental 

gap fixed by this time. 

       In the spring of 1971 when I went to 

New Orleans for Mardi Gras with my dancer 

Kenny (and visiting my other lover Ken), Mother 

was living with Bill in a little house in Gretna 

across the river.  A pleasant, lanky guy, 

  Mother and Bill Tapp, October 1970      a total Texan from Lubbock who worked as a  
 

construction supervisor, Bill seemed perfectly cool about me being gay—and a long-haired 

freak.  As a matter of fact, he was really very generous to his girlfriend’s poor son soon to be out 

of his teaching job and what’s worse, without wheels.  (We drove to New Orleans with Ken’s 

brother Gary.)  Bill offered me a yellow Corvette in storage in Lubbock and would have it 

delivered to me in Milwaukee, a spectacular offer.   

 Besides the car, Bill offered me a job the next fall on his new construction project (office 

management work)—at a new DuPont chemical plant in Buenos Aires!  He said he’d also fix up 

good jobs for my Ken and especially for my dear Indian friend Desai (now back in Delhi), a civil 

engineer.   I immediately wrote the Hindu and got him excitedly planning.   

 Within a month there was a revolution in Argentina, and the chemical plant was kaput.  I 

could only lament being an innocent victim of history.  Instead, Mother wrote, Bill had taken off 

on a project in Nigeria.  Also, according to Bill’s letters to her, there were several odd delays in 

the delivery of the Corvette, but finally it was going be in New Orleans for when I’d fly down in 

June on semester break.  Right before that, Bill got back from Nigeria. 

 When I got there, Bill was sad (but also oddly not particularly distressed) to say that the 

Corvette had been destroyed in a traffic accident somewhere outside of Houston.  I mean, what 

could I say?  Mother just stood there with clasped hands and a worried smile as was her wont.  

Instead, he offered me his one-ton, flat-bed, welding rig truck, right there and ready to drive.  

 Who was I to look a gift horse in the mouth?  Actually, it appealed to my new hippie 

sensibilities.  Besides, Bill had even more generously brought me ebony souvenirs of Nigeria, a 

head and an intricately carved walking stick.  I thanked him politely, swallowing my horror that 

he’d sawed the stick in half to fit into his suitcase.  So I drove my hippie truck very freakily back 

to Milwaukee, the only mishap being the carburetor catching fire by Kankakee, Illinois.   

 In late July while I was tootling merrily around town in the old truck and wrapping up my 

academic career with a last Russian lit class taught barefoot under a tree, I heard from Mother 

that she and Bill had gotten married.  (This news was scarcely as abrupt than my own July, 1965 

letter out of the blue telling her and Daddy about marrying some girl named Barbara.)  I was 
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quite pleased that Mother had found a new husband whom she seemed to like a lot, and that was 

good enough for me.  Someone nice to take care of her and that much less for a drifting hippie to 

worry about, though I hadn’t done much worrying in the first place.   
 

     
          Mr. and Mrs. Bill Tapp, 1971           Yvonne as the new Mrs. Tapp, 1971 
 

 At the end of August I trucked it out of Milwaukee and back to New Orleans.  Though I 

stayed with Ken, I of course visited the “folks” right away and welcomed Bill as my new 

stepfather.  Mother gave me a shirt she’d sewn of the brightly colored African material Bill had 

brought back from Nigeria—which I still have but have never worn.  She’d made him a 

matching one.  Bill showed me photos of his kids from his first marriage, two cute little boys and 

a girl—my sudden step-siblings.  His work 

plans were now for a job soon in Lebanon, and 

Mother was excited by the prospect of going 

abroad for her first time. 

 While staying at Ken’s, I slept through 

Hurricane Fern and then had to drive the big 

truck back to Gretna through nearly four feet of 

water.  On somewhat higher ground, Mother’s 

place was fine, and like me, she seemed to have 

enjoyed the elemental violence of it all.  That 

morning in Ken’s back yard I’d seen how a 

board was driven right through the trunk of a 

tree.  Being New Orleanians of sorts, Mother 

and I both had bravely ridden out hurricanes 

before.  In fact, the night Fern dropped by, Ken 

and I had nonchalantly gone out dancing at 

Pete’s on Bourbon Street.  
 Mother and Ken, September 1971 
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 Way back then, Ken and I couldn’t even dream of getting married, and so I hauled his 

stuff on the truck up to Baton Rouge, where he started grad school at LSU in Library Science.  

(But our loving friendship continued till his death more than forty years later.)  Soon I found an 

apartment on upper Canal Street, 4219, the front half of a Victorian shotgun house with a royal 

palm and rose garden in the front yard, and started looking for a job.   

 In my frequent visits with Mother and Bill, they also got to meet my old friend Lee from 

Tulane times.  One evening when we were over there for dinner, he and I got them to smoke pot 

with us.  They were both quite cool about it, but who knows how it affected them, if at all?  But I 

think it did have some effect because Mother went into the kitchen to make us some coffee and 

got tremendously confused.  We never spoke about the illegal experience afterwards. 
  

  It was probably in late October when 

Mother and Bill visited me at the Canal Street 

apartment to see all the work I’d done.  (This 

included restoring a two-sided fireplace 

between the two rooms.  The old gas outlet 

still worked, and with some fake logs, it took 

the “chill” off the autumn nights.)  Bill took 

this photo in which her prayerful concern for 

me (and her coming travels) is self-evident.   

  Shortly afterwards, Mother found me 

a job through a friend as an authorizer for 

Master Charge, a now defunct credit card 

company.  (This was back when stores had to 

phone in for approval of purchases, and the 

job was a total zoo.)  Then she and Bill left as 

planned for Spain en route to his rather vague

 Mother and me at the Canal St. apartment             assignment in Beirut, Lebanon.   
 

 Mother must have been so excited about her first trip abroad that she started a journal on 

that unique experience, though without exact dates or indications of installments in the writing.  

In the following transcription, I’ve taken the liberty of marking paragraphs and major temporal 

divisions and tried to keep my extraneous comments (and questions) to a minimum.  As I 

transcribed, I was struck by the sound of her voice and the clues to her personality. 

# 
 

.iii.  AN INNOCENT ABROAD 

(by Yvonne Trinité Tapp) 

 (November, 1971 to March, 1972) 
 

 Bill was talking about going overseas.  To me, a gal who had left the country no more 

than for a quick trip to Mexico, the prospect was great.  And since we had only been married 

between two and three months, it was thrilling to think of such a life.  The country in mind was 

Argentina, and we were quite busy deciding which of our possessions should go along.  But 

before we even had a definite departure date, our balloon was deflated.  There was a revolution 

in Argentina and a work stoppage in the construction of the plant where Bill was to work.  And a 

chance to go to Puerto Rico was lost when the company was unable to contact us. 
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 So then things settled down in a regular routine again.  We moved to New Orleans and 

enjoyed the sights of the French Quarter and seriously started square dancing.  Then the talk 

started about going to Nigeria.  Bill had been there before and thought it was a good idea.  Time 

dragged on, then suddenly he was notified to leave the next day.  Our plans were that he should 

go alone, and I would follow in about six weeks. 

 I was quite busy in his absence, writing him letters, looking for letters from him, getting 

the necessary shots, and making plans.  His letters contained much news about the country—the 

steady 78 ̊ temperatures, constant drizzly rain, the natives calling him “Master” or “Papa.”  He 

told about the way they carried all packages on their heads, and how many women wore nothing 

above the waist, and in some cases both men and women wore nothing.  He also mentioned 

about the filth everywhere, the awful stench, and the prevalence of disease.   

 And gradually the tone of his letters changed, giving his opinion that it wasn’t a fit place 

for a white woman.  And he was so unhappy because he was not receiving his mail and was so 

very homesick for me.  His idea at that time was that I would meet him in Madrid when he 

returned, we’d have some fun there, then return to the United States.  But that was not to be 

either.  Suddenly Bill became quite upset because of the lack of mail and the way the company 

was delaying the paychecks, and he suddenly returned home—quite a bit thinner and quite 

disgusted with Nigeria. 

 (Note added later:  While in Nigeria, Bill was invited to come to the home of a Nigerian 

worker and have the evening meal with them.  This man had two wives and thirteen children.  

They all lived in a one-room house, and supper consisted of a huge pile of chicken and yams.  At 

the end of the evening, the host offered his youngest wife to Bill for the night, but as tactfully as 

he could Bill declined, saying he had a wife and sleeping with another was against his religion.  

It seems that in that country a man can have as many wives as he can afford.  One man employed 

at the same plant as Bill was had seven wives.  And they all seem to be happy sharing the same 

husband.  I was surprised to learn that the Nigerians dislike intensely getting wet, when the rain 

starts, they hurry for cover, and one of the most unpleasant experiences for them is to be tossed 

in the river.)  

 Upon his return, Bill had plans to go to work for another company, to be assigned to 

Lebanon.  So here we were making plans for another country and deciding what we should take 

with us.  Before our departure was definite, the company informed him that they wanted him in 

Spain for two months before going on to Lebanon.  This was happy news as Bill loved Madrid 

and all Spain and was sure that I would too.   

 So we waited impatiently for our departure.  There were so many decisions—what of our 

possessions could my son use, what should we discard, and what should we have the moving 

company pick up.  We crammed as much as possible in our suitcases, the cartons were picked up 

by the moving company, and we were set to go. 

# 

 At last we were boarding the plane—this time for a trip together.  A stop for a quick visit 

with our [sic!] daughter, then off to Boston where we boarded our trans-Atlantic flight.  Here I 

was going to Spain with $35 in my purse.  The lights on the plane were soon dimmed, and 

everyone relaxed until the sun came up over the water.  [Being a Baltimore girl, Mother never 

lost her ‘Balmer’ accent and to the end of her long life always pronounced ‘water’ as ‘wutter,’ 

rhyming with ‘(shot)-putter.’]  We saw one ship plowing its way through the water leaving a 

fluffy white wake.  And soon we were stopping in the Canary Islands.   
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 We all left the plane there for a short time—long enough for a cup of coffee which was 

terrible—then boarded again for the continuation to Lisbon.  The Portuguese landscape was 

covered with sunshine, but we saw no more than the airport.  We were all directed into a section 

of the airport terminal where we had to wait a short time before we were allowed to board again.  

When we got back on the plane, we discovered that some people had taken our seats in spite of 

the “occupied” sign and our possessions left there.  The stewardess made them move. 

 Then we were over Spanish countryside, rolling terrain, little villages, farms, orchards.  

And the plane was coming in for a landing at Madrid.  To my surprise, when we left the plane, 

we boarded a bus which took us to the terminal.  I did not know enough Spanish to read all the 

signs, but following Bill, I got through Customs, he changed some greenbacks to pesatas [sic!], 

and then we were getting into a taxi.  The driver piled our baggage in a rack on top of the taxi, 

and Bill asked for a hotel which the driver said was not here, so then Bill asked that he take us to 

the one he recommended.  We believe he must have been related to the management. 

 After a ride through wide, very busy streets, and past some fountains and statues, we 

were deposited at the hotel.  It was not the best in the city, but was quite comfortable.  To my 

surprise, the room was a suite.  We had a living room, a kitchen which we never used as it 

contained no dishes or cooking utensils, and a nice-sized bedroom with twin beds covered by 

frilly bedspreads.  The bathroom was my first continental experience, and I was surprised to find 

it contained a bidet. 

 We got our luggage organized, hung up a few dresses, etc., then went out for a walk to 

see what the neighborhood was like.  Spain is not like the United States where shops are 

concerned—here each shop is a specialty shop—fruit in one place, chickens and eggs in another, 

meat shops, bakeries, stores which sell only shoes, other stores which sell only purses.  A 

mantequeria will sell a few other groceries as well as butter.   

 After a look around, we decided to find a restaurant.  We did and finally managed to get 

across in Bill’s Spanish that we would have baked chicken.  And he asked for lettuce so that’s 

what we got—chicken with some lettuce on the plate.  It was delicious, we each had a half 

chicken, and yet the price was so very reasonable.  [Being a child of the Depression, Mother was 

always frugal, but generous.]  We found that in Spanish restaurants each item ordered is brought 

to you as a separate course.  The bread is a hard roll which is placed upon the table and there is 

no butter unless you ask for it.  And no water is served unless you ask for it, then they will ask if 

you want mineral water. 

 After our delicious meal, we headed back for the hotel.  The staff at the hotel was very 

friendly and we discovered that the men at the desk, night and day, each spoke English.  We had  

a giggle [on the elevator] when we’d punch “tres” for our floor.  The button for the main floor 

was “P” and it was quite some time before we realized that the “P” stood for “primero.”  Ending 

an exciting evening, we climbed into bed after requesting to be called at 7:30. 

# 

 We had a good night’s sleep, and on awakening got dressed to go out to look for some 

place to get coffee.  We were amazed upon our arrival in the street—it was almost 8:30 and the 

day was just starting to get light!  We went a few doors up the street to a cerviceria and they 

were just getting ready to open for business.  The counterman was making coffee and the 

delivery man was bringing in breads and pastries.  Not many people were on the streets—things 

do not start moving very early in Madrid.  

 The cervicerias are very unique and really amazing.  There are many of them, scattered 

all over the city, sometimes a couple in the same block.  They consist of a business place with a 
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bar or counter and stools, sometimes no stools so everyone stands, and sometimes there are a few 

tables and chairs.  The people stop in these places all during the day and evening until closing.  

Here they can get coffee, wine, or any other drink, and all sorts of pastries or other foods.   

 The unbelievable things are the “tapas.”  These are dishes of their indigenous food which 

are set out along the counter, and if you want any, you buy a “ration.”  It was in a cerviceria that 

I got a taste of squid or octopus—the head fried, the tentacles boiled.  There were many pickled 

dishes, fish, small clams in their shells, shrimp, crawfish, and—even small snails.  The crabs 

were huge, the largest I have ever seen; we tasted one but they are not nearly so tasty as our 

American crabs and seem rather tough.   

 We were delighted with the coffee, brewed somehow with steam so that a rich essence 

dripped out of the machine drop by drop into the cup.  For “cafe con leche,” just a small amount 

was put in the cup, and the cup filled with hot milk.  And for “cafe solo,” a tiny cup was filled 

with the strong brew.  Although things were just starting to wake up, Bill had to go report to the 

office.  He decided to get a taxi at the entrance to the hotel, and I was enthusiastically helping 

him hail one—my first lesson, people do not holler at taxis here in Spain. 

 When you see one approaching with a “Libre” sign in his windshield, you raise your hand 

in signal.  The taxis are all black Mercedes Benz with red stripes on the side—these are the 

regular licensed union cabs.  There are also some independent cabs, all black, but these do not 

have meters and the driver often charges an exorbitant price.  Also there are some micro-taxis, 

these are colored blue with a yellow stripe on the side.  

 I returned to the hotel, thinking I would have a lengthy time to spend alone in the room, 

but to my surprise Bill returned in a very short time.  He had met the other American in the 

office as well as the man and woman Spanish workers, talked to the foremen and told them what 

he required for qualification, and had seen his old friend of about 13 or 14 years who was to be 

the man for his contact with the Spanish government for his company.  At the office, they hadn’t 

expected him till the following week so that left us with some time to think about sightseeing. 

# 

 We did a lot of sightseeing those first few weeks.  That very day we started off, walking 

in the direction of the center of the city.  Bill remembered about the Puerta del Sur, so we 

jumped in a taxi and gave the direction.  As it was nearing Christmas, all the streets terminating 

like spokes from the Puerta del Sur had a huge lighted star suspended above them at their 

entrance.  Around the center plaza curved a ring of shops displaying their wares—all sorts of 

clothing, jewelry, shoes, as well as cervicerias and other businesses. 

 Elderly women on the streets were hawking lottery tickets; lotteries are legal in Spain and 

there is a huge national lottery at Christmas—in fact a whole day on TV is devoted to it with the 

singsong voice of the presiding master of ceremonies intoning over and over again the numbers.  

There are winners of these lotteries all over the country and consequently there are some 

extremely happy people if they are lucky enough to win.   

 Also a sign of the Christmas season was the brighter than usual decoration of the 

storefronts and windows.  We window-shopped our way around the plaza, then took off on one 

of the streets for a couple blocks and zigzagged our way back to the Puerta again.  We were 

hooked on the novelty of the cerviceria and popped in one now and then for our favorite cafe con 

leche.  Everyone was so happy and cheerful, really enjoying the cerviceria.  Cigarettes are sold 

by someone other than these cervicerias.  The cigarette merchant brings his stock and sits inside 

the establishment.  If he isn’t there, no one can buy cigarettes in that place.   
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 We were fascinated by Madrid.  Our first impression on our ride from the airport was of 

wide streets, and indeed there are many, but the streets off the plazas are quite narrow with 

narrow sidewalks which are crowded with people.  This is in an older part of the city and many 

times there are very narrow streets cutting off, streets no wider than for one car.  And all over 

there are stores beside stores, often between their entrances are entrances into the floors of 

apartments above the stores.   After we walked until we were tired, were filled with coffee, and 

feeling the chill of the night, we flagged a taxi and went back to the hotel for some good sleep.  

Many times afterwards we had walked as far as the Puerta del Sur, but at this stage of our 

sightseeing, we were riding.   

 Next morning we didn’t rise early, in fact we found that in Spain it is so easy to sleep 

quite late.  But then maybe we were getting our biological rhythm straightened out.  When 

preparing for our trip, I had the impression that the weather would be warm in Spain and had 

planned my wardrobe with only two quite warm dresses although I did bring a sweater with me 

as well as wearing a heavy coat, mostly things necessary when visiting in New York en route.    I 

certainly did need the warm clothing.  Madrid was cold, not much above freezing many nights, 

and quite often there was a chill breeze blowing.  Many times my eyes would water as we 

walked along, I thought from the cold but now I think perhaps it was the smog. 

 As we slept late, I didn’t want to wake up in the pale light from the window.  But there 

was this awful clatter I heard.  What were they doing, unloading a truck?  It sounded as if they 

had thrown off an armload of boards.  Well, if so, they didn’t unload more than two armfuls.  So 

back to sleep I went.  Occasionally we’d hear that noisy clatter.  It took a while before we 

realized that that noise was the lowering of venetian blinds.  Oddly, the venetian blinds here are 

on the outside of the windows, operated by tapes from the inside.  When one wants to lower their 

blinds, they pull their tape in an upward direction, if they let go suddenly, the blind comes down 

in a crash.  The wooden slats fit together so that when the blind is completely lowered, a solid 

wooden face is presented to the street.  To raise the blind, the tape is pulled downward, and 

because of the weight generally [it] has to be done by degrees.  The sound of those blinds is 

something that will always be the sound of Madrid to me.  They are on every window. 

 Our next trek was to the center of town and a walk down the Avenida de Jose Antonio.  

For some reason, past association I guess, I always wanted to call it San Antonio.  This was a 

busy wide street, very downtown with hotels, cafeterias, and all sorts of businesses.  Leather is a 

famous product of Spain and there are many stores along Jose Antonio which sell all sorts of 

suede items.  There are beautiful coats and jackets, even skirts and pants, as well as the usual 

purses.  Movie theatres and nightclubs are also to be found in this area.   

 As we passed the tourist information center, we observed the sign telling about the 

different tours leaving Madrid.  This was great, why not take a day-long tour of some interesting 

area?  We hastened into the building and up the stairs until we found the office.  The girl there 

spoke English and she told us there was a tour going the next day to Toledo 70 kilometers away.  

Happily we agreed to be there next morning at 10 am when the bus left. 

# 

 Bright and early we were up, dressed, and out for our cafe con leche at the cerviceria.  

Then we hailed a taxi and headed for the tour start area.  After looking around, we found several 

buses starting to load.  A gentleman directing people for the tours guided us to the correct one—

683.  The bus was already half full and we settled down in seats side by side.   

 There was an assortment of people on this tour, not all Americans, many seemed to be 

from other European countries.  There were two guides, and as soon as we started out of town 
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one guide started giving us information in English, and the other guide then repeated it in 

Spanish.  The bus went through an old section of Madrid, and here many old houses were being 

demolished and apartment houses being constructed.  

 We left the city and started to see fields where vegetables were growing.  I was 

particularly interested in the fields containing what I believed to be spinach (which I really 

enjoyed in the restaurant cooked the Spanish way).  It seemed to be a much larger variety than 

we have in the US.  But afterwards I decided that probably I was wrong, maybe it was Brussel 

sprouts of which there was always an abundance in the stores. 

 We traveled along the highway passing small towns.  Every so often we would come to a 

building housing a manufacturing plant of some kind, and close to this plant would be a complex 

of apartment buildings—no small houses.  How odd to see apartment buildings out in the country 

like that!  But I was to learn that everyone lives in apartments, generation after generation, so 

some have never known anything else. 

 On this trip I had my first glimpse of an olive orchard.  What interesting things they were 

laid out so precisely and evenly.  The trees must have been very old, the trunks were very wide at 

the base, tapering up as the leaves appeared to form a solid bushy ball.  The olive orchards lay on 

gently sloping hills. 

 Our first stop was at an old monastery on the outskirts of Toledo.  It had also been used 

as a hospital at one time.  It contained a couple large rooms, and I found it very cold inside.  

There were a few pieces of furniture placed around, and one room contained a very old library.  

The books were huge with leather covers and pages of parchment.  The writing of course was all 

done by hand many centuries ago.  Some of these volumes even had leather clasps. 
 

  We all then got back into the 

bus and proceeded on to the city of 

Toledo itself, crossing the river where 

we got a lovely view of it all.  We saw 

a beautiful castle on the hill across the 

river.  Then we viewed an old church 

with great carved doors.  To our 

surprise, we found that an enterprising 

photographer had snapped our picture 

there.  He later appeared with the 

finished picture to sell us.   

  Another stop on our agenda 

was to view the making of Toledo gold 

inlay on steel.  This is very delicate 

work in which gold and silver leaf is 

painstakingly inlaid in delicate designs 

on steel.  For some reason the steel is 

black and the result is a beautiful piece 

of work.  All sorts of jewelry is made 

this way as well as plates and vases 

and sword handles, etc.  Some of these 

products were for sale, and Bill bought 

me a beautiful bracelet. 
       Mother and Bill sightseeing in Toledo 
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 Our tour included lunch at a hotel outside of town.  Our guide advised us to be sure to 

stay together when we walked to the bus because if anyone missed the bus, they would have a 

five-mile walk.  He told us, “Last year someone got lost from our group—last week I found his 

bones.”  The road to the hotel wound along through sharp curves, and after a climb up a steep 

hill we were there.  It was a beautiful place with a gorgeous view from the dining room.   

 New to Spain, we were very interested in what we would be served to eat.  The first 

course was cream of vegetable soup which was delicious.  Next was paella, and not knowing 

what it was, I was anxious to try it.  There was a pile of very golden rice with little clams in 

shells showing from under.  A taste of the rice was disappointing, the flavor was not appetizing.  

Then I asked what those other things were, at first thinking they were rings of onions.  Bill said, 

“Octopus.”  Then I saw the tentacle sticking out from beneath the pile of rice.  I decided not to 

eat the paella.  Bill had pushed his plate away without even touching it, he had had paella before.  

The lady at the next table also decided not to eat hers.  The next course was very tasty chicken so 

we were not to go hungry. 

 After our lunch, we went back to Toledo to view the cathedral which had been started 

before the tenth century and took a couple hundred years to complete.  I do not understand the 

architecture, but it seems that the roof is balanced on a couple main columns.  The place contains 

many chapels with ornately decorated altars and gates at their entrances; in those times women 

were not allowed to come inside the gates.  Everywhere were beautiful statues, and all the 

columns were carved.  There was not a place left bare.  This building also was very cold; I 

wondered if it was cold in the summer also. 

 We were taken into the treasure room to view the valuable altar vessels and jewels 

belonging to the church, all worth a couple million dollars, I believe.  Bill was really fascinated 

by this old and beautiful church and declares he would like to see more of it. 

 The tour moved on now to the Alcazar which was the stronghold in the Civil War in 

1936.  Much of it had been rebuilt because it was badly battered by the shelling.  Inside were big 

bare rooms, although there were some pallets spread on the floors.  I do not know what these 

were used for.  Perhaps some persons still sleep there.  There was also an old motorcycle which 

our guide said was used to grind corn when they were besieged:  The motor would turn the 

grinding mechanism.  Bill was very doubtful that this motorcycle was used this way—the siege 

was in 1936, and he said the cycle was a 1941 model.  But I guess it is a good story for tourists. 

 (Added note:  In the Alcazar we also listened to the recorded voice (supposedly) of the 

defending general who allowed his son to be shot rather than surrender.) 

 On leaving the Alcazar, we stopped by a little shop in the town where other Toledo work 

was on sale.  We were not too interested except for a quick look-thru as we had already bought 

the bracelet.  Then a short walk down the steep street to the bus which left the city through a gate 

so narrow that all the passengers were incredulous—the sides of the bus seemed to be all but 

rubbing the sides of the arch.  We could see where it had scraped in previous times.  Then we 

were back on our homeward ride after casting another admiring look at the interesting looking 

castle on the hill. 

 I might add that our tour sites also included a visit to the home of [El] Greco, the painter.  

Things have been preserved as in his lifetime, rooms around a courtyard with a rail around a 

balcony in front of the upper rooms.  In the kitchen there was a bench affair by the stove which 

was used as a bed. 

# 
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 Our days started to blend into a routine of sleeping late, going on our walking tours or 

hopping into a taxi for some place interesting we’d heard about and laying about in the hotel 

room.  Bill would go down [to] the office, but always returned shortly, saying he had taken care 

of all that there was.  The labor on the job was lined up and they were now awaiting delivery of 

supplies.  One day after Bill’s return from the office, we headed for the bull ring.   

 This was December and the bull fights would not start until March, but we entered the 

building and went up into the tiers of seats and looked at the ring.  Bill called my attention to one 

area of the ring which was more red in color than the other parts and informed me that most of 

the kills are made in that area and it is red from all the blood absorbed in the ground there.  Also 

evident was a trail around the ring which was more red; this was caused by the fact that when a 

horse or bull was killed, it was dragged around the ring.    

 Then we entered the museum there.  On display were heads of bulls, pictures of 

matadors, clothing worn by the matadors in their famous fights.  Many of these elaborate 

costumes were torn and blood stained as the most of those on exhibit were worn in the fight in 

which they were killed.  There was even a death mask of one of the matadors.  The guide in the 

museum was a short, plump older man—I believe a former matador.  He described to us all the 

bull fights and the disastrous results with very graphic actions.  Of course it was all in Spanish, 

which I didn’t understand, but when he described either the bull or the matador being killed, he 

would stagger as if to fall himself, then with his cheek leaning on his open palm would intone 

“Muerto.”  It was easy to tell that he was a true blue fan of bull fighting. 

# 

 Before we had left the United States, we had been advised to see the Prado Museum, so 

off we started one day.  First we were asked if we needed an English or Spanish guide and hired 

a very good English-speaking one.  He had spent most of his life until draft age in the US, but 

when the Civil War broke out in Spain, his parents sent him back to fight in the army.  So we 

could communicate with him quite easily.  He showed us many famous paintings, describing the 

style of the artist.  And he pointed out that [El] Greco painted his subjects with the two middle 

fingers of the hand held together.  There were many portraits of the royal family of France.  And 

he pointed out that in many of the religious paintings there were angelic scenes painted above the 

subject of the picture.  While we were there, there were many artists painting reproductions of 

these masterpieces.  They certainly could duplicate them very well. 

 The traffic in Madrid was terrific.  There are more taxis than private cars, no speed limit, 

and they are all racing at breakneck speed through town.  How they avoid accidents, I do not 

know.  Often they are so close one is sure they are rubbing one another.  Bill has been in a mini-

taxi which drove right up on the sidewalk to get around a vehicle blocking him.  It is amazing 

that the streets are not littered with dead pedestrians, but somehow they are surviving.  The cars 

stop for pedestrians to cross after they turn the corner.  I’m afraid if I drove here, I would be 

confused about where to look for signs and where to stop.  

 The pedestrian crosswalks are marked off in yellow.  The traffic lights direct pedestrians 

with a green “pasen” or the green figure of a walking man, or a red “esperen” and a red figure of 

a standing man.  Cars are parked all over, every place seems to be legal except for bus loading 

zones.  We even see cars parked on the turning section of the street.  If you can get your car 

there, you can park it there.  Occasionally we have seen them parked on the sidewalk. 

 When Bill tried to get the rented car the company was leasing for him, he found that it is 

required that he go to school to learn to drive in Madrid.  That’s why we had seen so many cars 

with driving school signs.  Drivers here pay no attention to the traffic lanes on the streets. 
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# 

 Bill had been quite curious about an inquisitional museum which he said he had visited 

when here before, but we couldn’t find it.  One day in one of our walks, we came upon a national 

museum which he felt was the same one.  It had already closed for the day, but we were able to 

go in a cave which contained paintings on the ceiling done by cavemen.  The next day we 

returned to the museum in time to look at the rooms of china and porcelain from different 

countries, but part we were not allowed to enter and Bill is sure that was the section which 

contained inquisitional history. 

 Another of our walks brought us to a beautiful park which we entered.  In the winter it 

was drab, but I imagine that in spring and summer it is lovely beyond description.  We walked 

along paths coming to statues and fountains.  I was amazed to see a statue dedicated to the father 

of Spanish shorthand.  In one section of the park was a beautiful lake on one side of which were 

steps leading to a tower on a sort of plaza.  This was dedicated to a former king Alfonso, I 

believe, and his was one of numerous statues on this plaza.  On the steps close to the water of the 

lake were a couple statues of mermaids in different poses.   

 The whole was very impressive.  We also found a beautiful waterfall with a winding path 

leading to the top of a hill where the water was coming from an artesian well.  By the old stone 

structure around it, we decided it was very old and wondered if this spring was the source of 

water for Madrid centuries ago.  Ducks were on the ponds.  I really enjoyed our outing in the 

park that day and it wasn’t until some time later that I learned that it was the Gardens of the 

Retiro which I had heard about and really wanted to see. 

# 

 Bill wanted me to have a new coat.  He said he hated the coat I had, although I liked it, so 

we often window-shopped the coats while out walking.  Finally we located one in a window 

which we both liked, but it was during siesta so we had to return later.  As we headed for what 

we thought was the direction of home, at the end of the street we met with a surprise.   

 There facing us was a familiar name—Woolworth!  So Woolworth had gotten to Spain.  

Needless to say, we soon visited that store.  It had a cafeteria with an American menu.  We found 

that in Spain Woolworth is not a dime store as we are accustomed to—it is in the category of a 

very good department store.  And right next door was another American establishment—

Morrison’s Cafeteria.  We visited this a few times too.  When Bill’s office moved, they were just 

across the street, so he often had coffee there.  Not to be outdone, Kentucky Fried Chicken also 

has a business there.  That block was really a reminder of home. 
 

    Incidentally, we got the coat later that day.  That 

was not the end of my gifts.  Bill also got me a pair 

of beautiful solid gold earrings.  Neither he nor the 

clerk were successful in putting them in my ears in 

the store as the holes were too small, so I had to take 

them home and force them through.  My earlobes 

were sore for a couple weeks.  I was afraid to 

remove them until they were well for fear the holes 

would grow shut. 

    (Another later note:  The way children are treated 

was amusing.  When we ordered room service in the 

hotel, it meant that the bell boy went to the nearest 

       Bill and Mother with the gold earrings             cerviceria.  At these times our coffee would be 
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delivered in a glass.  The Spanish did not feel the bell boy was old enough to drink coffee from a 

cup, so when he purchased it, it was poured in a glass.  Bill and I had seen this boy in the 

cerviceria drinking his coffee in a glass.  But they didn’t hesitate to sell him wine.  We saw him 

really stewed and staggering.) 

# 

 It was barely cracking dawn one morning when I heard a sound which seemed unusual.  

Yes, it was a rooster crowing.  Then I went on slumbering and forgot about it until the next 

morning when we both had awakened very early.  Soon:  “Did you hear what I hear?”  “Yes, you 

hear it too?”  Sure enough, a rooster was crowing somewhere in the hotel.  On leaving for a 

while that day, we mentioned it to the personnel at the lobby desk.  They greeted the news with 

stares of amazement.  “A chicken!”  As we went out the door, their looks followed us as if to 

say, “Loco Americanos.”  We had the same response a few days later when we mentioned 

smelling smoke in the hallway.  The building never burned down so I guess it wasn’t on fire. 

 During this time we would read signs in the streets and eagerly look up the words in my 

dictionary.  We had managed to know some dishes on the menu in the restaurants, but when we 

tried sending laundry or dry-cleaning with a maid, we had a terrible language barrier.  

Fortunately they could tell what we wanted by what we had in our hands. 

 Often in the evenings we would buy a bottle of wine to bring to our room and drink while 

we were reading the English newspapers we were able to locate at the newspaper stands.  

[Mother was devoted to reading newspapers.  She always seemed to know what was going on 

and kept close tabs on crooked politicians (who were of course legion in New Orleans).]  Quite 

elegant, wine in bed.  One night as it got to midnight, Bill decided he was hungry so would go 

down to the street and try to find something open to buy a few snacks.  He returned shortly with 

a bag of potato chips and said, “Did you hear some shots a few minutes ago?”  I hadn’t, then he 

said, “A man just got shot.”   

 He had been walking toward the cerviceria when an army truck came along the street and 

opened machine-gun fire on a man who was just coming toward the curb on the sidewalk.  They 

then tossed the body on top of the truck and then drove off.  Bill said there were two or three 

other people on the other side of the street who just melted into the doorways, as he also did.  

The owner of the cerviceria promptly closed his business.  Bill wanted to know if I wanted to go 

see where it had happened.  “There is blood on the street.”  But I said no, I already had my 

nightgown on. 

 The next day he told of the incident to his friend and contact at work, and this Spanish 

man was very upset that this had been viewed by an American.  He inquired if I had seen it too, 

and upon learning that I had not, said that was good as it probably saved the soldiers’ lives 

because American women blabbed too much.  He told Bill the army had been looking for that 

guy for some time.  I don’t know what he did. 

 It was getting closer to Christmas and the beggars were out in full force.  One day as Bill 

came out of the office, a woman was begging with a sick child in her arms.  As he started to give 

her some money, with his other hand raised the blanket to look at the child.  Inside was another 

blanket rolled with a wig on top of it.  His friend quickly called the police, and she was taken 

away.  If one didn’t give to a beggar, he frequently started cursing and calling bad luck on you. 

# 

 The awful news hit about the dollar!  It was impossible to change the dollars into pesatas, 

but we felt alright as we had some pesatas, and certainly this crisis would be over in a few days.  

So our way of life did not change, we continued to walk and gape and stop in the cervicerias for 
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our coffee or wine.  We learned an interesting thing—when you ordered wine, you generally 

received a little snack with it, usually a few olives or a piece or two of potato, or perhaps a small 

pickled fish.  This was particularly amazing because the price of wine was so reasonable, less 

than coffee.  All of these snacks or dishes displayed on the counter in these shops are known as 

“tapas,” and most of the shops have their own specialty. 

 The siesta is a firm custom in Spain.  At about 1:30 in the afternoon all business stops.  

Everything closes and the streets are crowded with people rushing home for their dinner and a 

nap.  The cervicerias and restaurants stay open as many spend their time there rather than going 

home.  Between 1:30 and 5:00 pm everything is dead for shopping or business.  But at 5:00 

things open up again and keep going until 8:00.  We found that restaurants are open only from 2 

to 5 and from 8 to 12.  Between this late dinner and late supper there is a time when many 

persons have a “merienda;” that is, they have a snack of some kind.  The Spanish go strongly for 

pastries.  There are many pastry shops (pastelerias) which display a large assortment of 

extravagantly decorated and beautiful cakes, cookies, pastries, candies, and candied fruit.  Many 

concoctions are filled with whipped cream—the real thing, no imitation here.  They use a large 

amount of butter in their baking and cooking but often olive oil is used for frying. 

# 

 On Christmas Day we decided we’d like to look at the American settlement.  [Oddly 

Mother doesn’t mention going to church on this very holy day, so maybe she has lapsed 

somewhat in her devout Catholicism.]  With no address, it was hard to tell the taxi driver where 

to go, but we finally got over to him (after he thought we wanted the American Embassy) that we 

wanted to go “donde viven los Americanos.”  Thank goodness he could understand the poor 

Spanish.  After a ride he stopped and indicated this was it.  We were in an area of new, pleasant-

looking apartment houses.  We had learned that in Madrid everyone lives in apartments—even in 

the country, as we had seen during our trip to Toledo.  We soon discovered we were in the area 

of a Japanese restaurant we had visited not long before.  We were giving the area the once over 

when we came to a bar with a sign saying “El Leon Roja” [sic!].   

 We discovered that it was very old, patterned after an English pub and seemed to be 

frequented by all English-speaking people.  There was a small curved bar as well as a few small 

tables with high-backed chairs.  Also a dart board which we discovered is to be found in every 

bar.  As we had our glass of wine and chatted to the bartender, we asked about apartments in the 

neighborhood.  We had been tiring of the hotel, especially since the time our doorbell had rung at 

midnight, and when Bill answered, it was the maid delivering the laundry.  At midnight!   

 The bartender gave us a couple addresses in the area and we started out to see about 

them.  The keepers of the apartment houses didn’t seem interested, possibly because it was a 

holiday, and told us to return “mañana.”  We wandered around a little longer, and by then it 

started raining and we were getting cold, but we couldn’t find a taxi which was not occupied.  

We came to a large plaza, Plaza Castella, which had a large monument resembling a bishop’s 

mitre in the center.  As we stood on the plaza hoping for a cab, we kissed and some romantic 

soul leaned on his car horn as his contribution to the cause.  Where else but in Spain would we 

stand on the street in the rain and kiss?   

 Giving up on taxis, we decided which direction we needed to go (which turned out to be 

the wrong way) and got on the first public conveyance which came along.  This was a streetcar.  

Soon a Spanish family boarded, and they were gaily singing.  Soon one of the men got up and 

began to dance and after a bit he got me to get up and dance with him.  It was my first taste of 
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dancing in Spain—then it was dancing on a streetcar!  At the end of the line everyone got off and 

so did we.  We had no idea where we were but could see it was a poor section of the city. 

 We stopped in a little bar for some wine and the barkeep remarked in Spanish about the 

rain on our heads and coats.  We wandered back down to the corner and boarded a bus which 

came along.  We didn’t know where we were going but after a while decided we should get off.  

Here we were in a plaza with many people going to and fro.  Still not knowing where we were, 

we went down in a metro station and got on the train.  After a time we thought we should get off 

again so we did, and this time when we came up to the street, we found a taxi.  We discovered 

we were not far from the hotel.  It had been a very nice Christmas Day.  Bill had given me my 

puzzle ring a few days before, and I had also given him a new lighter before the Day itself. 

# 

  The next day we headed back to that area to see about an apartment.  We found one on 

Calle de Doctor Fleming and arranged to move in the next day.  So we packed our suitcases and 

bid farewell to the Queveda.  Our apartment was on the ninth floor, and Bill said he never did 

trust European elevators.  The sign on the front of the building said “lujo” or luxury 

apartments—maybe some were but ours was not.   

 The floors were old with big cracks and a broken spot.  But it had a Spanish look with a 

fireplace and a mantel piece made of a beam, a tiny kitchen with brick walls, and a wooden table 

with bench type chairs.  Our bedroom had uncomfortable twin beds and trouble with space for 

opening the door.  The bath was not elegant having torn linoleum on the floor.  It contained the 

ever present bidet, and as had the hotel, water faucets were marked with a red button for hot and 

a blue button for cold. 

 We immediately hung up our clothing, put the empty suitcases in the closet, and felt like 

we were at home when the manager brought up the lease.  We had a small balcony off the living 

room and in this direction we had a lovely view being able to look straight up Calle de Juan 

Ramon to Calle de Felix Bois and see the green neon lights of the Knight and Squire.  And we 

could also see the other apartment houses with their balconies on the face of the buildings.  From 

our vantage point Bill had a ball watching the other apartments—some women did not worry 

about lowering shades when they were dressing. 

# 

 Next day we started out to look for some food and discovered we were just across the 

street from a Supermercado, a Spanish version of our supermarket.  That day we discovered the 

delicious solomillos as well as the delicious Brussel sprouts.  The food I will miss most when we 

leave are those wonderful, tasty, cheap, and plentiful Brussel sprouts.  This store did not provide 

as much variety as we were accustomed to, but we could get everything we needed in the way of 

food or drink.  It was amazing that the milk was not refrigerated and yet it never spoiled.  And it 

was so rich and creamy, the least shaking would make a tall collar of foam.  And often it came in 

cardboard or paper containers of the shape we get our fake cream in with our coffee in US 

restaurants.  At the checkout counter, one’s purchases are placed in a large plastic bag. 

 Bill had been able to change our dollars a little at a time so we had gotten along alright, 

but now we were running out and another blow struck.  We were planning on cashing our 

vouchers from the company, but suddenly it was announced that Libya would not sell oil to non-

Communist nations and the banks refused to cash vouchers from American companies.  We 

didn’t know what to do.  Finally we decided to phone my credit union and have them wire us 

money.  When it did not arrive the next day as anticipated, we phoned them again and they sent 

more money through a bank.   
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 Much to our chagrin and discomfort, neither amount arrived.  We were down to just a 

few pesetas and were living on a diet made from packages of soup, vegetables from the 

supermercado and chicken backs.  And we had a loaf of bread.  The soup was good, but after five 

days of that diet we were getting hungry and we had only a cup full of soup left.   

 At last we were notified that some money had arrived but it was the weekend and we had 

to wait until Monday to pick it up.  So Monday was a happy day.  We received it exactly a week 

after it was wired to us.  The rest of the money took about a week longer to arrive.  I refer to that 

time as our experience with starvation.  We didn’t do too much exciting during that time, took 

short walks, read the one newspaper we could afford, kept calling to see if the money had 

arrived, and worried a lot.  Almost daily we would visit the bank in our block.  The manager 

there was very sympathetic but unable to help.  Bill was reduced to smoking Spanish cigarettes 

because they were much cheaper. 

# 

 The day after we moved into the apartment the doorbell rang.  Bill answered and there 

was a pleasant woman asking if we would like her to clean our apartment.  We said “yes” and we 

had ourselves a maid.  Bernardina was her name and she came every day but Sunday and 

holidays for a paltry 1300 pesetas a month.  She was a great joy because of the chance to practice 

our Spanish.  With her we discussed her family and ours, situations in the country, the weather, 

any topic, with her patiently trying to use words we would understand.  She had grown up in 

Toledo and was a child during the Civil War, and she had many tales to tell of conditions at that 

time.  And Bernardina sure was a worker—did everything to be done and more.   

 Every day she would be down on her knees cleaning the floor in spite of my attempts in 

Spanish to tell her not to work so much.  She was a jewel and we both loved her very much and 

looked forward to her time with us each day.  During our starvation days it was terrible to be so 

broke and yet still have a maid.  But I didn’t know enough Spanish to tell her that we might not 

be able to pay her, so she kept coming.  Fortunately before the end of the month the money had 

arrived, so we paid her more than her requested fee, for which she was very happy. 

# 

      Very soon after our starvation 

crisis, Bill came home with the news that 

the company wanted him to come to 

London for a meeting.  We were both 

pleased with this idea and packed a few 

things in a suitcase and we were ready.  

We were up early that day as the plane 

had an early departure.  In fact, I had 

gone over to Woolworth’s (we had 

discovered there was another such store 

just around the corner from our 

apartment) and purchased a small green 

and blue alarm clock to be sure we were 

up on time.   

      I was really anticipating the trip       

 Bill and Mother dining out in Madrid,1972        as we left for the Madrid airport before it 
 

was fully daylight.  It was a lovely clear day as we took off (and my birthday too! [January 19—

she was 53]).  As we got over northern Spain we saw ridges of snow on the ground, and more 
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snow as we passed over the mountains.  At first the company had agreed that it would be a good 

idea for us to drive up to London (they had a car and driver), but this idea was nixed when it was 

announced that the mountain passes were closed.  Now from the air we understood that. 

 Next for a long time we were passing over water with no land in sight.  Then we passed 

over [a] small island, then jutting points of land.  Bill said he couldn’t figure out which direction 

the pilot was approaching London from.  Soon all was cloudy and we could see nothing.  Then 

the plane dove through the clouds, came in very fast (Bill said it was “hot”), and we were on the 

ground in the cloudy, dreary London airport.  

 We deplaned, collected our bag, then got into one of the large London taxis with the 

driver sitting “on the wrong side.”  We had started out before Bill remembered he had forgotten 

to change our money, so the driver promptly returned and guided him to the proper area for 

exchange.  We had thought we had reservations at the Hilton, but when we arrived there, there 

was no vacancy and we were sent on to the Churchill.   

 The Churchill proved to be quite elegant with a fancily dressed doorman wearing a tall 

silk hat and white gloves.  Through a beautiful lobby we were escorted to a very nice 

comfortable room on the fifth floor.  Bill said he wouldn’t go to the office the first day, so we 

spent some time hanging up our clothing, admiring the comfortable furniture and thick carpet, 

looking at the paper supplied in the drawer of the glass topped table, and really just getting 

settled in.  We had room service bring us some coffee which was quite delicious, after which we 

walked around the area of the hotel to sort of get the “lay of the land.”  

# 

    We had dinner in the restaurant of the hotel and our first meal was the only one we had 

in London which was not cooked almost too well done.  Bill’s steak was almost raw (he asked 

for medium well) and my liver was still pink.  After that, in the same restaurant, everything was 

thoroughly cooked, even when we ordered rare steak it came out well done.  That evening we 

had room service bring some drinks and these were accompanied by very generous snacks. 

    I had often heard of Madame Tussauds, so the next day we headed for there.  It was all 

very interesting.  Very lifelike figures in wax of all famous people and many of whom I had 

never heard.  As perfect as they were, I don’t believe they were quite as real looking as the wax 

figures I had seen in New Orleans or at the Hemisphere.  There was one figure of a man I was 

sure I had seen on the plane with us, his name was Hancock but I have no idea who he was.  

Besides the celebrities, there was one section devoted to likenesses of murderers, and depictions 

of executions which took place throughout French and English history. 

 Leaving there, we walked back to the hotel in bright sunshine.  It was cold in London, 

and I wore my new suede boots which Bill had insisted I get in Madrid.  After lunch we decided 

to see Oxford Circus and Piccadilly Circus (within walking distance) and from there strolled over 

to the St. James Gardens.  Buckingham Palace was off to the side.  In the park we came to a 

coffee house where we had a snack, then continued around the lake to where people were 

feeding the birds, who were so tame they would come to eat from the person’s hands.  I imagine 

this place was lovely in the summer. 

 That evening Bill suggested a nightclub and we were recommended by the doorman to 

one where there was dancing, also a floor show featuring belly dancers.  To my surprise we were 

the only couple there as a couple.  The others arrived singly, and soon the men were sending for 

the girls to come to their tables.  Bill said they were in “that” business. 

# 
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 Next day we decided to go shopping along Oxford Street.  After looking at the displays 

we purchased a sport coat for Bill as well as two pairs of trousers and two shirts and ties.  He has 

received numerous compliments on this outfit.  Bill had wanted to see St. Paul’s Cathedral so we 

had a taxi take us there, passing Westminster Abbey on the way.  St. Paul’s was a very beautiful 

cathedral but we only had a rather hurried look at it as we rather planned to see the Tower of 

London also.  However when we arrived it was closing so we decided to come early the next 

day.  That evening we tried another nightclub, the Latin Quarter.  Bill wore his new clothes and I 

donned my purple slack outfit.  There was a large party in the center of the club celebrating 

someone’s wedding.  We sat at a side table, had a nice dinner by candlelight, danced, and 

enjoyed an entertaining cabaret show which had one completely nude scene in it, although it was 

behind an open venetian blind. 

 After one of his trips to the office, Bill came back with the news that with the oil situation 

as it was, we would not be going to Lebanon.  Instead, we would go to Caracas, Venezuela.  

Well, at least we knew where we were heading for. 

 Next morning we were off to the Tower of London.  It was very cold although the sun 

was shining.  We entered through an archway in a gatehouse, then crossed a bridge over a dry 

moat.  This moat had been filled in but was still about 20 or 30 feet below the walls on both 

sides.  The enclosed area was very much like a tiny village within walls.  We walked up narrow 

streets and the guide called a halt at a small open square which he told us had been used as the 

execution site for women during past English history.  Men were executed elsewhere.  Behind 

this site was a small chapel where many known people in history are buried, a great many of 

them after being executed. 

 We went on from here to the exhibition of the Queen’s jewels.  These were many and 

gorgeous, including the Star of Africa.  Needless to say, these were well guarded with ropes 

blocking off areas for the public to walk through.  We came out in time to see the guard changing 

there, the same kind of guard as at Buckingham Palace and the same kind of ceremony.   

 From here we went in the White Tower which contained showings of armament and 

medieval armor.  Even armor for horses.  If these guys fell off their horses, they would never be 

able to get up, they would be so heavily suited.  Bill said they were lifted onto their horses by 

cranes.  Walking along the street for a bit, we entered another building which contained a suit of 

armor for an elephant as well as displays of guns and knives from many different countries, 

among them Turkey, China, Japan, etc.   

 Leaving here we went up into the Bloody Tower, into the room in which the two little 

princes were murdered.  Many people had been imprisoned in this room over the years, and the 

walls and door were covered with carved and scratched printing and marking.  As we wandered 

out of the Tower of London, we passed the Traitor’s Gate.  We decided that traitors were pushed 

out this gate into the moat, they surely would drown or if they found a spot to cling to, starve. 

# 

 Bill had suggested that on the way home we stop at Amsterdam, so that evening we 

packed and relaxed in our room as the plane would leave rather early.  I did have time to run to 

the beauty parlor for a quick comb, then we were off to the airport.  Before our departure time it 

was announced that Amsterdam was socked in by freezing fog so our flight would be delayed.  

So there we were with a lot of time to kill hanging around the airport.  Late in the afternoon it 

was announced that our flight would leave and we thankfully got on board.  After we were 

airborne it was announced that the Amsterdam airport was still not open, so we would land at 

Brussels and a bus would take us the rest of the way.   
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 After landing we had to collect our baggage and we all piled into a bus.  Everyone was 

issued a box lunch.  Off the bus started going at a rather fast speed through the thick fog.  We 

found ourselves wishing that this trip was being made in the daylight so we could enjoy seeing 

the countryside.  After about three hours we drove into the Amsterdam airport, from which we 

took a taxi to the Howard Johnson Motel.  We had a quick drink in the bar and then went to bed. 

 Our room was comfortable but not near as nice as the Churchill.  We left our order for 

breakfast hanging on the door and put in a request to be called in the morning.  They failed to do 

this, and we were awakened by room service bringing breakfast.  The coffee was good but the 

rest a disappointment—plain sliced bread and cold rolls.  We learned that a cold breakfast is a 

Dutch custom, and in my opinion not a very pleasant one.  All of the employees spoke some 

English, there were a few who were Americans.   

 Bill was looking forward to showing me Canal Street—in fact, he took me there three 

times that day!  Canal Street is what we would call a red light district.  Prostitution is legal in 

Holland.  The houses along Canal Street have large windows, and the girls sit in these windows 

with their license on display.  When a fellow comes down the street and sees a girl he likes, he 

bargains by holding up his fingers—each finger represents two guilders.  When a price is 

reached, he goes in and she draws the drapes.  When he leaves, she opens the drapes and sits 

down again to wait for the next customer.  Also in this area are numerous sex shops.  These 

shops have all sorts of erotic items on display in their windows.  And they show pornographic 

movies which are really porno!  We went in one but stayed less than five minutes.  People accept 

this as the way things are.  Many stores have signs saying “Amster Pils” in their windows; this 

means that they have birth control pills which are given out on request.   

 Amsterdam’s canals were interesting running in rows.  They were large and deep enough 

that some fairly large boats went up and down them.  There were ducks on the water and there 

seemed to be a lot of trash in the canals.  It was very cold there but we enjoyed walking around 

seeing it all.  The streets along the canals were very narrow with scarcely any sidewalk.  You had 

to be careful when walking.  On looking in the store windows, we decided that everything was 

quite high priced in Holland. 

 Something that interested us was the buildings which were sinking.  Often we would 

observe a building leaning at a tilt.  It would look odd with an erect building beside it.  Often 

these tilted buildings would be propped up with poles the diameter of our telephone poles.  We 

got quite a kick out of the “propping” and were amazed after our return to Madrid to find a 

building propped up there too.   

 The hotel where we stayed had been a whole block of houses and was converted into the 

hotel.  The result was that it contained quite a maze of connecting hallways with windows 

looking out on small courtyards.  We had seen a Madame Tussauds advertised here in 

Amsterdam so we went to see it but it was a great disappointment—nothing to it.  We did visit a 

diamond factory and saw diamonds being polished.  They had some beautiful jewelry on display. 

 While I was taking a nap to rest up from the tramping around, Bill had a few drinks with 

the result that soon he did not feel well.  We had planned to leave the next day but due to his 

condition postponed it and he spent the next day in bed.  By evening he was feeling better so we 

went out for dinner, then decided to take in a Dutch nightclub.  (Bill just had a few beers.)  We 

found one with a pleasant sounding band to which we danced.  And a floor show was presented 

in which topless Asiatic girls did Hawaiian numbers.  And they had a quite talented girl singer.  

We enjoyed it but did not stay too late as our plane was leaving in the morning. 
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 As we were flying back, Bill said, “It will be nice to be back home again.”  I agreed.  

Although we hadn’t been there long, it would be nice to get back to Madrid and our apartment. 

# 

 Bernardina was glad to see us back although she had less work in our absence.  We 

settled again in our old routine, wanting to delay our departure to Venezuela until Bill received 

the suit he had ordered made before we left for London.  And we were waiting for some of our 

mail to arrive.  I had started going to the hairdresser across the street and liked his work, 

although I was unable to carry on any sort of a conversation with anyone in the shop.  My hair 

got dirty very fast and we decided it was the smog—all these taxis running around using diesel 

fuel.  Often when we looked out our window we could see a cloud of yellowish gray smog 

hanging over the city.  It snowed more.  Six or seven times it had snowed since Christmas.  

Bernardina said that Madrid was “loco.”   

 (Additional note hard to make out for the faded ink:  We had never had a fire in the 

fireplace mainly because we had no wood.  Finally we asked Bernardina to order some and when 

it arrived […] fire for us, telling us it was very […].  Before we left, we had time for a few fires 

and really enjoyed the cosiness of sitting together and watching it burn.) 

 We discovered a Ratskeller around the corner from us and enjoyed their accordion player 

as much as the food.  One night while we were there, a fellow there started singing along and 

gave a sort of impromptu concert.  There were only two other couples present beside us.  Bill 

said he thought the guy was a well-known Spanish singer, but we didn’t know his name.  He 

certainly had a strong musical voice. 

 One day from our window we noticed many people gathering at the end of the street and 

we heard music.  We didn’t bother to go down to see, but we heard later that it was a communist 

rally commemorating the death of a boy killed the year before in some sort of demonstration. 

 One evening we had been to the Ratskeller and as Bill was always saying I should drink 

more wine, I did so just to show him I’d try to drink it even if I didn’t like it.  The result was that 

my stomach was rolling around.  We hadn’t been home very long when he announced he was 

hungry again.  As I [wasn’t], I told him I’d go to bed and he should go try to find something to 

eat.  When he returned, he said he had stopped in the Red Lion and met a fellow named Dave 

who took him to the Knight and Squire, and they had had some delicious chili. 

# 

 The next night Bill took me there for more chili which was piled with raw onions.  

[Mother absolutely loathed raw onions.]  The Knight and Squire was a crowded place with the 

usual dart board and continual music.  There was a TV but no one could hear it above the music.  

While we were there, Bill pointed out a girl who Dave had told him used to be a man—they had 

been talking to her and she said she had had a sex change operation.  She was an attractive girl.  

Bill said she now made her living as a prostitute.  There seemed to be quite a few Americans in 

this place.  I guess it is the only place where you can buy an American hamburger.  The Spanish 

ones are made with some sort of sausage and are very rubbery. 

 Not long after we had stopped in the Red Lion and seeing Dave, Bill introduced him.  He 

said, “This is Suzy,” who was a tall, clean looking person.  The place was jammed packed so we 

went up the street to the Ramses where we could sit and talk.  They told us they were going to 

Toledo the next day and asked if we’d like to go too.  We thought it great and agreed to meet 

them the next morning at the Plaza del Sol.   

 Then we rode the metro to the bus station.  The bus was completely full as it pulled out.  

We had an enjoyable route and on arriving bought our return tickets to insure we would have a 
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place on the bus.  We started off down the street where Dave wanted to show us a little place that 

had delicious tapas.  Dave really liked to eat.  We walked around looking in all the shop 

windows and decided that prices were much lower in Toledo than in Madrid.  Bill was shivering 

in the cold so I convinced him to buy a cardigan to wear under his coat.   

 We walked on all the old streets which have been there since before the time of Christ.  

These were extremely steep and narrow and cobblestoned—one could never go on them wearing 

high heels.  These streets and the old building on them—the whole area—was extremely 

interesting.  We walked down long flights of stone steps to the river and crossed an old bridge 

built by the Romans.  There was a beautiful castle up on a hill [noted before], but we could not 

visit it as it is now a military installation.  We visited a little coffee shop for coffee, and then it 

was time to get on the bus and return home.   

 Suzy invited us over to her apartment for the next evening.  We met her roommate Anne 

and played dice and ate a tortilla which Anne cooked.  An evening or two later Suzy and Dave 

had supper with us at the Ratskeller, after which we visited a mesón in old Madrid.  After leaving 

there, we walked over to the Pasapoda [Pasapogo] which a taxi driver had told us about. 
   

   
    Mother and Bill at the Pasapogo nightclub in Madrid, February 12, 1972  
 

 Entering, one went down wide carpeted stairs and entered an area which was a balcony.  

We had a table close to the balcony railing.  We could dance up there or go down more stairs to a 

large room with a dance floor before the band.  When it was time for the first show to begin, the 

dance floor rose about three feet, and a beautiful Spanish ballet began.  We really enjoyed it.  

After it was over, we danced for a while, then it was time for the second show which was a very 

good cabaret show.  The architecture of the place was elegant with many marble columns. 

 Another night we took Suzy and Anne to the Arco de Cuchilleros to see the flamenco 

dancers.  This show was in progress for three hours continuously.  The people danced so hard 

that they really put in a hard day’s work.  After the show we were hungry; the only place open 

was Drugstore.  Drugstore had only recently opened up, stayed open 24 hours a day, and had 

several different departments, including a restaurant.  Drugstore was advertised as something 

every large city should have.  Suzy and Anne were amazed at the number of people who were 

out at that hour—3:30 in the morning.  Bill was really hooked on the flamenco dancing and 

brought me back to this place as well as to a couple more flamenco places. 
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# 

 Bernardina had asked us to visit her casa before we left.  On the day we were supposed to 

go, Bill had to wait for a phone call so Bernardina and I left together.  She insisted on walking 

and along the way told me how all those buildings had been constructed in the past five years.  

And she said that six years before, there had not been all these cars around.  They have all come 

on the streets during those years.  Now there are cars all over.  We reached her apartment.  It was 

small but had two bedrooms and [was] very neat and clean.  Her husband and two daughters 

were there.  In spite of our language barrier we had a very pleasant visit and when it came time 

for me to leave, she and her husband insisted on walking home with me. 

 Bill’s suit arrived and the looked for mail got here, so we planned on leaving in a day or 

so.  We planned on going out on Friday evening and while I was getting dressed, Bill turned on 

the radio.  Almost in moments he was extremely upset—his friend and contact at work had been 

shot.  I could not understand enough Spanish to tell what they were saying on the radio.  In spite 

of his agitation, Bill insisted that we go out just as we’d planned. 

 When he went to the office on Monday, an Army captain was waiting to question anyone 

who had known the man.  Bill was told to keep himself available and that the investigation 

would likely be over in two days.  So we planned along these lines, gave notice that we were 

leaving our apartment, and went to a hotel for a few hours’ rest before getting the plane.  Bill 

stopped at the office to pick up some material, then the blow fell.   

 The investigation was not yet complete and we would not be allowed to leave yet.  So 

here we were in the Emperador Hotel with uncomfortable lumpy beds, one higher than the other.  

A place which is very stingy with its soap, and whose maids and service boys do not knock.  

They just open the door and walk in. 

(End of Mother’s journal) 

# 
 

.iv. The Aftermath 
 

 As abruptly as those maids and service boys, Mother’s classic penmanship in fading blue 

ink ends this account of a middle-aged American couple’s European sojourn.  I estimate their 

involuntary residence in the Emperador Hotel started in early March, 1972 and assume that most 

of this account was written there. The only clue about how long she and Bill had to stay there is 

that abrupt ending.  Their departure seems to have been soon, sudden, or both. 

 What happened to Mother during the next two months, likes so much of her secret life, 

remains a mystery.  She did write me a note from Caracas in mid-March, since lost, but said 

exactly nothing about Bill’s job or their situation, unsurprisingly.  When they’d left on the trip, 

Mother left me her blue Camaro, and right then, at the end of March, I drove it up to Ann Arbor 

to finish writing my dissertation.  The very day that distasteful work hit yet another roadblock, 

May 2, 1972, I got a phone call.  Here’s the letter Mother wrote on the day she called: 

# 

Dear Richard, 

 I guess it is about time that you hear from your dear old Mom.  Hope everything is okay 

with you. 

 I don’t know how to tell you this, but things have been pretty bad here.  Guess Nyla has 

told you a lot of what has happened [this New Orleans friend had not done so], but in addition 

last Saturday Bill left (supposedly to go to Gretna) and we haven’t seen him since.  I found out 

that a lot of the stuff he has been telling us is not true—I think he must be nuts.  I was completely 
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penniless.  But Lee is so sweet, he is letting me stay here and feeding me.  And I have started job 

hunting.  Sure hope I find something soon.  So it looks as if I must stay in New Orleans.  

 Please do me a favor and send that check you have of mine to me here at Lee’s, and as 

soon as I can I will send what money I can to you.  Also when you write, I’d like to know—did 

you ever talk to that bank in New York, and if so, what did they say?  I can’t understand that 

situation at all and know there must be a lie connected with it somewhere.  I haven’t written 

anything to Judy yet, really hate to let her know the situation I am in.  Lee and Nancy and Nyla 

are all being so nice to me.  I’d sure be in a heck of a fix without them. 

 Well, I’ve just talked to you, so I guess there is nothing else to write.  If there is any news 

I will let you know. 

 Love, Mamacita 

# 

 I don’t know about her check, but I believe the thing about the bank in New York was 

something about one Bill had given me that for some mysterious reason they wouldn’t cash.  

That was why she was worried about sending me money, but I’d already made ends meet with a 

job as a cook in a rest home. 

 Be that as it may, I leapt into the hot Camaro and tore back to New Orleans to find my 

seduced and abandoned Mother sleeping on a pallet under friend Lee’s grand piano (which took 

up most of his tiny living room).  In short shrift I gave her back the car, kicked the sub-letter out 

of my sweet apartment, and installed Mother there. Then, as I was suddenly totally footloose and 

car-free, I decided to move to Washington DC with Lee in his U-Haul.  Confident that Mother 

could manage comfortably now, I officially wrote Bill out of my life as a lousy scoundrel.   

### 
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CHAPTER 4:  LADY OF THE HOUSE 
 

.i.  Getting to Work 
 

 Being one of those compulsive folks who save letters, notes, and even cards, I found that 

I’ve got quite a big file of Mother’s various communiqués over the years since that May, 1972 

letter of dire purport.  For a great long time she wrote me briefly every month or two with lapses.   

 Mother often lamented what a bad correspondent Judy was, but then my sister and I never 

wrote to each other at all.  That winter of 72 while Mother was in Europe with Bill, I took a long 

Camaro trip with friend Lee and stopped shortly by to see Judy in snowy Rochester.  Her new 

daughter Jennifer was only a few months old at the time, and in our family’s way, it was several 

years before we saw each other again.   

 After installing Mother in the lovely apartment at 4219 Canal Street and flitting off to 

Washington DC, I’m sure my correspondence was spotty.  Either hers was too, or in my under-

employed, hippy lifestyle in that distant city, maybe I didn’t keep her notes.  Apparently neither 

of us had any important or exciting news to impart for the next couple years. 

 Nicely housed and fully employed, Mother still had to deal with having her husband 

disappear.  She heard later from Bill’s mother that he was off in west Texas somewhere, so at 

least we knew the bum was alive.  Late in life she remarked that he’d called her that summer 

wanting to get back together again, and she’d told him to go to hell.  In her May, 1975 letter she 

wrote that the winter before they’d tried to reconcile, but it didn’t work.   

 Bill refused to give Mother a divorce, and she had a Catholic aversion to it as well.  I kept 

nagging her to divorce him herself, but it was a couple years till she finally did.  Afterwards, 

burdened by the mortal sin, Mother considered herself excommunicated, though she kept on 

devoutly attending Mass.  On visits I sometimes went (without inspiration) to church with her 

and was troubled by her remorseful tears.  But I tried to respect her religious scruples.   
 

        Somehow I have a little note from her that 

summer saying that the apartment was wonderful and 

very convenient for her new job out on Veterans 

Highway.  She didn’t say what kind of work it was.  

Meanwhile the only job I could find in DC was as a 

waiter in Gusti’s Italian Restaurant, a nice Mafia joint. 

         Then the first letter in Mother’s file is from 

March, 1975, saying she was now with the Army Corps 

of Engineers on a “flood phase” and putting in lots of 

overtime.  (Overtime was a frequent opportunity over 

the next few years.)  As she would, Mother remarked 

that her work “isn’t too dull.”  She also reported on 

visiting her folks in Baltimore the previous fall and 

then Judy and Jennifer in Rochester, the father Richard 

by now an ex-husband.   
 1973 at first job (54)   
  

 The picture below is from that trip to Balmer.  I think it’s splendid how Grandpa George 

is drinking a Jax beer, a brewery close to my New Orleans heart.  That cute little schnauzer is 

latest in the long line of such grandparental pets.  Mother’s pose strikes me as the perfect 

daughter on Daddy’s knee.  Grandma Freda was already gone some years, and this was taken a 

couple months before Grandpa’s death from esophageal cancer at 85. 
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        1974 with Grandpa George (55)       1975 with Army Corps of Engineers (56) 
 

 For the next couple months, Mother’s letters remarked passingly on her social life with 

the office folks, like a fish-fry in Poplarville MS and reporting proud progress on building the 

Superdome.  Then I apparently didn’t hear from her again until the end of December, 1975 to say 

that Aunt Bernice and Uncle Ray had visited and done much sightseeing.  Come 1976, she wrote 

more regularly for a while, remarking on evening activities with friends like the Beverly Dinner 

Theatre and even the Playboy Club!  Meanwhile, I was still slinging pasta. 
 

      The big news in 

February was the Army 

Corps’ US Bicentennial 

celebration with a big 

riverboat.  They needed 

hostesses for the four-day 

celebratory cruise, and 

though she figured they’d 

pick younger attractive 

women, at the tender age 

of 57 she was chosen to 

hostess on the river-runs 

between Baton Rouge and 

Donaldsonville.  It’s easy 

to imagine her enjoyment 

of this rather exotic out- 

      1976 Army Corps of Engineers Bicentennial riverboat        of-office duty.  
 

 At the end of March Aunt Sissy visited her, and they toured the plantations out River 

Road and even ventured into the disreputable French Quarter.  There were several months then 

with no letters—until early November with the startling news that she’d bought a house in 

Metairie and would move in next month.  She’d even put in for a promotion to GS-06.  As for 

me, in July I stumbled into a professional job in the weird field of opera.  Mother was as pleased 

for me as I for her.  Everything was starting to work out for us both. 
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# 

.ii.  Getting Settled 
 

     
 1977 at new house (58)     8130 Shirley Street 
 

 Mother moved into her new house in Metairie in December, probably with minimal 

furniture from the apartment, and by January had bought the big flowered sofa that became a 

fixture in her living room.  She also remarked on trimming the oleander in the back yard, which 

was afterwards a perennial task of mine on visits.  Apparently I visited her over the holidays, 

though I have no recollection of the trip, and we talked a lot about plants.  In March she reported 

planting a small garden in the back yard (five tomatoes, beans, spinach, cantaloupe, and herbs) 

and noted that she’d gotten back into square-dancing. 
 

  It was a few months till I heard from her 

again that she’d moved with the promotion into a 

new job with the Corps’ real estate division and was 

busy going out with friends.  One evening was to 

see a musical comedy called “Promenade” at 

Tulane.  In July she visited Uncle George and his 

family in California, where he was working in 

rocket science of sorts.  On the way back she 

stopped in El Paso to see her father’s sister 

Henriette and her various cousins, a couple of whom 

were Christian Brothers.  I’d only seen this branch 

of the family once when I was ten.  The Brothers 

and I met a couple times later, but understandably, 

 1977 with Aunt Henriette (58)              we didn’t really connect.  
 

 In the fall she wrote about her job transition and noted that she now had to supervise six 

“girls” and found herself working a great deal of overtime, often seven days a week.  I guess that 

wasn’t bad for the bottom line.  Meanwhile she still had some time for square-dancing and went 

to the Tut exhibit, which she called “really fabulous.”  I went to see it in DC and fully agreed.  
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The awful news was that the front yard of our beloved 4219 Canal Street (royal palm and rose 

garden) had been turned into a parking lot.  Moving on… 

 For the holidays that year both Mother and I went to Gainesville FL where Barbara was 

living with our girls.  In the previous March, she’d married a guy named Jack Buys, a wonderful 

new stepfather for Jake (11) and Aimée (10).  With her own parents and sister Martha and 

family, it was a splendid few days of intense relating, unusual in Mother’s experience, I’m sure, 

and I even recall some of the festivities.  Or maybe I’m confused.  It may have been in Durham 

NC at Papa and Nana’s house.  Family visits over the years are very muddled in my memory. 
 

     In 1978 Mother kept busy with continuing overtime at 

work and started taking various classes.  First were short 

courses in public speaking and car repair.  Soon she had school 

two nights a week and a class on Saturday.  In one, “Effective 

Briefing Techniques,” she had to give an oral presentation on 

the Strategic Oil Storage Program and got very nervous.  Her 

professional initiative impressed me, and I could relate well to 

her heavy work schedule.  At the time I was equally engrossed 

in my job and on the side was translating an opera for the 

Canadian Opera Company, which Mother found impressive. 

    Her sisters Dotsy and Jackie visited, and she fitted in lots 

of the usual sightseeing.  New Orleans residents usually turn 

into expert tour guides for visiting friends and relatives, and 

Mother was to have frequent visitors.  In those days I tried to 

make it there at least once a year but needed no guide around 

the ruins (i.e., development) of my beloved Decatur Street.  

Judy, now with an electrician named Rob Burz, did sightsee 

      1978 professional woman (59)         more, and he helped out a lot on the house. 
 

         In April I received a card with brief greetings 

and news that Mother had met a guy named Joe Perkins, 

I can only assume through square-dancing, who wanted 

to marry her, but she wasn’t ready.  Still she must not 

have dismissed him entirely because she went with him 

to Beaumont TX to visit his family.  In August in her 

uneventful summer of overtime she wrote that she was 

still seeing Joe and remarked that they’d had a few 

fights.   

         Enjoying the professional benefits of her job, 

Mother got sent to Los Angeles in September for a class 

in Relocation Assistance and visited Las Vegas on the 

way back.  In Portland in October for another seminar, 

she was taken to see an entirely relocated town and got 

   1979 with Joe Perkins at Mardi Gras (60)      to see the salmon running in the river. 
 

 Mother’s bad news arrived in November:  4219 Canal was condemned, something to do 

with mold in the back half of the house.  She added that Joe was now working nights, and she 

was pleased to have more time for herself.  In February, 1979 she wrote that Joe was still around 
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and being very helpful in fixing the starter in her Camaro.  Around then is when they went to the 

Mardi Gras parade as seen in the above photo.  Then I didn’t hear from her till October. 
 

       That fall Mother took a bus tour of the Ozarks 

which went past Penney Hill, and she was shocked by 

the condition of the place.  The café had burnt down and 

the house was a mess.  I’d driven by there the year 

before and warned her of the devastation, but that didn’t 

make it any easier to bear.  I’ve been past in more 

recent times, and it’s no better.  As a matter of fact, the 

Hill is now a settlement of Jehovah Witnesses which 

calls itself simply Penney.  No comment.  It was right 

around then that her Real Estate Division of “girls” 

moved to a new place on River Road along the levee, as 

shown in this photo.  The lady on the lower right is Jane  

     1979, Real Estate Division move (60)            Baker, Mother’s long-time colleague and friend. 
 

  Otherwise, news was that Joe had bought a bar and 

lounge and was fixing it up.  He planned to have his son run 

it.  In her March, 1980 letter I learned that Joe’s bar had been 

robbed, apparently an inside job by the barmaid, whom he 

fired.  Mother continued very busy at work with overtime but 

was getting ready to plant a garden again.  She was thrilled by 

the blooming wisteria in the back yard, a vine I had to prune 

frequently over the years. 

  With a birthday card to me in April, she reported 

that Joe had had open-heart surgery with three by-passes, and 

she was now caring for him in his recuperation.  When he 

recovered, Joe helped with installing paneling in her hall, 

living room, and dining room.  Mother added an interesting 

detail about her work, remarking that she was involved in 

getting rights-of-way from levee boards and had to travel a 

 1980 April portrait (61)           lot to attend their meetings.   
 

 Though I can’t recall specifically, I believe that I may have met Joe on an earlier visit, 

but it doesn’t really matter because in her October letter Mother advised that she’d broken up 

with Joe and didn’t miss him at all.  That may have been bravado, but I expect she meant it.  

Overshadowing that news was word that 4219 Canal had burned down, which sounded to me 

like an efficient method of demolishing a condemned property.   

 In her next letter Mother said she was reconnecting with old friends and was busy square-

dancing.  She was still friends with Joe but remarked that “some men seem to be so lost” and 

“need someone to take care of them.”  Meanwhile, she’d had a marriage proposal from a 30 

year-old Hispanic guy which she thought hilarious.  Though Mother was indeed very attractive 

for an older woman, I didn’t think she was exactly a “cougar.”  But then I never really knew her. 

# 
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.iii.  Independent Woman 
 

 Mother’s letter in December, 1980 was one of the newsiest 

she ever wrote.  She took a vacation to Natchez MS where she 

saw sights and stayed in a big old house with a 4-poster canopy 

bed.  Back at home at a dance she was amazed to win $41.75 at 

bingo.  Amazed because all her life she’d never won any contest 

or lottery.  The next day she went to the racetrack and lost $12.00.  

That was no surprise, but there was still a $30 profit!  Playing 

bingo wasn’t unusual for her (without winning before), but I’d 

never imagined Mother ever playing the horses.   

 Her shocking news was from our Indiana neighbors the 

Greers that our old house on Nowlin Road had burned down that 

fall—only a few months after I’d driven past on a trip with my 

teenaged daughters.  At least they got to see where their Daddy 

was once a little kid.  Rather weird, I’d say, to have three of one’s 

former homes go up in flames, one even waiting 30 years for me 

to come see it one last time.  Our past was disappearing, 

     1980 jumping rope (61)  truly going up in smoke. 
 

  Come 1981, Mother rather boldly changed 

her look by getting contact lenses, though at first 

she had difficulty getting them out.  I bet she made a 

splash with her square-dancing crowd.  They were 

quite a busy group giving exhibitions at PTA 

meetings and the like.  Of one exhibition at the 

Jefferson Orleans Hotel, she remarked, “We had a 

lot of mistakes in that, but hopefully not too many 

people understood what was going on.”   

  On Sundays she’d sometimes help at square-

dance classes and on one occasion had to dance the 

man’s part the whole time.  The shortage of male 

square-dancers was a perennial problem, and when 

I’d visit and go to dances with her, they’d always 

(unsuccessfully) try to get me to dance.  Though an 

avid rock and roller, I also didn’t understand what 

 1981 with contacts (62)                was going on with those allemandes and do-si-dos. 
 

 That spring Judy, who’d been scratching out a living, got into deep financial trouble.  Her 

house was going into foreclosure, and Mother graciously took over the $300/month payments till 

they could sell the place.  Giving me that news was one of the only times she ever mentioned 

finances to me—beyond constantly commenting in her later years on the high price of gasoline.  

Fortunately the house sold soon. 

 While Mother was cutting all those rugs in her square-dancing, I’d changed jobs and was 

now working with the opera company in Santa Fe NM, splitting my time between winters in the 

office in New York and summers of performances in the theater in the desert.  On my way west 
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in May, I stopped by to visit Mother in Metairie and spent some sweaty days pruning, chopping, 

and battling the jungle in her yard.  Such was frequently the focus of my visits to the sub-tropics.  

 I was no sooner settled in New Mexico, in process having met a new man-friend named 

Ernesto, than Barbara and the family visited me in early July.  They stopped by to see Mother on 

the way, and she flew out to visit me at the same time.  She was very gracious with my new guy 

but kept calling him “Ernersto.”  He thought it was cute. 
 

        Come to think of it, I don’t believe she 

ever visited me in DC.  But the year before, 

after visiting Judy, she’d passed briefly through 

National Airport and given me a call—just as I 

was packing up to go to New York.  Anyway, 

we took her around to see the many beautiful 

historic sites and landmarks in the vicinity of 

Santa Fe, including the dramatic Pecos Ruins 

(photo)., She was too afraid to climb the tall 

ladders at the ancient Bandelier cliff dwellings.  

Naturally, we all went to an opera performance 

in the beautiful opera house, probably her sole  

        1981 at Pecos Ruins (62)          experience of that erudite art form. 
 

 On her visit Mother told me she’d met a nice guy named Don at square-dancing, and 

when she got home, she wrote that she was “seeing Don a lot.”  Doing the same with Ernesto, I 

was quite pleased with our romantic progress.  Also, she was changing her focus at work from 

Hurricane Protection to Red River, spending two days in Alexandria to see the work there.  The 

rest of the summer all I got from her were cards letting me know about trips.  First was to Ocean 

City MD with Aunt Dotsy, and another was with a lady friend named Bennie to the Covered 

Bridge Festival in Rockville IN, world capital of same.  Then her job took her to Tulsa OK for a 

seminar.  Mother was certainly turning into a traveling woman.  
 

    
        1981, in happy summer    1981, with new beau Don 
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     Mother wrote an actual letter in November with 

news of Aunt Sissy’s visit and more about Don.  

Besides their square-dancing activities and goodness 

knows what else, he was helping her re-paint the trim 

on her house.  (In the New Orleans heat and humidity, a 

paint job doesn’t last all that long.)  I took this as a good 

sign for their relationship.  Don McBride continued for 

some years to be Mother’s main man, so to speak.   

     I met and re-met him on various trips, but we 

didn’t speak enough get to know each other in any way.  

I couldn’t worry about what a “normal” man might 

think of an overt homosexual.  I believe Don was a 

widower with a son and two daughters.  At times I 

subtly urged Mother to consider his obvious interests, 

but she wouldn’t reply, except once to say she didn’t 

need a man around the house all the time.  Implying that 

a merely visiting man is preferable to a live-in one?  I 

think I might have to agree. 
 1981, Don McBride          

   
        1982 Portrait (63)    1982 with granddaughter Jennifer 
 

 For her 63rd birthday, Don gave her a Seiko watch, (unfortunately cropped out of the 

portrait above), and took her to a dinner theatre called Minicappelli’s in Slidell.  My gift was 

some pretty blouse which she wore square-dancing to many compliments.  The next month, she 

went with Don to a Mardi Gras parade on Veterans Highway (where many parades moved after 

trouble downtown).  Meanwhile Don and his son Jim (17) finished the trim and re-puttied the 

windows, and she worked in her thriving garden.  Afterwards the three went to the Beverly 

Dinner Theatre to celebrate.  A few times she ‘baby-sat’ Jim when Don had to be away 

 In early June, Mother went to Ocean City MD again with Aunts Dotsy and Sissy for a 

rainy vacation and then went to see Judy, to whom Rob had proposed (and was accepted).  In 

Rochester, Mother enjoyed going with Jennifer (11) to an amusement park.  This flurry of travel 

was apparently in emotional preparation for Mother’s upcoming ordeal.  That spring she’d been 

diagnosed with lung cancer, the stress possibly showing in her expression in the photo with 

Jennifer.  Maybe I’m over-interpreting, but she did tell me she was nervous about the surgery. 
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       Though Mother never smoked, she had a great deal of 

exposure to cigarette smoke.  Starting with Daddy—till he 

stopped and switched to snuff (good grief!)—and then all that 

puffing in the café for six years.  In all likelihood the square-

dance crowds smoked, as did Bill.  I saw in that parade photo 

that Joe smoked, but I don’t think Don did.  Like an enormous 

number of women, Mother was a passive victim of second-

hand smoke.  The surgeon went in between her ribs in back 

and took out the whole left lobe of her lung.  Mother came  

 1982 survivor (63)         through it brightly, and wrote soon that she only had a little 

pain in the chest making it hard to drive. 

       In that summer of her recuperation, I’m sure Don lent 

helping hands, but she only remarked that he was mowing her 

grass.  Mother always liked to mow it herself, and so she was 

clearly taking it easy in that respect.  At one point Don took 

her to a Coast Guard picnic with piles of crabs and crawfish.  

She always loved the former but couldn’t abide the latter.   

       By August she was feeling well enough to get back to 

square-dancing on Friday and Saturday nights.  That lost left 

lobe of her lung proved some handicap in her dancing, and she 

more often would sit out numbers and catch her breath.  The 

problem only got acute many years later.  But generally it 

didn’t slow her down otherwise. 

        Then Mother turned her concern on my situation.  

Ernesto and I were in Denver where my job with another opera 

company had just evaporated, and we were being held hostage 

by my Queen Anne house that needed much work before I 

could sell it.  She begged me not to try to fix the steep roof by 

 1982, still dancing         myself, and so the obedient son didn’t.  It scared me too. 

        In the fall, Mother and Don started taking round dance 

lessons.  She joked that Don seemed to have two left feet in the 

new dance steps.  I’m sure he was better at it than I would’ve 

been—when it comes to choreographed dance, I have three.  

Whenever I watched Mother square-dancing, I was struck by 

her floating, gracious motions and the joy she emanated.   

        Miraculously, I sold my house by November, and 

Ernesto and I fled Denver for a long car trip by Santa Fe and 

on to New Orleans for a visit with Mother.  She took us on one 

of her famous plantation house tours, including the San 

Francisco Plantation in this photo.  Our odyssey continued on 

to Florida and eventually back to New Mexico.  During our 

next transient months, Mother and I kept in touch mostly by 

phone, and in a note she commented casually on the number of 

calls on the bill.  Maybe I was worried about her condition?  I 

doubt I called her more than once a week to let her know I was 

 1982, with Ernesto        still alive, if footloose and feckless. 
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 In late spring of 1983, when we’d gotten settled again in Santa Fe, Mother’s occasional 

brief letters all included a pleasant “Say hi to Ernesto.”  Basically not commenting on things in 

her life, she simply wrote she was busy at work, and there was the same social whirl with Don 

and dancing.  Largely she worried about my unemployed situation and once suggested I contact a 

guy called Stubby, the friend of an elderly neighbor lady by the odd name of Irlene.  I didn’t.   
 

      In that summer note Mother also 

remarked on going swimming once 

with Don, about their square-dance 

performance at a nursing home, and 

enjoying a nice afternoon mowing the 

grass.  She was apparently all back in 

shape after the operation.  Then, after 

a lapse of about three months, in 

September she wrote about going 

swimming again with Don.  But the 

left photo shows that she’d also gone 

that summer to visit Barbara and the 

girls.  In the right one, Mother’s 

impish smile makes me wonder what  

        1983 with Jake (64)   1983, at home            other kind of mischief she was up to. 
 

# 

.iv.  Lady of a Certain Age 
 

 Now this is where things got dicey.  In my file, after a little card from October, 1983 

about taking a vacation bus tour of the Smoky Mountains with her lady friend Bennie, there were 

only a couple letters from 1986 and 1988, and I couldn’t imagine what I was going to do to sort 

out Mother’s next years.  Where had all her later letters gone?  Being a systematic person, I 

concluded that right around then I must have changed my filing system.  In the storage locker I 

dug into my chronological files to discover that I had indeed started putting her letters in there.  

Quickly assembling the missing letters from 1983 to the late 90’s, I can now proceed with some 

sense of understanding around those old photos. 
 

  In mid-December, 1983, Mother wrote that Don 

gave her a microwave for Christmas, and she was very 

surprised at such a big gift.  He and his son Jim were going 

to visit relatives for the holidays.  Right after her birthday in 

1984, when it had gotten so cold that some of her pipes had 

burst, she wrote that Don had decided to move to Austin for 

a new job monitoring defense contracts.  By the bye, she 

mentioned that he was actually an electrical engineer and 

had for some reason been working in safety.  Leaving, he 

gave Mother his big radio/phonograph console.  So thus 

departed gentle Don, her faithful, hopeful escort to square 

dances for three years.  In a couple weeks she wrote that she

 1983-84, in the office (65)              had heard from Don often, but she was always too busy to 

               have much time to miss him.  I can almost believe her.  
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         For some reason, Mother didn’t mention in those 

letters that she also took a cruise that January on the Bermuda 

Star to Cozumel.  Maybe that was why she was too busy to 

miss Don.  I know this by the dated cruise group shot that I 

hugely enlarged and resurrected this photo from.  Note the 

embroidered blouse.  I’d bet it’s her handiwork and was a 

favorite to be seen again in many photos.   

         With my April birthday card, Mother wrote that she 

was feeling sick with a terrible cough, noting dramatically that 

it was for the first time in her life.  Probably the illness was 

exacerbated by her lack of a lung.  I was glad to hear that Don 

came back for a visit, but she was sure he’d given her the cold.  

Other news was that she was getting a new car—the Camaro 

was 16 years old—and reports on her burgeoning garden.  

Actually all her letters give detailed updates on the crops, her 

very favorites being tomatoes and Brussel sprouts. 
 1984, cruise (65)             
 

 Shortly after this, I flew to New Orleans and drove us in the new car, a little red Toyota 

something, to Gainesville for Jake’s high school graduation.  I’m mortified to admit that I have 

no distinct memory of this notable event beyond that evoked by a photo of my beautiful blond 

daughter in her white regalia.  No photos of Mother to jog my recollection.  I guess I was too 

preoccupied by my unemployment in Santa Fe to register anything. 

 I didn’t hear from Mother that summer until a postcard from Los Angeles in August 

advising that she’d won a 4-day trip to the Olympics and was seeing field and track, soccer, and 

handball events—and had sat near Princess Anne.  Her follow-up letter explained how she’d won 

it in a big contest where you put your name and address into a box.  The winners were treated 

royally, all expenses paid, and stayed at a Marriott, where she had her first time in a hot tub.  In 

her inimical way, she didn’t comment on that supposedly sensual experience. 
 

       In November Mother reported going to Houston for a 

four-day course called “Environmental Considerations” and 

on two occasions went square-dancing there.  In December’s 

letter, she remarked that she hadn’t found another “escort” to 

dances but still would go to them by herself and to group 

parties.  She added that Don was calling her every week.   

        Over the holidays we’d spoken on the phone about me 

also needing a new car, and Mother offered a loan.  I bought a 

little silver Plymouth Horizon, about the cheapest small car on 

the market, and then Ernesto and I flew to Puerto Vallarta to 

escape the New Mexico January.  The next month Mother 

cruised again (past Key West) to Cozumel and sent a postcard 

of the Mayan ruins at Tulum.  Again, I’d bet she made that 

blue blouse and sweater in the photo. 

         By April, wonder of wonders, I’d found a full-time 

job, and the next month, I once again flew to New Orleans and 

 1985, cruise (66)           drove with Mother to Gainesville, this time for Aimée’s high 

             school graduation.  This trip I do recall a bit better, but again 
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         1985, with me (66)           1985, at meeting with Helen Penny 
 

my memories are spurred by the photos.  Here we’re visiting a huge sinkhole not far from 

Barbara’s home called the Devil’s Millhopper with a little lake at the bottom.   

 After our trip, I settled into my new job, and Mother went back to being busy.  Her letters 

usually opened with an excuse of being too busy…  The only happenings of the summer were 

joining a carpool, another office move, and the city being missed by Hurricane Elena.  Then that 

fall Aunt Bernice and Uncle Ray visited and got another grand tour of New Orleans.   
 

 Over Christmas, I visited again, and then Mother went to 

see Don in Austin.  She wrote nothing about what they did.  

There was no more news from her until the April letter with my 

birthday card written on a sheet printed with flying birds and an 

unattributed poem.  This is the first and only expression I’ve 

ever heard of her world view and something wonderful that I can 

most definitely relate to: 
 

 One day at a time – / this is enough. / Do not look back /  

  and grieve over the past, / 

 For it is gone; / and do not be troubled / about the future, /  

  for it has not yet come. / 

 Live in the present, / and make it so beautiful / that it will  

  be worth remembering. 
 

 1986, Austin (67) 
 

      Mother wrote:  “I like this poem.  At my stage of life it seems 

the best philosophy.”  The letter also brought news of her life, 

including yet another cruise to Cozumel (and another postcard) and 

pleasure in her garden’s progress “before the great invasion of 

weeds.”  She was excited about the girls’ visiting soon on their way to 

see me, and then expressed uncertainty about whether to retire.  Being 

67, she’d only get about half her current take-home pay.   

      That summer of 1986 was full of social activities with wedding 

receptions, and potlucks (which they call “covered-dish dinners), and 

she joined a group called Parents Without Partners, hosting a meeting 

at her house with 20 people.  The thought of that many folks in her  

   1986, at Jane’s retirement       little place is rather frightening.  
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 News in July was fairly momentous.  First, she’d spent three weeks in Watertown NY 

working for Fort Drum finding and leasing housing for military troops.  It involved driving all 

around the countryside.  Of course, in Watertown she went square dancing twice.  Afterwards 

she drove the short way over to see Judy for the Fourth of July, and they took her to see Niagara 

Falls, which she wrote was “a whole lot of water”. 

 The second news flash was that she’d heard from his sister that Bill had died on July 1 

after a motorcycle accident.  He survived the accident but went downhill, and his emphysema 

took him.  Mother expressed no reaction, but I could tell she was relieved.  Though divorced 

legally, I bet she still considered herself married in the eyes of the Church.  Now she was again a 

legitimate widow and automatically re-communicated.  It’s sad to think that was maybe why 

Mother wouldn’t marry Don.  She added that he’d just had a prostate operation, poor guy. 
 

              Later that month Mother went with a square-dance 

friend by the name of Lucille and her husband to Hot Springs 

AR.  Lucille suffered from arthritis and wanted to take the 

healing waters.  They went to some show at a dinner theatre and 

out square dancing once.  Mother remarked only that she’d 

“spent a lot of time in hot water.”  It seems Lucille even had a 

square dance wedding.  The fervor of dancers is impressive. 

              Lucille, it transpired, was from north of Tupelo MS and 

as a kid had had played among Indian mounds.  Well, at that 

time I was involved in doing a book on Indian mounds, and 

Mother wrote me what her friend said about playing inside them 

in little round rooms with ledge-benches, which sounds awfully 

like the Ocmulgee site in Georgia.  (By the way, that book, 

“Remember Native America, The Earthworks of Ancient 

America” (1992) is now available for free as a .pdf file on my 

website, www.richardbalthazar.com.  Please forgive the         

1986, Hot Springs AR (67)    personal digression.) 
 

               
                   1986, with square dancers               1986 with Aunt Sissy 
 

 In the left shot I love the frilly dresses.  Again I expect Mother sewed her own—maybe 

even tatted her own lace?  The picture on the right with Aunt Sissy was taken when Mother went 

to Baltimore in October.  Note this second beautifully embroidered blouse. 

 Mother was sorry I couldn’t come to New Orleans on my way to Florida for those 

holidays, but I couldn’t take so much time off from work.  Instead she planned to have Christmas 

dinner with her friend Bennie, which was almost a tradition.  Otherwise, she looked forward to 

http://www.richardbalthazar.com/
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the joys of raking leaves.  In her December letter she reported that her old boyfriend Joe had 

been murdered!  Shot by some woman, apparently by accident in a domestic dispute.  Again she 

made no comment, but I was aghast. 

 After visiting Don in January, Mother didn’t mention him again for the rest of 1986 and 

most of 1987.  That September she wrote me that Don had been in town, and he was finding 

retirement boring, which she surely wouldn’t.   
 

     
 1987, at office (68)          1987, fun in St. Louis    1987, with Aunt Bernice in Wisconsin 
 

 In 1987 Mother’s cultural life broadened.  Perhaps inspired by my volunteer work with 

the Santa Fe Community Theater, she started going to the Kenner Community Theater.  She 

remarked without a syllable of evaluation on seeing “Music Man.”  For the rest of her life she 

frequently went to their productions and even took me to some.  I love her joyous smile in the 

center on her work junket to St. Louis.  Mother’s July trip to Wisconsin was for a joint family 

reunion of the Balthazors (Aunt Lorraine) and the Hintzes (Uncle Earl) with around 200 people.   

 In the photo with Aunt Bernice, Uncle Ray, and a friend, you can see from her dress and 

badge that they went square-dancing (twice).  The right photo below probably is from one of 

those occasions.  The women with her on the left are friends Rita and Nina. 
 

         
           1987, with friends    1987 dancing  
 

 Mother’s letter in August told a sad story about Irlene, the old lady living just two doors 

down the street.  When she went over with some cookies, Mother got no response.  Fetching the 

key she kept for such purposes, she and her neighbor Rafael went in and found Irlene lying on 
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the bathroom floor, dead for several hours, Mother figured, because she was “cold and hard.”  I 

imagine that gave her pause, living alone and aging, but she again indicated no reaction.  

 In the same September, 1987 letter that mentioned Don’s visit, Mother wrote about an 

exciting vacation with Bennie to Alabama.  They went to see the Ave Maria Grotto, wherever 

that is, and the Space and Rocket Museum in Huntsville.  In the midst of seeing covered bridges 

and the Indian mounds at Moundville, she fell down two steps and cut her lip. 

 Following that letter there is a lapse of some four months, and my records show I didn’t 

visit again for the holidays.  Somehow it happened, probably on her birthday in January, 1988, 

that Mother took the leap and retired.  Her next letter from a couple weeks later in February 

stressed that she was really enjoying retirement.  Perhaps in celebration, she painted her bedroom 

and started line dancing at the Senior Citizens Center. 

 When Judy visited in February, she must have seen maintenance problems around the 

house, and in March Rob came down and did a lot of work on the place.  Mother gratefully 

detailed his projects:  fixed roof leak and ceiling under it; installed smoke alarm and ceiling fan; 

put in more outlets and fixed the ceiling light; paneled behind the refrigerator; fixed leaking 

faucets; built shelves; repaired plumbing and conduits, and cut down a tree.  Not a tremendously 

handy person, I wasn’t shamed by his magnanimous work, but I was impressed.  
 

       Mother reported in April that her doctor 

had put her on a low cholesterol diet and 

expressed concern about her triglyceride level.  

As usual, by June she wound up on medication 

and simply lived with the prohibition against 

eating grapefruit.  Fortunately my levels of this 

and that are passable because I could never have 

given up my daily rind in the mornings.  Per her 

doctor’s orders, she started walking 1.4 miles 

each morning before breakfast. 

       This 1988 family portrait was done at 

Sears when Judy and I were both visiting.  

Mother wasn’t pleased with the quality of the 

photograph, but I think it was well done.  She 

wears another of her crocheted blouses. Then I 

drove us all up to Atlanta for Jake’s graduation 

from Emory University.  The visit and long car-

trip was one of the only quality times I ever spent 

with my sister.   
        1988, May portrait (69)      
  

 The graduation was a huge family get-together including the many various aunts, uncles, 

and cousins.  I’m not in the group shot below because I took the picture.  With Mother in this 

group are, left to right, Aunt Martha, Nana, Jake, Uncle Al, and Barbara.  Look closely and 

maybe you can see why we used to joke that maybe Jake was secretly Aunt Martha’s baby.  She 

also strongly resembles both proud grandmothers.  By the way, Nana (aka Martha Niess), was 

some years older than Mother, and they apparently got along well together.   
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         1988, at Jake’s graduation (69)        1988, with the graduate 
 

 Afterwards in early August, 

Mother wrote that she was going to 

be taking the train to Baltimore and 

then up to see Judy.  She mentioned 

going to a square-dance convention 

and buying herself a new bedroom 

set with big bureau and dresser.   

 In November Mother wrote 

again to advise me that Judy was 

now done up in several casts.  She 

was doing dressage, and her horse 

fell on her, breaking several bones.  

Realistically, I guess she was rather 

lucky because she could have very 

easily been killed. 
     1988, at the gate         1988, at a party     
 

 
        1988, in Cozumel    1988, napping in Rochester 
 

 The picture from that summer’s cruise to Cozumel is significant because she’s sitting in 

exactly the same place on the plaza where I frequently sat to draw or write when Ernesto and I 

vacationed there four years later.  The other picture is from when she visited Judy in September 

and found her recovering well from her equine trauma.  Given the time frame, I can’t help but 

find her nap in the hammock in Judy’s yard as symbolic of her retirement at last.  
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 By December, Mother was still walking regularly.  She wrote at length about a holiday 

party for singles at her church where everyone brought “useless gifts,” which she found quite 

hilarious—such as a rubber glove with the fingers cut off, one sock, a clock with broken hands, a 

bent candle, and so on.  She got a 1986 calendar and two earrings that didn’t match.  Sadly, they 

served a lot of the rich food she wasn’t supposed to eat anymore.  Otherwise, she went to hear 

“The Messiah” and had Christmas dinner with Bennie again. 
 

      After her 70th birthday in 

January, 1989, Mother visited 

me in Santa Fe, though it was 

our winter with snow.  Then true 

to New Mexico weather, the 

snow was soon gone.  It got up 

into the fifties, but Mother was 

still cold.  On a sunny walk up a 

little hill, she had some difficulty 

breathing, which was normal for 

folks from sea level, especially 

with one lung.  So we simply

 1989, Santa Fe plaza (70)      1989, at Casa Sena         had nice dinners out.    
 

 Though I doubt she really needed financially to do it, Mother got a part-time job in 

March, working Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays for a podiatrist.  It was probably just to give 

her something productive to do, besides her favorite sports of mowing the lawn and tending her 

garden.  The latest update was that the tomatoes were looking really good. 
 

    In May the family 

travelled to Boston for 

Aimée’s graduation from 

Boston University.  In 

this photo, we were all 

waiting in line to get into 

the stadium, which was 

full of a zillion people.  

We had to watch the 

ceremonies on a huge TV 

    1989, Boston with Nana and Barbara       1989, at Bellingrath Gardens         screen/scoreboard.   
 

 That summer Mother had another visit from Aunt Bernice and Uncle Ray.  Bernice and 

she had become very close, though Mother often expressed benign annoyance that her sister-in-

law never stopped talking.  (Mother was always a great listener.)  Meanwhile, she kept right on 

working and busy with musical programs, weddings, dances, meetings, dinners, clubs, and a 

formal dinner and dance, as well as small trips like to Bellingrath Gardens outside Mobile AL, 

the mowing, and the garden.  She was thrilled about getting the first figs off her new tree. 

 In that same July letter I was quite surprised to find out that Judy’s daughter Jennifer had 

just had a baby, a girl named Heather.  That immediately made my sister a grandmother!  And 

Mother was now a great-grandmother!  What a great spot for a chapter break. 

###
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CHAPTER 5:  OUR LADY OF LEISURE 
 

.i.  Mother’s Art 
 

 Mother was always impressed by her sisters’ artistic talents.  As far as I know Dotsy was 

a fairly prolific painter of still lifes, many of which Mother hung on her walls.  I gather that Sissy 

was more inclined to other subjects like architecture and figure studies.  The flowers below by 

Dotsy are painted on Masonite and are the only work of art I have from that aunt.  The house by 

Sissy is from a print on a small greeting card.  I include these as proof that Mother (and I) must 

have shared some of those artistic genes. 
  

           
     Still-life by Dotsy Trinité (Kelly)   House by Marie Trinité (Whittie) 
 

 I didn’t know that Mother also tried her hand at art until afterwards when I found a 

packet of her pencil drawings with no indication of date.  Probably they were drawn during her 

leisure years after retirement when she took any number of classes in various subjects.  So I’ll 

use this little interlude to show you some of her drawings. 
 

            
    

Southern country scenes by Yvonne Trinité (Tapp) 
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 I’m surprised by the rural, antique aesthetic from the hand of a city girl and find the 

country store’s porch and gas pump touching, not unlike our old gas station on Penney Hill.  

Mother drew a couple domestic vignettes that are also romantically yesteryear. 
 

  
 Her drawing of the church on West Metairie Road is a much more personal expression.  

This is where Mother spent those self-excommunicated years and her later re-communicated 

decades.  I find the name particularly appropriate to her life story, but more on that later.   
  

 
Our Lady of Divine Providence Catholic Church, Metairie LA, by Yvonne Trinité (Tapp) 
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  Small Boy with Dog     Tom Sawyer Scene 

 

       Cockeyed though he may be, I can’t help but 

think that the small boy may look a bit like me, and the dog 

does look like sweet little Peppy. But I don’t remember 

ever having such a hat.  Sweet kid though.  (Being a digital 

type I’m sorely tempted to do fix his poor eye.)  

       The Mark Twain river scene is poignant as I 

greatly admire that writer, as well as for a good reason I’ll 

also explain later.  The idyllic scene with the fishing boys 

seems really familiar.  Maybe she drew it from a book 

cover, but I never saw any Twain among her many books.  

Over the years I ransacked her library for reading material, 

bypassing most of the romance novels, however. 

        Mother’s drawing of the waiter is the artwork 

that surprises me most.  Of course, it’s so different 

stylistically with the darkened areas—but look at his 

stylized body and feet.  And that vast sloping forehead…  

Did she draw from a “real” waiter person to get that very 

individual face?  On another note, I wonder if that’s a 

bottle of Chianti in his other hand.  Maybe the drawing 

reflects our family history in food service—or Mother’s 

experience in those nice restaurants in Europe.  He sort of 

looks European to me. 

        There were a couple other partial sketches, 

including a geometric windmill, but her curatorial son 

determined that these several are her best works.  

        The Waiter        # 
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.ii.  The Year of Living Large 
 

       After becoming a great-grandmother, Mother continued 

her monthly notes, as usual without saying much about what she 

was up to.  Still working for the podiatrist part-time, she mostly 

wrote about being busy with mowing and raking—(Believe it or 

not, live oaks drop a lot of leaves.)—and rarely even mentioned 

going dancing, though I’m sure she often did.   

 She thought to mention plans to go to a Halloween party as 

Minnie Mouse as this photo comically shows.  Under great 

magnification, the thing in her left hand looks like maybe a pot 

or bowl, so the social event might well have been one of their 

famous “covered dish” dinners. 

       The only big news of the fall of 1989 was the Tuesday 

when they got 17 inches of rain, and it flooded all around.  But 

not at Mother’s house.  (I was there once when about 10 inches 

came down in 45 minutes, and while Shirley Street was like a 

river, the water barely made it onto Mother’s front yard.  The 

     1989 Minnie Mouse (70)    significance of this fact will become clear later.)  She wrote about 
 

the sad sight afterwards of ruined furniture and things piled up by the street for the trash pickup.  

(The Metairie trash service will pick up anything you can get out to the curb!  They even take 

construction rubble and major appliances, like magic.) 
 

       Though it was well down now, Mother was still 

concerned about her cholesterol and all the rich food there would 

be at the many holiday parties and dinners.  And she suffered a 

totally frozen Christmas.  Temperatures down to ten degrees—

outrageous for New Orleans!—froze up all kinds of pipes, and 

she had no water for two days.  At least the furnace still worked, 

but the holiday dinner with friends was a disaster.  Then at a 

New Year’s party she wore the blouse I gave her for Christmas, 

which is at least reasonably clear in this enlargement from a 

group photo. 

         Over the first several months of 1990, Mother’s letters 

were fewer and farther between, and she always apologized for 

being so busy.  But the only busyness she really mentioned was 

how the garden grew, her work moving dirt to fill the low  

      1990 in my blouse (71)    spots in the yard and lumber to make edges around the gardens.  
 

She was thrilled with the success of her tomatoes, beets, and figs and cutting the grass on Easter. 

 Only once did she mention going again to Bellingrath Gardens, but it’s clear from photos 

dated that year (grouped below) that she was actually quite busy with social activities and travel.  

The names of her men and women friends were sometimes written on the back of the photos.  In 

June for the very last time she mentioned Don, that he was in a creative writing class and sending 

her copies of stories, mostly science fiction that she didn’t understand, and cartoons she didn’t 

get, like one about the military execution of a fly with fly-swatters.  Must have been that Far Side 

classic by Gary Larsen.  
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 In the photo from Navarre Beach note the stylish big hat and hair-curlers.  All her life 

Mother used rollers for her curls, but I’m amazed that she’d let her picture be taken in them.  

She’d probably hate that I included the shot in the motel room with only the one roller.    

 In her September note, Mother remarked on getting a new air conditioner, a new engine 

for her car, and a bunch of plumbing work done.  She was still working with the doctor, but only 

till he could find a replacement, and she planned on another cruise and a visit to Judy in 

November.  All she had to say in her Thanksgiving note was that the cruise experienced rough 

seas.  But she most likely had fun anyway.   
 

   
   1990 With Lena Castigliola  With Bruce Jillson  At Navarre Beach FL 

 

    
   With unidentified escort        On Labor Day with Lucille and Betty 

 

  
      Sightseeing in Beaumont TX        Motel time with friends in Beaumont 
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    1990 at Grand Cayman      On Bahama cruise       At December square dance 
 

         In the picture on the cruise, I note the 

unfamiliar fancy dress.  While I recognize that 

flowered tote bag on Grand Cayman, I’ve also never 

seen those wild Labor Day shorts.  She definitely had 

a taste for patterns.  I call the December square dance 

photo Mother’s “I Love Lucy” shot.  It’s the only one 

I’ve found besides the Minnie Mouse one that shows 

her wacky side.  When I occasionally met her friends 

on visits, they’d always tell me that she was the life 

of parties.  The big party of the year was apparently 

the Christmas blast of the Rip’n’Snort square dance 

club on those nametags she and Bruce are wearing.  

Bruce looks like a nice guy, clearly pleased to hold 

 With Bruce at Rip’n’Snort party             a lovely lady close.   
 

           I’m sorry he wasn’t around to meet when my 

daughter Aimée, her boyfriend Rich Crowther, 

Ernesto, and I arrived on a road trip to more family 

festivities.  Shortly after New Year’s Mother wrote 

that her unnamed square dance partner was in the 

hospital with pneumonia, but she was still going to 

the dances because someone would always ask her 

to dance.  I imagine so.  

         This picture of Mother with her sisters was 

apparently taken when they went to France to see the 

Caves of Lascaux.  I don’t know exactly when that 

happened but remember her mentioning the plans, 

and judging from the way she looks in this photo, it 

probably happened in one of the next couple years.  

But her later letters don’t say a word about the trip 

       Sissy, Dotsy, Yvonne, and Jackie in France        or her thoughts on prehistoric cave paintings. 

# 
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.iii.  The Mystery Years 
 

 I remarked above on Mother’s later letters because they’re almost all I have to testify to 

her life during the rest of the 90’s.  I found no decent photos from 1991-2-3.  Unfortunately her 

letters from those years were relatively infrequent and offered minimal information.  For the 

remaining years of the decade the schedule wasn’t much better, but at least I visited occasionally 

and may remember some things. 

 After the letter in January, 1990 about her dance partner being in the hospital, Mother 

didn’t write again till my birthday in late April, a relatively newsy letter.  But she said nothing 

about her sister Jackie’s stay in New Orleans in January and February as a travelling nurse.  It’s 

interesting that Mother started out as a “nurse,” but it was her little sister who made a career of it.  

Apparently she went back with Jackie to California and had a great tour of San Francisco.  She 

also wrote that Dotsy’s husband Uncle Jack had died, which now left all four sisters widows.  

Her big news was getting a new roof on the house—with a lot of rain in the midst of the work.  

 The next came in late June with complaints about it raining every day and everything 

rotting.  Mother’s only news was of a nameless friend from San Antonio visiting.  At least in her 

September message, besides complaints about the bad garden season, she assured me that her 

busy social life continued.  Undiscouraged, she was planting some winter crops:  broccoli and 

Brussel sprouts, of course.  Then not a word until her Christmas card telling me about her new 

carpet and (without specifics) all the holiday parties and dinners.  Even without specifics, I was 

glad that Mother had a much wilder social life than Ernesto and I. 

 1992 started off with January news that her dance partner (Bruce?) had congestive heart 

failure and couldn’t dance anymore.  Nevertheless, she kept on going to the dances as before, 

certain of some partner.  The news that worried me was that while on one of her morning 

constitutional walks she’d fallen and bruised her chin.  At the time she wasn’t quite as old as I 

am now, and I hadn’t worried about her falling down.  (Nor did I worry about myself until last 

year when I fell on my steps—with only a bruised cheek.)  Mother blamed her fall on walking 

too fast, but you can bet it was the outrageously buckled and listing sidewalks that I know very 

well from years of walks on my visits.  

 Again Mother waited till early April to write again and announce that her lawnmower had 

been stolen.  You can imagine how distressing that was for her, but she was excited about getting 

a new one.  Also she advised of planting a bunch of tomatoes and going to a convention in 

Alexandria for NARFE (National Association of Retired Federal Employees).  With my birthday 

card she wrote that the convention food was lousy, a strong condemnation from her.  The new 

mower was a mulcher with a catch-bag in back, a blessing for her compost pile.  Otherwise, she 

mentioned (passive-aggressively) having Easter dinner with the group called Orphaned Parents, 

folks whose children lived elsewhere.  I guess support groups are good things. 

 Fairly soon (mid-June) Mother wrote about her plans to go in July to Ocean City again 

with Dotsy and Sissy, the joys of the new mower, and her burgeoning garden.  In August she 

reported having fun on the trip, getting a suntan, which in her case amounted to more freckles, 

and getting knocked over by a wave.  More details would have been welcome, of course, but 

were not forthcoming.  Instead, she advised that at the end of the month she’d be going in for 

laser treatment of dysplasia in her hand, and in October she’d be going to San Antonio for a 

week on Elderhostel.  Then I got a Christmas card (with gift check) and love.  At the time I 

figured Mother was having a lot more fun than I, who was swamped with work and publication 

projects.  She took pride in my books but rightly found them esoteric, if not incomprehensible. 
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 About a month after her 74th birthday in February, 1993 Mother reported on Judy and 

Rob’s visit, likely for that occasion.  She took them down to the French Quarter and out to Oak 

Alley Plantation, but they couldn’t stay for Mardi Gras.  However, she went to a parade on 

Severn Avenue and wrote not another word about it.  The good news was that her hand was 

recovering from the laser treatment.  Then on my birthday card after “Love, Mamacita” she 

added that she’d gotten a new television.   

 Perhaps you can see why I call my mother’s life secret.  Especially in these early 90’s, 

she rarely revealed anything about her personal opinions or social interactions, other than the 

bigger items.  As further example, I didn’t hear from her again for some four months.  In mid-

August Mother wrote that she’d been to a Trinité family reunion with 190 relatives.  Nothing 

more.  She’d enjoyed Barbara and the girls’ stopping to see her on their way to visit me in New 

Mexico and almost like a P.S. added at the bottom that a blood vessel in her eye had burst.  

She’d have to see an eye-doctor.  Silence until mid-November when she complained about how 

many parties she had to go to—eight big dinners scheduled before Christmas.  A social butterfly. 

 I imagine we probably spoke by telephone over the holidays because all I’ve got is a 

loving Christmas card.  Who knows what we talked about?  But in early January, 1994 I got an 

unusually chatty letter.  She started with the Orphaned Parents’ Christmas affair and then went 

on about going to see two movies, “Grumpy Old Men” and “Mrs. Doubtfire.”  She actually 

wrote an opinion:  She liked funny movies.  Me too.  Also uncharacteristically, she wrote about 

the New Year’s party with her (nameless) round dance partner, who was 85 and a bit eccentric.  

(I may well have met him on my next visit, a pleasant gentleman named Milton?) 

        It seems Mother and I spoke on the phone in connection with my attack of kidney 

stones, and my birthday card noted simply that her farm was doing well.  In August for some 

reason she mentioned again Judy and Rob visiting in February.  Nothing more, but I wouldn’t be 

surprised if my great brother-in-law had done more work on the house for her.  She added that 

she’d been to see “King and I” at Tulane and had gotten a season ticket for the Kenner Repertory 

Theater.  I was pleased with her social outreach beyond her square-dance clubs. 
 

         She wrote in September 

that there was a 2-night square-

dance festival but not a word 

about it.  There’s a good chance 

that the photo on the left may 

be from that event.  (Besides 

remarking on Mother’s rather 

nice legs, I’ll complain a 

moment about the quality of 

many even recent photographs.  

This Rip’n’Snort shot took a 

Herculean effort to salvage.  

Focus is often horrid, and the 

film itself can be defective.  

Just saying.)  A couple months 

later she wrote that she and 

            1994 Rip’n’Snort (75)        1994 in front yard               friends were walking in the 
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malls, in nearby Lafreniere Park, or the neighborhoods.  It was great to know that at 75 she kept 

active dancing and walking, as do I myself at that age now, but I’ve got far fewer chances to 

dance, and I walk on treadmills and ellipticals anymore.  

 That December I visited Mother for Christmas, for the first time in three years, alone this 

time since Ernesto and I had recently split up.  I wish I could recall anything about that visit, but 

the many visits over these decades have blended into a blur, largely formed by those in later 

years.  In one way or another I usually did major work in the yard, often pruning trees and vines, 

laying stones for her walkway, clearing limbs off the roof, and too often pulling the parasitic 

vine-weeds out of her St. Augustine lawn.   

 Evenings at Mother’s were quiet in the house with simple dinners.  I secretly didn’t care 

for her cuisine, which was reminiscent of Arkansas short orders, but she rarely let me cook.  

Afterwards we’d watch Jeopardy and Wheel of Fortune.  She also liked Everyone Loves 

Raymond and Two and a Half Men.  Frequently she’d take me along to club lunches and 

programs of various senior groups, plays, and evening square dance parties, proudly introducing 

me around to smiling folks whose names I could never remember.  Sometimes she’d have lady 

friends over to play “Mexican train” dominoes, including that Rita in an earlier photo.  I got 

pretty good at it.  Usually at least once we’d go out to some restaurant for New Orleans seafood, 

and she’d have catfish.  I always went for the shrimp and oysters. 

 Once again Judy and Rob visited in February, 1995, along with Jennifer and her new 

boyfriend Chuck Keiser.  This time they were there for Mardi Gras and reportedly “saw a lot of 

parades.”  Shortly afterwards Mother started a Spanish class—which continued some years to 

little effect beyond her usual Mamacita sign-off.  In April her note mentioned plans to go to 

Branson MO for six days and then to Memphis to see the Chinese exhibit.  It made my working 

life sound humdrum.  Of course, Mother ran on about her garden growing.  Her bad news was 

that a guy ran into the back of her car and busted a taillight, but he fixed it for her. 
 

 After Mother’s letter of late June, 1995 with news 

of another flood but no water in her house, something 

went seriously wrong with our correspondence.  Oddly, I 

have no letters from her for almost a year.  This time I 

really must have misfiled—I can’t imagine that she didn’t 

write.  But there’s one note from May, 1996 in which she 

wrote about her trouble growing the weird Kombucha 

mushroom that I’d convinced her to try.  Not a thing 

about her trip that same month to see Jake and boys.  But 

there’s this (terrible) dated photo.    

 Then nothing till November’s note saying she’d 

started some new classes (in art?) and was learning round 

dancing.  Maybe the lack (loss?) of her letters was due to 

 1996 with Jake (77)     this being right around the time that my job fell apart and 

I went on unemployment, but why would that make any difference?  Nothing more from her 

until a silly Valentine’s card in 1997 telling me that Judy was sick again and back in the hospital 

on her fourth round of chemo.  Honestly, I never even knew my sister was sick.  Besides that, 

Mother mentioned that at a square-dance party she’d fallen and hit her head, but she was okay. 

 That spring in May, family came from all over to Santa Fe for Aimée and Rich’s 

wedding, a classy affair in the gardens at La Posada.  Even I got into a tuxedo!  Folks came from 

Florida and Georgia, as well as from DC, North Carolina, and New Jersey, and assorted friends 
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of the happy couple.  Of course, Mother flew up for this first wedding of a granddaughter (at 

last) but only planned to stay for a few days before flying to Rochester to see Judy.   
 

     
   1997 at Aimée’s Wedding (78)   With Nana at wedding 
 

 The picture on the right was taken in their back yard at a riotous barbecue party where a 

friend of Rich’s called Cowboy grilled heaps of ribs, etc.  I think Mother and Aimée’s other 

grandmother Nana were both a bit overwhelmed by the “informal” affair of the younger 

generation.  We of the parents’ generation held our own, especially Rich’s entertaining father 

Harvey, who looked just like Ernest Hemingway.  The fancy wedding dinner at La Posada with 

cake and all (center picture), was more the grandmothers’ social speed.  Nana was some years 

older than Mother and quite an elegant lady, as well as loving to her long ex-son-in-law and 

well-loved in return.   

 A note came in mid-June with word that Judy seemed to be cured of whatever her 

problem was, still unspecified.  After that the written record is terribly sparse.  In October a 

cover note came with clippings about an astoundingly ancient mound site just discovered in 

north Louisiana called Watson Brake.  (This was apropos my earlier book on Indian mounds.) 

Nothing else.  Then a simple birthday card for 1998.  I just can’t believe that Mother didn’t write 

to me for such a long time—nor understand how I might have lost her letters somewhere while 

still having these few from scattered dates.  Whatever the reason, the upshot’s the same:  

Mother’s life in these years remains a mystery. 
 

   
 1998 with Judy (79)       1999 in back yard (80)           2000 Studio Shot (81)  
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 In November, 1998 Jennifer and Chuck got married in Rochester, and Mother and I went 

up for the wedding.  We were both impressed with the thorough black and white theme of the 

festivities.  That’s when this disturbingly silly picture on the left above was taken.  Judy’s hair 

has grown out a bit after the chemo treatments.  Mother seems very bright and healthy, which is 

probably thanks to good lighting and focus in this professional photograph.  As a matter of fact, 

her face looks a bit fuller than before, and some months later in center picture taken in the spring 

of 1999, even more so.  In that year all I have is a note from February telling me that Judy now 

had a tumor on her liver—and then a birthday card that told me nothing,.  So I haven’t a clue 

what was going on with Mother in that last year of the century. 
 

          In early April, 2000 the family gathered again 

in Atlanta for Jake’s civilly unsanctioned wedding 

to her lover Kathy Pickel.  When I flew to New 

Orleans and drove Mother up there in her car, she 

complained about getting “fat.”  It certainly shows 

in this ruddy photo from the party they threw in 

Kathy’s design studio.  Mother seemed to handle the 

unorthodox situation quite well, as did Nana and all 

the other relatives.  I was personally and poetically 

thrilled that the world had changed so much since 

my faerie youth that my daughter could actually 

marry a woman, even illegally.   

          After the wedding, either I didn’t hear from 

Mother all summer, or I’ve lost those too.  But I got 

one in August with a packet of seeds from her red   

              2000 at Jake’s Wedding             and white amaryllis with a suggestion that I should 
 

propagate and try selling them at the Farmers Market.  (Business had been really terrible that 

drought-ridden summer.)  Also she mentioned ushering at a musical version of “Titanic” (oops!) 

at the Jefferson Parish Performing Arts Center.   

# 

.iv.  Losing Judy 
 

 By early September I was flat broke, and Mother sent a check, adding that Judy was back 

on chemo.  Meanwhile Barbara had kindly bought me a ticket to fly to Gainesville where Nana 

was seriously hospitalized after a stroke and fall.  She seemed to be fading fast as we all hovered 

around her hospital bed.  Then one morning at the end of the month, Nana woke up bright and 

chipper and generally revived.  That was the very morning I got a call from Mother, who was up 

in Rochester.  Judy was going into hospice care, and I should come right away.  My dear out-

laws paid for that flight for the destitute nurseryman too.   

 So I arrived in Rochester without a penny to my name and only a few clothes.  Judy’s 

cancer of the uterus had returned, and she’d decided that she couldn’t face the chemo treatments 

anymore.  She was already bed-ridden and only erratically conscious around the morphine, but 

when she saw me there she managed a smile and a whisper that she loved me.  Within a day or 

two she was no longer communicative except with her eyes. 

 For her hospice care their lovely Victorian farmhouse turned into an intensive care unit.  

It was where I’d stayed when in town for Jennifer’s wedding a couple years before—and spent a 

glorious day clearing out the creek that runs beside the yard.  This time I camped out on a pallet 
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in the upstairs front which was mostly being 

used as a storeroom.  Mother had the upstairs 

bedroom on the right, and Judy lay in the 

bedroom in back with big windows and 

morning sun.  And at first, before the coma, she 

could look out at her horses in the pasture.   

     As I’ve mentioned before, Judy raised 

Morgan Quarter horses and had a beautiful 

buckskin that did stud service nationwide.  

Clearly my sister’s farm with its big barn and 

herd was the realization of a rural dream with 

its roots in the woods of Arkansas.  I feel those 

same roots in myself, but my path led to an 

urban life with amenities close by and easily 

purchased.  Farming’s a lot of work. 

     Our hospice team was of course Jennifer, 

Rob, Mother, and I, Mother and Jen took care 

of Judy’s bodily ministrations, and Rob and I 

 Judy’s Farmhouse in N. Chili NY          tried to keep everything operating around her  
 

care-giving.  He had all the work of the farm to manage, caring for their three horses and other 

livestock.  I handled most of the cooking for the team and would awkwardly drive Rob’s big 

diesel pickup to the local grocery store.  Keeping on top of the daily laundry was my major work, 

flogging the old washer in the basement and hanging stuff up on the clothesline in the side yard, 

something I hadn’t done since Arkansas.   

 Having such an important purpose distracted me from the pain of feeling destitute, and 

caring for my sister in her last days made me feel worthwhile.  We stayed with her as much as 

possible, often lying beside her and holding her in our arms.  Once when Rob and I lay by her 

either side, he fell asleep and started snoring loudly.  Clearly Judy was still with us because at the 

sound she smiled and softly chuckled.  It was one of the most touching moments in my life. 

 Giving Judy loving care and sharing so much brought the other four of us into a 

wonderful new closeness.  I really got to know Jen and Rob for the first time, and after our recent 

years of rare communication, Mother and I bonded intensely, again for the first time.  Of course 

she was tremendously distraught, and we learned to comfort each other with hugs and special 

attentions.  Meanwhile many of Judy’s friends and Rob’s parents and brothers visited frequently 

and offered solace and food. 

 On the advice of the hospice nurse, we all tried to take “sanity” breaks from care-giving.  

Sometimes Jen, who was the one handling all the “business” of hospice, had to do things for her 

social work job and would spend some nights at home with Chuck and Heather.  Rob had all the 

farm work and some electrician duties to balance his distress, but Mother spent every waking 

moment at Judy’s bedside.   

 Jen and I kept after Mother (or to her granddaughter Gramma) to eat, but she’d barely 

nibble at meals.  As the second week moved into the third, Mother visibly dropped that extra 

weight, and anguish etched lines on her face.  My merely brotherly pain could never compare to 

an 81 year-old mother’s woe in losing her child.  As I’ve said, in those weeks Mother and I 

found a closeness we’d never experienced before.  Though we as usual had no heart-to-heart 
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talks, I felt her trusting dependency on me, an unemployed old man (58).  Finally I realized my 

filial duty and how much more I now meant to her.  And she to me. 

 For my breaks I took walks in the beautiful autumn countryside with my head full of 

love, grief, and the philosophy of mortality.  Oddly, I kept finding four-leafed clovers—even 

some with five, six, and seven leaves—and not so oddly, deer-horns as it was antler-shedding 

season.  Taking more comfort in nature, I also tended Judy’s house-plants, fish, and bird pets, as 

well as her flower beds around the yard, now far into fall.   

 On my walks I’d cut wildflowers and sunflowers and branches of golden or scarlet leaves 

and put them at Judy’s bedside, just in case she could see them in her mostly comatose state.  In 

the last days the spells of apnea started—cessations of breathing that would go on to the point...  

And then she’d gasp for air and be alive again.  Those spells were heart-wrenching. 

 One morning I came back from the walk to find that the local priest had dropped by and 

given Judy the last rites.  I believe it was that afternoon with us all gathered around, Mother and 

Jen lying beside her, when Judy stopped breathing and didn’t breathe again.  After we’d wept 

and sobbed for some time, Jen naturally took over with all the funeral arrangements, and Mother, 

Rob, and I sat downstairs with visitors come to offer condolences and again, food.   

 After touching funeral services, Judy was cremated, and we went sadly back to our 

respective homes.  A couple months later Mother and I went to Gainesville for the holidays 

where the big attraction was Jake looking beatific in her ninth month of pregnancy with Ike.   

 In this period after Judy’s death our relationship moved onto the new closer footing, and 

we no longer wrote letters.  Mother wanted to talk on the telephone, and every Sunday morning 

we’d have long conversations about everything and anything going on.  While that sounds great, 

it meant that there was virtually no more written record of anything.  It also meant that I’ve got 

to rely on my spotty and unreliable memory to talk about the next few years.  Fortunately I have 

a skeletal chronological list of major occurrences. 
 

 Making up for the long decades apart, Mother and I saw a 

lot of each other in 2001.  First, she came out to Santa Fe in late 

spring at the same time that Jen, Chuck, Heather, and Rob 

visited me.  Jen wanted to deposit some of Judy’s ashes in the 

splendid mountain valley that Judy and they had visited with me 

some years before and gone swimming in the cascading pools.  

Chuck had to carry Mother over rough sections on the cliff-side 

trail.  They put the ashes at the base of my favorite giant 

Ponderosa pine, where I’d long planned for mine to go as well, 

and Mother declared that she wanted hers to be brought there 

too.  That’s how the Caja de Cundiyo has become our family’s 

private mortuary park.   

 Shortly after that in June, Mother and I went up to the 

North Carolina coast where Nana had rented a beach house for a 

week-long gathering of that side of my family.  The occasion 

was her first great-grandchild, baby Ike.  There was a hilarious 

       The Cundiyo Ponderosa               encounter between the new baby and a giant lobster (cooked). 
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       2001 with Martha and Barbara (82)    2001 at Christmas 
 

 A few months later we went back to Gainesville to celebrate Nana’s 90th birthday with a 

huge party and the shot above with Martha and Barbara.  You can probably see how much 

thinner Mother has gotten after all the grief and bereavement.  Soon there was a big family 

Christmas with Nana now very decrepit, but Mother seemed to be recuperating as the photo on 

the right shows.  In a month or so we had to go back to Gainesville for Nana’s funeral.   

 The funeral was a dramatic example of life going on because both Kathy and Aimée were 

now pregnant.  And my life went on that summer and fall with construction of a greenhouse for 

my market business.  Mother helped out with the cost of the roof, and just as I was getting that 

installed in early October, Kathy had the twin boys Bob and Sam.  Three weeks later Aimée gave 

birth to my fourth grandson Jammes.  Of course, the hugely enlarged clan all gathered again for 

another Christmas in Gainesville.  In the photo, Mother holds Ike. 
 

 
     2002 at Christmas with great-grandsons (83) 
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          Overwhelmed in 2003 with my best market season 

ever, as well as with a great winter season selling from my 

greenhouse, I don’t think I managed to go to Mother’s for the 

holidays that year, but I apparently did go in 2004—if I can 

believe a picture dated 2004 where I’m sitting in Mother’s 

recliner, but I have no specific memory of that trip.   

           Meanwhile, there’s this photo I took of Mother’s 

legendary fig tree dated January, 2003.  On the other hand, 

from another photo of me holding Jammes by their Christmas 

tree, I know I was here in Santa Fe that year.  Imagine, I can’t 

even figure out what I did a mere 13 years ago.  But you 

know what?  It doesn’t really make much difference when all 

is said and done.  During these years I was flying back and 

 Mother’s Glorioso fig tree          forth to visit my aged mother very frequently. 
 

       
       2003 Studio Shot (84)    2004 September at Senior Prom (85) 
 

 One trip I recall vividly was that for Easter in 2005 when I flew down to New Orleans 

and drove us up to Atlanta again to see Jake, Kathy, and the boys.  We went on an outing to an 

interesting private zoo with cute animals geared for kids and had a picnic at Stone Mountain, 

purportedly the biggest outcropping of granite in the world.  You should see it sometime—

especially the staggering bas relief mural of military figures on its face.   

 But the really memorable part of that trip was discovering that my two three- and one 

four-year old grandsons were absolute hellions in the deportment department.  I swear they took 

turns throwing epic tantrums and sometimes teamed up in impromptu duets and trios.  Mother 

and I wandered around with stunned expressions, and only on the drive back did she remark that 

it had been nerve-wracking.  A kind word. 

 That was the last time I saw her before the storm. 

# 
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CHAPTER 6:  KATRINA 
 

.i.  Blown Out of the Water 
 

 August at the Santa Fe Farmers Market was always the peak of business for me, DBA 

Babylon Gardens Salvage Nursery, and my 2005 season was a great lot of fun and work.  At the 

same time I was also working part-time with the Santa Fe Community Foundation.  It was 

something of a rat race, but even with my scant attention to the news, during the last week of the 

month I heard a lot about the crazy big hurricane Katrina in the Gulf that was now making a 

sharp turn toward the Texas/Mexico border.   

 I wasn’t overly concerned about Mother in New Orleans since this Katrina was going to 

make landfall such a long way west of the city—until Thursday evening I heard on NPR that the 

storm had turned again, straight at New Orleans.  Of course, Mother had weathered many 

hurricanes before in the little house on Shirley Street, so I wasn’t very concerned for her safety.   

 At the Market on Saturday afternoon, I heard they were recommending folks leave the 

city or go to shelters, and then I started worrying.  But still, I figured Mother was such a news 

hound that she’d know what to do and where to go.  And we’d have our traditional weekly call 

(she always called, insisting on saving me phone charges), the next morning. 

 On Sunday morning, the 28th, I was scarcely out of bed when Mother called, earlier than 

the usual 7 am.  She was really worried about Katrina being such a big storm but to my 

amazement said she’d just hunker down in the house and wait it out.  I probably raised my voice 

urging her to go to some shelter.  She said the Sheriff had said that on TV too, and he’d 

announce that afternoon where the shelters were—and she’d think about it.  That was about as 

close as one ever got to convincing Mother of anything. 

 That was the last I heard from her for several days, during which I came as close to 

frantic as I’ve ever gotten.  Monday was harrowing.  Blown away by the dramatic coverage of 

this storm of the century, this catastrophe, and with no idea how or where my aged mother was, I 

tried desperately and futilely to find phone numbers for shelters or official groups.  Of course I 

was naïve to think that even if I got ahold of one, they might identify one small, ancient woman 

in the midst of the reported hordes of refugees.   

 In another desperate and naïve response, on Tuesday I started loading up my old Chrysler 

Town and Country minivan with water, food, and supplies, intending to drive down there like my 

own mercy mission and like some old-guy super hero, somehow find her.  Somewhere.   

 All the shopping took me till Thursday, and when I got home that from work and 

shopping, (intending to leave the next day on the long drive), I was enormously relieved to find a 

phone message from her from a church in Baton Rouge saying that she was fine and would be in 

a shelter somewhere around there.  She told me not to do anything yet and she’d call. 

 Friday morning I found an email message from a Joe Richard in Baton Rouge saying that 

Mother was staying with them in their home and was fine.  I of course called them instantly and 

spoke with her.  She sounded absolutely un-phased and chipper.  When I said I was ready to 

drive down and get her, she said not to.  She’d stay there a while and then decide what to do.  I 

protested about all the emergency supplies I’d be bringing along, and she told me they wanted 

folks to find some organization to bring contributions to the area. 

 Tremendously relieved to find Mother so well and happy—and to miss out on a grueling 

two-day car trip—I drove my hoard of refugee aid over to the Jail where they were getting up a 

convoy of Katrina relief shipments.  Then I had a good ten days to prepare for her arrival. 

### 
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.ii.  THE STORM  

by Yvonne Trinité Tapp 

August 28—November 4, 2005 
 

 During the week of August 22, 2005, the media was reporting a hurricane which was 

about to enter the Gulf of Mexico.  It was named “Katrina.”  As the week went on, it meandered 

somewhat, and the belief was that it would come in somewhere near the Mexico-Texas border.  

But it shifted to the East, and we got ready for it to come in near Louisiana.  By Thursday it was 

believed it would hit New Orleans, and residents were advised to leave.  I didn’t think it would 

be too bad, so made no plans to leave. 

 On Friday my neighbor from across the street came over and said she and her family 

were leaving for Houston.  But they did not have good tires on their car, so I hope they got there 

okay.  I noticed that just about everyone on my street had departed.  The highways had been 

opened up for contra-flow.  Saturday the neighborhood was deserted.  I went to Mass in the 

afternoon, but there was not the usual crowd there.  

 On Sunday morning, August 28, Sheriff Harry Lee of Jefferson Parish came on TV and 

said anyone who did not have a second story on their home should leave because of the danger of 

flood waters rising above the first floor.  He was very serious.  I called the only lady in our 

neighborhood who had a two-story home, but she had already left.  Then I phoned my friend 

Dottie and suggested that since I had a full tank of gas, we should get in my car and go as far as 

was possible.  But she said “no” because we didn’t know what we would do when we got there. 

 Soon after, Sheriff Lee announced that later at 4 pm they would say where the Hurricane 

Shelter for residents of Jefferson would be.  At 4 pm they said there was a shelter at the 

Bonnabel High School.  Again I called Dottie, but she said she would not go because it was 

raining, and she would stay home and read the Bible, and also the minister at her church was not 

going to leave. 

 So I got together my blanket and pillow, folding lawn chair, medicine and necessities and 

whatever food I had that could be used for snacks (all of which were advised).  Luckily I 

included a change of shirt and pants and underwear, and also my important papers and a bottle of 

water.  Then I headed for the shelter.  It was starting to rain when I got there.  A nice teenager 

helped me carry in my possessions.  He refused a tip. 

 So Sunday night was spent in the Bonnabel Shelter.  We were put in classrooms on the 

second floor.  I folded my blanket longways for a comfortable bed and put it on the floor along a 

wall.  With my pillow it made a rather comfortable bed.  During the night, the roof at the other 

end of the building blew off, and water was pouring in at that end.  At 12:00 midnight the 

electricity went off, so we were without lights or water. 

 By Monday the hurricane was over.  But the water from the other end of the building was 

coming up in our side, so we all moved on down to a corridor between the two buildings, still on 

the second floor.  A man of about 40 made room for me along one wall.  The corridor had 

windows, and at night when I looked out, I saw more stars than I had ever seen in Louisiana.  

The floors of the corridor were concrete and quite wet, so I did not want to put down my blanket.  

So that night I slept with my head on my pillow on one of the school desks.   

 The man who had made room for me told me he had been living on the street for 8 years, 

so he was used to sleeping on concrete in doorways, etc.  Said he had been a Marine.  His name 

was Jimmy Gross.  The police had brought him in more or less against his will.  I gave him some 

of my cheese which he enjoyed.  Also gave him two hard-boiled eggs I had, and he gave one to a 

lady down the line who was hungry.  Later I was sorry I’d given them to him because I also met 
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a couple who were diabetics [and] didn’t have any food, and could not eat any of the sweets 

people had.  They could have really used the eggs.  He showed me how they could make Ramen 

soup in a cup with cold water. 

 During the night he must have left with his knapsack because in the morning he was 

gone, but we noticed there was an empty bottle (vodka or else) where he had been.  Later I could 

see him outside walking away toward the back.  Then late in the day I saw him returning but I 

never saw him again. 

 During the night a man (Alzheimer’s I think) was wandering around bothering people.  

He was carrying a pager but did not know how to use it.  We’d all try to make him sit down.  

Shortly after I did, I must have slept and was awakened by a commotion—the man had taken off 

all his clothes and the police were there.   

 I heard them say, “You can’t do this, there are women and children here.”  He was very 

rebellious, but they finally got his clothes on him.  He was still resisting, but they put handcuffs 

on him while he yelled and hollered, and took him outside.  Next day I saw him walking around, 

but when they took the seriously ill to the hospital, they took him along.  Some of the ill were on 

dialysis, oxygen, and one had a colostomy. 

 On the other side of me was a lady with a 97-year old Alzheimer’s husband in a wheel 

chair.  She was having a lot of trouble with him.  He fell and tore up the skin on his arm pretty 

badly.  I tried to help her when she had to change his diaper.  It was the first time I had ever seen 

a grown-up’s diaper.  He was a large man, tall and heavy to try to stand up as he had to do for 

changing.  She was small, so it was a job for her.  She was worrying who was going to take care 

of him when she was dead as she had already had a heart attack, and this was so hard on her.  He 

did not look good the next morning, more lethargic.  Next [that] day he was also taken to the 

hospital by the National Guard. 

 The sanitary conditions were getting very rough.  We had to use a flashlight to go to the 

bathroom, but people were very nice about sharing.  I wish I had thought about bringing a 

flashlight.  With no electricity or water, the toilets were overflowing, and it was so messy and 

smelling awful.  The police told us that Metairie streets were flooded (not to mention New 

Orleans); David Drive nearby had about 6 feet of water. 

 Tuesday was a beautiful day weatherwise.  A hot day so it was nice we could go outside.  

I took off my shoes and waded in some water in a depression.  My feet were warm and needed 

some cleansing.  The National Guard arrived and gave us water.  Also we had peanut butter and 

jelly sandwiches for breakfast, as well as fruits.  They said David Drive was a river. 

 Met a girl named Annette Ryskellar who had her mother Therest with her.  The mother 

had a heart condition [and] used a walker as she could not walk much.  Annette’s sister and her 

husband had left to drive to Houston earlier, but they refused to take the mother with them, 

saying it would be too much bother to see she took her medication.  So that was Annette’s job, 

which she did very well.  All they had for the mother to sleep on was a thin blanket.  Therest had 

been born in Germany, and Annette was checking that she still had her birth certificate with her. 

 It was very hot so most of the time everyone sat outside on the stone benches lining the 

walk.  I could take my folding lawn chair so I was more comfortable.  Later in the day we were 

told we could all move to the gymnasium when the water had been swept out.  We all set up our 

spots along the side by the walls.  Here I laid out my blanket for my bed.  With the doors on both 

ends open, it was not so hot.   

 A black woman who said she was a missionary due to go to Africa (I believe her name 

was Patricia), got everyone interested into a prayer session.  She was very nice.  The sanitary 
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conditions in the gym were still terrible, there was a terrible stench all over the area.  The 

National Guard handed out toilet paper, water, cereal bars, and fruit.  It was not too bad sleeping 

that night with the doors open. 

 One of the evacuees was a nurse, and she volunteered her services.  Her name was Pat 

Robertson.  The police referred to her as “Nurse Robertson” and she was the only medical 

assistance provided. 

 Wednesday was another hot, pretty day.  We watched lines of trucks passing on the 

highway loaded with boats headed for New Orleans.  We knew the boats would be used to save 

people stranded in their homes or on their roofs.  There were also long convoys of trucks 

bringing in supplies, I assumed, and many army vehicles.  No civilian traffic.  Long lines of 

ambulances coming to help, and later buses which I assume were to help with evacuation. 

 The police said the water was down pretty much in Metairie.  I ate an orange and went 

outside to wash my sticky hands in a puddle.  A kindly black lady gave me a wipe to dry my 

hands.  There weren’t too many blacks there, and they were all so nice and helpful.  As the day 

went on, I noticed more black persons.   

 Evidently someone had found the supply of gym uniforms for the school, and some had 

changed into them.  A black lady gave a couple shorts and skirts to Therest and me.  I didn’t put 

them on as they felt pretty heavy for the hot day. 

 The police had decided to take the seriously sick people to the hospital.  I wondered how 

they would manage with the flooding in town, but they said the National Guard trucks had big 

wheels on them, and they could navigate the water.  They took some people who were on 

dialysis, other diabetics, also the man with the colostomy.  The 97-year old Alzheimer man and 

his wife went, as well as a few others in wheelchairs or using walkers.  I think they took some 

heart patients, but would not take Therest. 

 The parking lot had flooded, but was down by this morning [Wednesday].  Annette and a 

fellow named Dennis went out to see if my car would start.  They said it sputtered and spit some 

water but was running okay.  However, water had gotten into the car and there was about two 

inches of water on the floor.  I bailed out as much as I could with a plastic cup, but the mats were 

still very wet.  Annette went [in her own car?] to check on her apartment leaving her mother 

sitting there. 

 The police said they were moving everyone to the shelter in Baton Rouge and anyone 

with a car should drive up to the shelter themselves.  I was not feeling good about leaving 

Therest alone, she could not get up without help and had to walk a little every once in a while 

because of her circulation.  So I stayed until Annette returned. 

 I had all my stuff loaded into a shopping cart.  Many of the people had walked down the 

street to the Save-a-Center grocery store and returned with a lot of supplies.  Therefore the carts 

were there.  The manager had opened the door and told them to take what was needed as things 

would spoil anyway with no electricity.  They really loaded up the carts with food, and also 

many items which were not necessary, I believe.   

# 

 So I was a little late getting started for Baton Rouge, but I wanted to drive by my house if 

I could.  There were many trees down across the streets, so it was difficult getting to my house.  

Went by some back streets which were passable.  The place was a mess with trees and limbs 

down, but no windows broken, and I couldn’t tell about roof damage.  When I went inside, my 

floors seemed dry, so I guess I had no flood damage.  My maple tree was broken off about 4 or 5 
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feet from the ground but fell in my neighbor’s yard.  No electricity, water, or phone.  Lines were 

down in front.  My fence and gate by the patio were blown off. 

 So I quickly grabbed a few clothes and a few other things including my flashlights.  Then 

hurried off to Baton Rouge as I wanted to beat the curfew.  No traffic on the highway until I got 

near Baton Rouge [about 90 miles away].  There were no signs indicating where the shelter was 

located, but I finally found a policeman, and he said I had passed it by and told me how to return 

to Government Street.  I finally found the shelter but was denied entrance because they were full.  

The place was designed to hold 3,500 persons, and they already had 8,000 there.   

 I asked the attendant if I could sleep in my car, and he said no one would question it.  So 

I found a spot nearby on a deserted street, laid back the seat on the passenger side of my car, 

cracked the windows a bit, and locked the doors.  Then I lay down on the reclining seat and went 

to sleep.  When I awoke in the morning, there were cars parked all around me.   

 Seems there were a lot of lawyers’ offices in the area, as well as the Courthouse; 

therefore the employees parked along there.  Ate a peach from the shelter for breakfast.  Some 

people were walking by, and men and women seemed to be working in the building by the 

corner.  Soon a nice looking little girl came walking by, and I stopped her and asked for 

directions to get to the I-10 highway going west.   

 I figured I would drive on west toward San Antonio where I knew someone.  However, 

the young girl (who worked in the Courthouse but they were closed that day so she was going 

home), said she thought some church would be able to help me.  She told me to wait and in a few 

minutes returned in her car and told me to follow her to the church.  She made sure I got parked 

and told me what door to enter for the First Presbyterian Church of Baton Rouge. 

 When I entered, it was the kitchen where they were preparing lunch for the school 

children there.  They asked if I was hungry, which I was not, then proceeded to try to locate a 

shelter where they would have room for me.  They took me to their office where I would be more 

comfortable.  I went to their restroom and washed my hands—here it was Thursday and my 

hands had not been washed since Sunday.  I washed them twice. 

 Then they served me coffee and donuts.  After a bit, a lady named Stella asked if I would 

mind staying with an elderly couple who had room in their home, and I said that would be great 

if they didn’t object to me.  She said we would go there after lunch.  We all ate lunch, same as 

they prepared for the children.  Stella and Vickie in the office were so very helpful. 

# 

 After lunch, Stella led me to the home of Joe and Bettye Richard, who welcomed me with 

open arms.  They are such lovely people.  They showed me to a lovely room furnished with Joe’s 

great-great-great grandmother’s wedding bed.  It was high and covered with a beautiful 

embroidered white quilt made by Joe’s mother.   

 There was a bath alongside for my use (they had their own bath).  Then Bettye said I 

could shower and shampoo, and I was so glad.  I had that change of clothes with me—I was still 

wearing the clothes I had put on Sunday.  It wasn’t until the next day when I showered again that 

I didn’t notice the odor of the shelter on myself. 

 Joe immediately took charge of drying out my car, vacuumed out all the water on the 

floor, leaving all the doors open in the hot sun, and hung the mats out in the sun.  I could not 

have asked for nicer hosts.  They were so welcoming and solicitous of my comfort.   

 I met their two children—Bill, an accountant who had just finished the job he had been 

assigned, divorced with one son.  Also Beth, their daughter who had been a missionary in Russia 

for eight years and was now teaching disabled children in a school in Destrehan.  I noted that it 
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was so nice to be with a family which held hands before every meal to say their blessing.  Both 

Bill and Beth had their own homes. 

 I was told to make myself at home.  We watched quite a bit of television with continual 

news about the storm and all the damage in New Orleans.  Baton Rouge was not totally spared, 

their electricity was off (10 hours for the Richards and still off on Thursday for some areas), and 

there was some wind damage.  Lots of debris piled on the curbs from people cleaning their yards. 

 On Friday the Richards received word that their son Bill had broken his leg in two places.  

He had been weed-whacking in his yard and somehow twisted his feet and fell.  So they went to 

the hospital to see what they could do.  It was necessary to schedule surgery and insert a steel rod 

in his leg.  Said it was very painful.  After release from the hospital a few days later, he came to 

Joe and Bettye’s house so they could take care of him.  Beth was round quite a bit to help with 

her brother.  He couldn’t handle crutches and did his best with a walker.  He needed a lot of 

taking care of.    

 The news on TV was terrible, those poor people in the Superdome.  I really felt for them.  

I can understand how they felt when they were so very hot (temp between 95 and 100 in some 

places), hungry, thirsty, tired with no place to rest comfortably, wet and wading in water.  It 

showed people who had died, their bodies lying on the side covered with whatever was available.  

Of course most of these who died from the heat or heart attacks, etc., were elderly. 

 I forgot to mention that when I was at the First Presbyterian Church, they allowed me to 

use their phone to call Richard; I had to leave a message that I was okay and expected to be in a 

shelter in or near Baton Rouge.  He had no idea where I was.  At the Richards’, Joe was kind 

enough to email Richard to tell him I was with them at their home.  [This is the message: 

 

Richard, through our church, First Presbyterian of Baton Rouge, your Mom was brought to us 

for interim shelter. We have a spare bedroom, even though our two grown single children are 

with us, as well as friends coming and going, as electric power is restored in Baton Rouge and 

surrounds.  We were only out of power for 10 hours and the A/C sure feels good. Baton Rouge 

has a very reliable and excellent ground water source. 

My wife, Bettye, says I am retired, but she is not.  

Feel free to email or phone your Mom as long as she is here.  

We wish everyone better times as restoration occurs. 

Joe & Bettye Richard 

1068 Colonial Drive 

Baton Rouge, LA 70806] 

 The Richards were really a lovely couple.  I said it was like being a guest at a five-star 

hotel.  Their home was beautiful and spacious and had so many cabinets built in and storage 

areas.  They had seen a home previously built by the builder and were so impressed that they 

hired him to build the house for them.  It was in a nice neighborhood but I doubt that any of the 

homes were nicer than theirs. 

 Each afternoon Joe would pour glasses of grape juice for me and him (he didn’t drink 

either) and a glass of wine for Bettye, and we’d have our little time of relaxing.  They both kept 

busy all the time, Bettye with her cooking and other things she had to do, and Joe with his 

computer doing a genealogy, filling the bird feeders, cleaning the yard, etc., busy all the time.  

Also keeping after my car to get it completely dried out.  He helped Bettye a lot with the 

housework, and several times he cooked our dinner out on the grill. 
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 Bettye made the laundry room available to me to wash my clothes when I cleaned up on 

my arrival.  Afterwards, I remarked that I didn’t know which ran more—dishwasher or washing 

machine.  So many birds came to their feeders—all kinds—and it was fun watching them. 

 Beth had stayed for the first couple days I was there because there was no electricity at 

her house yet.  When it was turned on, she went home.  The damage to her home was from trees, 

and she had to see about when the school would open for her job.  She lived in Laplace.  A very 

nice girl and spoke Russian fluently, which she had taught herself while living there. 

 As I said before, there could not have been a more wonderful family than the Richards.  I 

was there about ten days, and they told me not to be in a hurry to leave, but I felt that maybe I 

should be getting on my way.  When I asked about how the situation might be for obtaining 

gasoline if I started on my way, Bettye said both she and Joe were worried about me starting out.  

They suggested I try to get an airline ticket to Santa Fe.  The Baton Rouge airport was open.  

They would take care of my car for me as they had a large driveway, and there would be plenty 

of room for it.  Sounded like a good idea as it was quite a long drive to Santa Fe.   

 So Bettye was kind enough to get on their computer and buy a ticket for me on American 

Airlines, leaving on Sunday, September 11th.  Joe’s next-door neighbors, Margaret and Tom 

Moore, were kind enough to loan me a large suitcase.  All I had had been stuffed in a plastic bag 

in the trunk of my car.  So I packed my few belongings in it.   

 Joe and Bettye kindly took me to the airport and made sure I got on the plane okay.  

While in the airport I saw Paula Barrett.  Someone was pushing her in a wheelchair.  We were 

going in opposite directions so did not have time to do more than say “hello.” 

# 

 The flight and its connection were on time so I arrived in Albuquerque safely.  Richard 

met me.  It was so nice to see him and he was relieved that I was finally here.  So we drove up to 

Santa Fe to his home and that evening went over to his daughter’s and son-in-law’s home.  So 

nice to see my family and get acquainted with Jammes, my great-grandson.  He is almost three 

years old and talks all the time.  His speech is very clear and he speaks in sentences very well. 

 So I settled down with Richard.  The area is very enjoyable although in a few days the 

mornings started being very cold.  I feel the cold quickly.  Life here is very pleasant.  Every 

evening we have been going over to Aimée and Rich’s to see them and Jammes a bit.   

 When Richard has to go somewhere in the evening, he drops me off at Aimée’s and I eat 

supper with them, and sometimes he eats there too or we all go out to a restaurant.  Richard likes 

to cook at home though.  He is a good cook and when he does, I wash the dishes.  Which he likes 

as he doesn’t like to do dishes.*   

 The first week Richard took me to the Mary Esther Gonzales Senior Center, and I signed 

up there.  So did he.  We have gone there a few times for lunch—good meals for only $1.50 each 

for members.  I started going to their class in wood-straw and made a small cross decorated with 

straw.  Richard got me some spray and I took it outside and sprayed it.  Looks pretty. 

--- 

* [Mother insisted on doing the dishes, saying I didn’t wash them well enough.  And about me 

cooking, I didn’t particularly like to, but I preferred my minimal cuisine to hers, which hadn’t 

changed since Arkansas times.  I’d confide only to closest friends that Mother was a terrible 

cook.  She always said my frequent chicken or pork chop dinners were delicious and especially 

liked the constant corn on the cob.  But she wanted her asparagus cooked more than I would 

usually.  Mother wasn’t used to eating salad but soon got to liking it.  She couldn’t stand vinegar 

though and had to have creamy salad dressing.]   
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 It has not been entirely devoid of social life here—we went to a covered dish [potluck] 

dinner [10/7] held by the Christian Brothers where Richard used to work*.  We also went to a 

lecture or reading one evening (by native Indian writers) [10/5], and we also went to help sell 

refreshments at the Community Theatre [10/15] where they were presenting “The Glass 

Menagerie.”   

 And also we were invited to a lady’s house for dinner one evening [9/25].  Her name is 

Dorian and she is very nice.  Another time we were invited to Richard’s friend Doug’s home for 

dinner [9/23].  He is a vegetarian and cooked a delicious Eastern meal.  Seems we did a lot of 

eating.  Also we often went to restaurants with Aimée, Rich, and Jammes.  

 Jammes is very cute.  As his third birthday approaches, he is doing very well with toilet 

training.  Loves to tell you he’s wearing underwear instead of diapers or pull-ups.  His favorite 

underwear is Nemo underpants.  He has a black fish which he calls Nemo.  Also it is his job to 

put food in the cats’ dishes.  They have two cats.  Sometimes when he hasn’t had a nap at 

nursery school, he can really act up, whining and yelling and even throwing himself on the floor. 

 Aimée has been stressed out for a few weeks.  She has been going to CPA class every 

Saturday and has so much to study—that’s hard when she has a full time job and a family and 

child to take care of.  She took her exam on October 17 for this section and now has to wait for 

results.  She now seems so much more relaxed.  She has been using Richard’s car to drive to 

Albuquerque for her classes as his car gets much better gas mileage [than her old Suburban]. 

 I notice that up here my sinuses do not bother me, but the altitude gets one.  I huff and 

puff at any exertion. 

 One of Richard’s friends, Ada, came over one day and took me to lunch [10/10].  She is a 

lovely girl.  She puts together a catalog or magazine for the local merchants advertising their 

expensive wares.  I understand most people cannot afford the articles they sell.  The magazine is 

published a couple times a year.  Ada is interested in learning some needlework and said she 

wants to knit some shoelaces.  I wonder how she is doing on that. 

 Richard’s greenhouse is fascinating!  He has so many exotic plants, very beautiful, but I 

can’t remember the names of most of them.  Each Saturday morning he loads plants into his 

truck and takes them to the Farmer’s Market where he has a stall.  He sells many of them.  While 

there he purchases his greens for the week.  Richard loves salad—I have a regular sized small 

salad bowl, and Richard eats his from a mixing bowl [which I still use, blue with white swag]. 

 On October 20th Barbara (Aimée’s mother), Martha (aunt) and Bea (cousin) and her 

husband Yan arrived for a few days’ visit.  Nice to see them again.  We all ate dinner together 

and visited.  Next evening Barbara and Martha took us all out to dinner at a nice Italian 

restaurant [Andiamo].  Food was delicious.  Next day, a Sunday afternoon [10/23], even though 

it was early, because of his relatives being here, we had a birthday party for Jammes. 

 He was delighted.  After lunch he started opening his presents, and what a pleased and 

happy little boy he was!  Tore off the wrapping paper in great excitement.  Got two stuffed 

dinosaurs (which he had wanted and talked about for a couple weeks), also other dinosaur toys 

and pajamas with dinosaurs on them.  Richard and I gave him a tricycle which he started 

immediately to ride up and down the hallway. 

--- 

* [This was the now defunct College of Santa Fe where I’d been assistant to the Dean.  Our 

cousin Paul Walsh was one of the Christian Brothers but wasn’t at that affair.  He was well 

known by the others, and they treated Mother with great affection as his relative.]   
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 Then we had delicious chocolate cake with apricot filling (baked by Aimée) and 

homemade vanilla and chocolate ice cream, also made by Aimée.  It was a wonderful third 

birthday party, and Jammes certainly enjoyed it.  Aimée said it was the best way to have a kid’s 

party—one child and the rest grownups.   

 Next day [10/24] Martha, Bea, and Yan left to fly home to Washington DC.  Barbara will 

fly home to Gainesville FL the next day. 

 Jammes was “bad” at school today.  Against his teacher’s wishes, he went inside when he 

was told to stay outside; then he got on a tricycle (which he was not supposed to do), and rode it 

into a teacher, almost knocking her down.  He realized he was bad but did it anyway. 

 I had been thinking I should go home at the end of October to check on the house.  My 

friend Dottie said things were up and running [in Metairie].  My next-door neighbors, the 

Bordes, phoned after being able to locate Richard’s phone number on the internet.  They said 

things were getting back to normal.  They had been taking in my mail, so since the mail was 

coming to my home, the change of address we filed didn’t seem to be working.  However, last 

Monday I got two pieces of mail which were forwarded to the address in Santa Fe. 

 Richard feels he should return to Metairie with me to make sure all is okay there.  So he 

got on his computer and bought tickets for us to go to Baton Rouge to pick up my car, and a 

return ticket for him from New Orleans to Albuquerque.  After consulting his calendar for when 

he would not have meetings, it was decided to leave here Nov. 4th.  He will stay until the 9th.  

Before we leave, I will have to phone the Met Life Ins. Co. and arrange for an inspector to come 

inspect my house for damage. 

 Richard’s greenhouse requires a lot of attention.  He waters all the plants twice a week 

(Sunday and Wednesday).  I have been opening the vents later in the morning when the 

temperature warms up.  He is making arrangements for someone to do those chores while he is 

gone to Metairie.  The other morning was 32 when we got up, and that is too cool to open the 

greenhouse.  Richard closes it before dark in the evening. 

 Richard made arrangements with a nice lady named Leslie to water his plants in the 

greenhouse on Sunday while he is gone to Metairie.  He also found a fellow who will open up 

and close the greenhouse while he is away.  

### 

.iii.  Going Home 
 

 And that’s all she wrote.  And she wrote it because I made her write it.  When we got to 

my place in Santa Fe, I handed her a little diary book I had from somewhere and told her to write 

about the Katrina experience—for the benefit of her descendants at least.  I think she wrote the 

Katrina experience itself right away to remember so many details.  From checking the dates of 

events in my detailed work calendar, it would seem the part about being in Santa Fe was written 

in the last weeks before our departure.   

 I’m immensely grateful that she included so much of her experience living with me and 

the visits with the family and friends.  But I do have some other memories of having Mother with 

me in that little house on West Alameda.  For one thing, she cleaned house every day.  Horrified 

by the ubiquitous Santa Fe dust, she bought a dust-mop and feather-duster.  I don’t think the 

place had ever been that clean before—nor was it after.   

 Not having a TV, right away I had to go get a new floor lamp for her to read by in the 

recliner.  Mother was an avid reader and while with me, she read a bunch of the mysteries I 

sometimes indulged in, like J. A. Jance, Nevada Barr, and Janet Evanovich.  
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 I know it was really hard on her not getting to see her Jeopardy, Wheel of Fortune, or the 

news, but Mother never complained, even once saying she enjoyed my constant classical music 

on the radio.  She spent much of her days while I was off at work or market crocheting an afghan 

in blue and white squares, completed shortly before she left.  I keep it in my linen trunk as an 

heirloom along with one made by her own mother, Grandma Freda. 

 I hope I was a good host, though probably not as good as the Richards, especially in the 

luxury of her accommodations.  I put her in my bedroom and cleared out the closet for her few 

things.  She never commented on my ramshackle, almost antique stove, but of course she had a 

real antique one in her house in great condition.  I do remember a gentle comment however about 

how much big furniture and “interesting” stuff I had everywhere.    

 What with Santa Fe’s chilly fall, we went to Walmart (her choice) to get her a nice winter 

coat, which remained ever after her heaviest piece of clothing.  Speaking of clothing, in my time-

honored tradition of laundry duty at the nearby Solana Laundromat, I’d take Mother on Sunday 

mornings over to St. Ann’s Church on Hickox, go to the laundromat and do my dirty work, and 

then pick her up after Mass.  It timed out perfectly. 

# 

 Friday, November 4, the day after back-to-back meetings to do minutes (for the Museum 

of New Mexico Foundation and Board of Regents), Mother and I flew to Baton Rouge and were 

met at the airport by Joe and Bettye Richard.  Indeed lovely and loving people, they took us to 

their pretty home.  I’d thought to jump right in Mother’s car and head for Metairie, but they 

insisted we stay for an enormous dinner and a comfortable night in a plush bedroom.   

 Joe said the battery in the car had died, and he’d recharged it for us, but we ought to get a 

new one soon.  So as soon as we got to Metairie on Saturday morning, we picked up one at 

Mother’s favorite auto place on Airline Boulevard and went to Shirley Street.  The house looked 

the same as ever, except for the raw stub of the broken-off maple.  Apparently the neighbor had 

had the tree itself removed from his yard.  Besides blowing brush and limbs all over Mother’s 

yard and roof, Katrina had yanked her beloved fig tree out by the roots and blown it away. 
 

 Inside, everything was basically undisturbed.  After 

some burbling, the water started running.  Electricity was on.  

Gas was working for the kitchen stove and heater, necessary 

for Mother because it was already chilly for her—in the 60’s.  

We opened windows to air the place out and then bravely 

looked in the refrigerator.  In the pressure of evacuation, she 

hadn’t thought, of course, to throw anything out, and it was a 

jungle in there after two months sealed up in the hot dark.  

 When I first walked into Mother’s living room, I was 

struck that her lovely Kwan Yin statue was still standing 

peacefully on the credenza Don gave her, gazing out the wall 

of windows.  (Back in the early 90’s, I’d symbolically given 

her and all the other women in my life Kwan Yins from my 

collection.)  Her compassionate goddess had faced down the 

monster Katrina, and those flimsy aluminum-framed picture 

windows had stood firm—while right outside in the yard, the 

big maple tree snapped off like a matchstick. 
 

                 Mother’s Kwan Yin   
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 After this initial inspection, we went out to see what was going on next door.  The front 

yard was piled with cartons and cases of all kinds of canned goods and great stacks of bottled 

water, all covered with tarps.  Mother’s longtime neighbors Freda and Norman Bordes, it turned 

out, had just unloaded a semi of relief supplies they’d brought in from somewhere like Lake 

Charles.  They got word out through their church, and the next day there was a constant flow of 

folks dropping by to pick up stuff.  By evening it was all gone.   

 I noticed right away that Freda kept calling Mother Ms. Yvonne, and so did all her other 

friends and neighbors.  I knew that’s the standard charming New Orleans and generally Southern 

expression of respect and affection for little old ladies, but I still found it very touching.  Even 

more touching was when we’d go into the nearby Dollar Store or her favorite discount grocery 

where the clerks all called her “Baby.”  That may be a purely New Orleans custom, like calling 

even total strangers “Darlin’.”   

 The next three days, Sunday, Monday, and Tuesday, Mother and I spent cleaning up after 

Katrina.  She concentrated on the inside, getting her life back in order, and I did the outside 

where the heavy work was needed.  The yards were full of broken branches and odd debris, and 

so was the roof.  For three days I cut and gathered stuff and piled it out by the curb.  As I’ve 

mentioned before, Metairie’s trash pickup is amazing, and the next day the piles were all gone. 
   

 It was a real shame about the fig and maple trees 

and a total wonder that the humongous live oak in the front 

yard (at least 80 feet tall) had only lost a bunch of (big) 

limbs.  (By the way, I’ve watched that tree grow that big 

from a mere sapling back in 1980.  Look at the size of its 

base!  Maybe two people might get their arms around it 

now.)  The tall pine in back was listing seriously to the 

east, and she had to have it taken out soon after.   

 In walks around the neighborhood, I marveled at the 

enormous root-balls of the many uprooted live oaks.  The 

city had already sawed off and carted away the vast 

treetops.  When they went over, they often lifted up most 

of the yard in a vast slab of spreading roots.  I felt the loss 

of those ancient trees very keenly.  Seeing the many blue 

tarps on damaged roofs was tremendously sad in a different 

way because roofs and houses grow back.  Meanwhile, I 

chose not to go into New Orleans proper, not to see all 

    Mother’s Live Oak  the destruction in the city I once loved so dearly.  
 

 I got Mother’s roof cleaned off in time for the Met Life inspector to come by and assess 

things.  As I had noted, he found one slightly broken tarpaper shingle at the front corner and 

another spot at the back slightly damaged by a branch.  Nothing else.  No claim needed, and 

though they didn’t know it, FEMA was off the hook. 

 Early Wednesday morning Mother drove me to the airport through heavy fog.  We 

hugged goodbye by her car at the curb, and I felt tremendously relieved to leave my mother 

safely installed in her little house again, essentially unscathed by the storm of the century. 

### 
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CHAPTER 7:  MS. YVONNE 
 

.i.  After the Storm 
 

 Back at our respective homes for 2006, Mother and I, like two old people (after all, I was 

64) settled back into our old routines.  Après le deluge, we continued our ritual Sunday morning 

conversations, which were consequently the same old concerns.  I’d report on my latest project 

(a book on the verb ‘get’), the change in part-time administrative jobs, and plant work for the 

market (with record-setting sales in August). 

 Meanwhile, Mother would tell me about her group lunches, dinners, and square dances, 

though still without much detail or named companion/accomplice(s).  Her schedule was at least 

as busy as before Katrina, and I once remarked that her motto should be “There’s dance in the 

old dame yet!”  There was also a weekly installment on Robert, the young fellow who mowed 

her lawn (terribly), not to be confused with Robert the mailman, a nice guy whom I’d often met. 

 As a matter of fact, on my visits over the next few years I had the opportunity to escort 

Mother to a fair number of those lunches, dinners, and square dances and meet her friends.  We 

usually went to covered-dish lunches with a group called Young at Heart in a Presbyterian 

church’s social hall, and sometimes to the Jefferson Parish Senior Center for food and dominoes.  

 The square dance groups were thinning out through attrition, but the dancers were still 

very frisky and vivacious.  It was fascinating to watch Mother dance:  She moved in a graceful, 

stately way through the complicated figures with a blissful smile.  In the later years she was one 

of the oldest dancers in the two or three groups she was in and was naturally called Ms. Yvonne.  

Everybody was always very gracious to me as her writer son, even though I wouldn’t dance. 
 

    
 2007 with Jackie and Tom and John Kelly (88)  2007 on visit with Jackie 
 

    We were both looking forward to my next visit for the 2006 holidays, but the night 

before I was to leave Santa Fe we had a tremendous snowstorm.  Everything was buried for days, 

and there went holiday plans.  During 2007 I dramatically wrapped up my administrative career 

by closing down a state-wide association of non-profits and spent my time trying to make it with 

the plant business.  In the meantime, I know only that Mother made a trip, possibly to California, 

because she sent me the above photo with Aunt Jackie and Dotsy’s boys, my cousins. 

 According to my records, I travelled to New Orleans for the 2007 holidays, visited twice 

in the spring and fall of 2008, and then again for Thanksgiving in 2009.  I was spending my 

Christmases at home with family here.  It wasn’t all that frequent, but the flying back and forth 
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was taking a toll on my aging nerves.  And as Mother was now a nonagenarian, I naturally got 

more concerned about her (still wonderful) physical condition.  

# 

.ii.  My Sojourn 
 

 By the fall of 2010, I’d gotten fed up with the prospect of another interminable and frigid 

New Mexico winter and decided to spend most of that revolting time in New Orleans where it 

only occasionally and briefly drops to freezing.  But I had no desire to stay with Mother on 

Shirley Street.  After all my visits, I was all too familiar with the slow, uneventful course of life 

in non-descript Metairie.  Besides, it was now 50 years since I’d first come to New Orleans, and 

I planned a ceremonial return to my old stomping grounds in the French Quarter. 

 In addition, I took it into my head to spend the few months on a “writer’s retreat” to work 

on a screenplay.  To do this, I located (through Craigslist) a splendid slave quarter apartment on 

St. Peter Street near what used to be my favorite gay bar, Dixie’s Bar of Music, now a karaoke 

joint called Cat’s Meow and arguably the loudest in the world.  Right after Thanksgiving, I drove 

down to New Orleans, left my car at Mother’s, and moved into the apartment with my laptop. 

 For historical purposes, I kept a hand-written journal of my sentimental sojourn which I 

literarily entitled “One Hundred Days of Vicissitude.”  In truth, including the driving, it was 103 

days from 11/29/10 to 3/11/11.  The journal was fairly detailed chronologically without a lot of 

descriptions, except of landscapes, and serves as a great record of that special time.   

 While squirreled away in the apartment, I wrote and wrote monomaniacally about ancient 

Egypt, only taking breaks to venture out to Rouse’s grocery store on Royal Street, sometimes to 

take walks around the (tourist-jammed) streets and Jackson Square, and daily rides on my bike to 

the health club on Canal Street.  A couple of my old acquaintances were still in town, and I 

visited them a few times but didn’t find much of anything to remind me of old times.  It was a 

very sad and disappointing “homecoming,” but my writing was the important thing.   

 Other than my reclusive routine, I regularly took the bus way out Airline Boulevard to 

Mother’s, usually spending a day or two each week with her (and talking on the phone every 

day.)  About once a week I’d drive my car from Mother’s over to the Whole Foods store on 

Veteran’s highway.  It was the only place I could find my addictive grapefruit, cereal, and 

nuts/fruit, and I’d stagger home on the bus with my heavy shopping bag to St. Peter Street.  Now 

at the risk of boring you, I’ll review the journal for what I specifically wrote about Mother. 

# 

 Day 5—12/3/10:  Straight to Mother’s and a sandwich dinner.  A walk down the block 

with the [fragrant] Japanese plums blooming.  Serious talks with her about safety and her 

thoughts on a care facility.  [It was somewhere near San Antonio with a very dubious financial 

arrangement which I seriously discouraged.  I assured her that when the “time” came, I’d take 

her up to Santa Fe to live with me, which she didn’t particularly relish of course, considering the 

altitude and winters.  She also showed me—for maybe the third time—where she kept all her 

important papers and records on the top shelf in her closet.] 

 Day 6—12/4/10:  Morning with Mother.  A very slow process through grocery shopping 

brought us to noon.  After lunch I went to the [West Jefferson] library to check email and do 

some banking.  Spent some time starting up a batch of Kombucha (which I set on top of her 

refrigerator to “brew”), and then while Mother was off to church, I managed to tackle some 

formatting…  It felt good, if a little awkward, at her kitchen table.  In desperation [about her 

plans for dinner] I went out to pick up oyster po-boys for dinner, and afterwards Mother and I 

dozed to a background of swing band music on TV.  I wish there were some way to talk more 
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with Mother about various things, but it just doesn’t seem to happen.  There’s no way to share 

the stuff I think about as she hasn’t got much to say about anything.  Makes me wonder about 

how I’m going to arrange to spend frequent time with her in these coming months.  There’s got 

to be some kind of structure or I’ll go crazy. 

 Day 7—12/5/10:  After breakfast I fixed a second bowl of Kombucha.  A brief walk 

along Airline scoped out the bus stops, and in the process it dawned on me how psychologically 

profound it will be tomorrow when I cut myself off from “wheels.”  I won’t have to drive 

everywhere!  Around lunch I did some more formatting and am all ready to focus once I’m in the 

apartment.  Then I got gussied up in a sport coat and bolo tie and went down for a literary party 

on Royal Street.  [The apartment was right next door to where I lived in the summer of 1963—

where I was mugged in the carriageway.]  That evening Mother made us a little dinner, and then 

we watched “Sex in the City” on TV.  It was all I could do to endure the commercials.  

 Day 8—12/6/10:  A leisurely morning packing the car, and Mother and I went to the 

Jefferson Parish transit place to get me a half-fare card for the bus.  It’s one of the best pictures 

I’ve ever had made.  [After unloading at the apartment] I headed back to Metairie and on the 

way stopped again at the library for email.  Mother fed me lunch, and then I headed off for the 

bus to my new home. 

 Day 11—12/9/10:  I did my morning coffee and wireless stuff [at the Community Coffee 

place on Royal] and then took off for Mother’s.  Easy bus ride, and Mother and I did her 

banking, had Wendy’s for lunch, and did a bit of shopping for me [for apartment necessities].  

Successful in getting to Whole Foods and seeing that one can actually find vegetables there!  

[The prices and selection at Rouse’s in the Quarter were rather awful.] … Also, I was struck by 

how very slowly Mother moves.  The hours in the day just flew by.  I wonder if maybe time 

speeds up for everyone, the older the faster.  Could it actually be that we slow down so that 

everything takes longer—and more time goes by per unit of activity?  I always used to joke that 

driving slowly is what makes people old.  If they’d go faster, they’d be younger.  Or is that 

Escher-like thinking?   

 Day 15—12/13/10:  The day flew through coffee, the bus to Mother’s, lunch with her, 

and shopping again at Whole Foods. 

 Day 16—12/14/10:  Over coffee I check on air fares to Atlanta for Christmas and found 

they’re relatively cheap.  So tomorrow I’ll buy tickets for Mother and me to go there for a couple 

days.  Not my favorite destination, but it will be great to see the boys…   

 Day 19—12/17/10:  Got there [to Mother’s] just after noon, decanted the Kombuchas, 

and then hauled the jugs home on the bus.  [Mother was fascinated watching the process which 

she’d never mastered in earlier years.] 

 Day 24—12/22/10:  Got it all packed and together in the morning … and headed off for 

the bus.  The afternoon and evening with Mother have been the usual doing nothing and chatting 

about things needed for the travel.  Jeopardy, Wheel of Fortune, and some kielbasa and veggies 

for dinner.  We’ve arranged to get up at 5. 

 Day 25—12/23/10:  With a little delay we were off to the airport.  No signs anywhere so 

I had to hustle Mother along all the way across the airport.  The plane even waited another half-

hour before taking off and waited for a long while for a gate in Atlanta.  Jake and the boys met us 

at the South Terminal, and we got a complete narration of their visit to the zoo the day before.  

Ike made me a tortilla sandwich at the house (which was very big with much woodsy land), and 

then he, Mother, and I played dominoes all afternoon.  A nice spaghetti pie dinner with Mike as 

well.  [Jake and Kathy had split up recently, and she was now seeing old friend Mike Wirth.]  
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The evening was watching Jeopardy and the Steeler/Panthers game (Bobbie and Mike being big 

sports fans).  I slept in the playroom. 

 Day 26—12/24/10:  Bobbie showed up early in the morning to play a game of Sliders and 

talk about Christmas and Santa.  Then it was a long, lazy morning playing games with the boys 

and catch in the yard.  Then Kathy came by to pick up the boys [shared custody], and the 

afternoon was quiet.  Barbie and Bubba [John] got in around 2:00, and she, Jake, and I took a 

walk around looking at houses.  After dinner with much chatting and a football game on TV that 

no one really watched, there was a general inclination to go to bed early.  The boys will be back 

later tomorrow morning for presents. 

 Day 27—12/25/10:  In the quiet morning we hauled all the presents out under the tree.  

When the boys got home, we did the mass-opening for which Bubba played Santa, and I was the 

trash man.  I was pleased that the boys really seemed to like the Mardi Gras masks I gave them—

in the midst of a mountain of electronics and insane plastic toys.  Soon after, Mike’s folks 

Charlie and Connie arrived, and Barbie, Bubba, and I set to work on the dinner (standing rib 

roast and Yorkshire pudding), devoured in far less time than it took to cook.  Meanwhile it 

started snowing, and we all worried about travel plans.  I slept in Sam’s bed while the boys 

camped out in sleeping bags in the living room. 

 Day 28—12/26/10:  All morning we sat around reading or listening to the boys playing 

with their noisy toys.  We got off for the airport about 1:00 and said hurried goodbyes in the 

huge terminal.  After going through the rigmarole, Mother and I only had to wait another hour.  

Back at Mother’s house, we relaxed for a while and then went out to New Orleans Hamburger 

and Seafood.  At the house again, after a brief while reading I started passing out from lack of 

sleep, and we hit the sack early.  [Mother’s guest bed was famously soft and uncomfortable.] 

 Day 29—12/27/10:  In the morning I headed over to Whole Foods, and then Mother and I 

went to her bank to add me as a signatory for future reference.  We had a good lunch at the Cajun 

place on West Metairie called the Hobnobber Cafe, and then I made my way home to the Quarter 

on the bus. 

 [After the several days’ break in my creative routine, I once again focused on the writing, 

my gym activities, and eating “normal” food.  The biggest problem was that my feet started 

hurting awfully from all the walking on stone sidewalks, and I even got a Chinese foot massage 

for the first time in my life.  Luxury.] 

 Day 33—12/31/10: ... I got major work done on several scenes, and here I am at 10-ish in 

bed [on New Year’s Eve].  At least my feet have been comfortable today with little walking.  I 

just hope they hold up for the walk to the bus tomorrow.  [It was such a relief to on the soft grass 

along the boulevard down Basin Street walk to the bus stop by the main library.]  It will be a 

transfer thing since it’s on Saturday/holiday schedule.  I’ll take the computer but wonder how 

much I’ll get done out there in Metairie.  

 Day 34—1/1/11:  Rainy first morning of the year.  After a brief coffee at Royal Blend 

[my new caffeine/wireless hot spot], I got it together for the bus, took the umbrella, and made my 

way slowly [on the grass] with the roller-suitcase [computer strapped to handle].  Only about a 

20-minute wait at the transfer point on Carrollton, and it was quick to the stop at Mother’s.  But 

the feet were feeling a bit tender by then.  Mother made us a mid-day holiday dinner [I believe it 

was ham, etc.], and I did some New Year’s calls and read a while.  When Mother went off to 

church, I worked through another scene but gave up soon after she came home.   
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 [Maybe I’m excessively persnickety, but after the many years living alone, I found it quite 

hard to concentrate with anyone else in the vicinity.  Especially without my classical music 

and/or with somebody making miscellaneous living sounds.  But I kept on trying…] 

 Some Jeopardy and Wheel before a light supper, and then we put the TV on with music 

from the Vienna Philharmonic, and I could read again.  [Mother always had piles of newspapers 

to read and frequently nodded off for catnaps, a habit of my own while reading.]  I realize now 

that this visit out here is mostly an exercise in patience [though also a gift of love].  And I’m  

noticing that Mother’s attention is somewhat on and off.  We have a conversation about how I 

want my tea, and two minutes later she asks what I want to drink.  Or I can say something about 

X, and before you know it, she’ll ask, “How about X?”  It’s disconcerting, but I try not to get 

bent about it.  However, it does make me wonder… So I’ll see if I can get anything done on 

Sunday here.  Then on Monday shop at the Food Hole and home to my cave. 
 

 [After all, Mother was 91, with a birthday 

soon, as in this photo taken at one of her holiday 

social affairs.  And about the wondering:  Over the 

years I’d always payed close attention to Mother’s 

driving.  She still was very focused and observant 

with relatively quick reflexes but drove too slowly 

for my comfort in certain situations.  However, not 

as slowly as many much younger drivers.   

 Getting into her car, after putting on her 

seatbelt but before turning on the engine, Mother 

always made the Sign of the Cross and paused for a 

moment’s prayer.  She was proud to be good driver 

and often drove her friends (and accomplices) to 

the dinners and dances.  So I still felt fairly 

confident about her driving competence.   

 Whenever I drove us places like Gainesville 

or Atlanta, I’d take care not to exceed speed limits 

by very much, but even that made her nervous.  I’d 

argue that you’ve simply got to keep up with the 

traffic flow, but don’t get me started on traffic.  

Even on the long quiet drives, she didn’t talk much, 

rarely mentioning the past.  Though I do recall a 

 2010 at a Christmas party (91)  few sad remarks about missing Judy.] 
 

 Day 35—1/2/11:  Up early and had a quiet time before Mother got up.  Then went by 

Starbuck’s to do some email and Home Depot for some dirt—and my wound du jour:  skinned 

my hand on the cart.  In the bedroom I actually managed to focus well on writing while Mother 

watched football.  [Surely some New Orleans Saints game as she was their patriotic fan.]  For 

dinner we went to the Beijing where I had super Singapore noodles.  Back home for a couple 

cartoon programs on TV, and now I’m ready to snooze. 

 Day 36—1/3/11:  Morning coffee and over to the Food Hole, a quick lunch of take-home 

Singapore noodles, and caught the 12:30 bus. 

 Day 38—1/511:  As expected, I got an email this morning from [the landlady] Janis that 

she’s coming to town this weekend, so in the midst of writing through the rainy day, I also did 
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some serious cleaning.  Friday evening to Tuesday morning I’ll be at Mother’s, so it will take 

some organization.   

 Day 39—1/6/11:  First day of Mardi Gras!  Had a good day writing and went in the 

afternoon on my bike to the gym…  [I came out in the evening] just in time to see the Krewe of 

Joan of Arc gathering by the Bienville statue on Decatur.  The bagpipes were keeping the 

billions of birds in the trees in an uproar, and the new moon sliver looked down on the fire 

dancer.  [I include this because I felt then for a moment what New Orleans once was.  That 

feeling was the true goal of returning to my ancient home.]  Took the bike home and walked 

down to Chartres for the parade.  A major medieval cart and several pretty girls on horses, a 

couple huge—Clydesdales?  And lots of folks marching, but my feet weren’t up to it.  Oh, and 

Janis emailed this morning that she’d be coming later in the month.   

 [The weekend at Mother’s was thus cancelled, and I planned simply to go out on Sunday.  

That day there was a lot of rain, and I stayed home Sunday with much progress in writing.] 

 Day 43—1/10/11:  … Later in the afternoon I took the bus out to Mother’s, did Whole 

Foods while she was out square-dancing, and started up the Kombucha process again. 

 Day 44—1/11/11:  Hung around Mother’s all morning doing this and that for her and 

waiting for my replacement credit card to come by UPS.  [I’d lost the card on our holiday trip.]  

It finally showed up around 1:00, and I made my way home. 

 Day 50—1/17/11:  Halfway day!  Up leisurely and to bus which got me to Mother’s by 

11:15.  After lunch I took the minivan to a mechanic place called Pauli’s nearby [for work on the 

sprung door] and they can get it done by Saturday. … Got Mother to open her birthday present 

before dinner so we could eat on the beautiful placemats I got her.  [She’d insisted that she didn’t 

want anything, so I got her something she needed.  Her old placemats were in sad shape.]   

 Afterwards I drove us to a place on Jefferson Highway for a square dance, met several of 

her friends, and sat watching them execute amazingly complex figures.  Mother can’t dance for 

very long before she gets winded, but she’s very good and obviously enjoys it hugely.  (I have to 

say that her directions when I drive are maddening, mixing up left and right and such.  It isn’t 

helped by the fact that around here you can never go from one place to another in a straight line.) 

 Day 51—1/18/12:  Mother’s birthday.  Early-ish morning I went to the library for 

banking and was back to get it together for the luncheon one of her groups was having for her.  A 

number of folks from last night were there, and I met many more of her friends.  After the 

birthday wishes, a man named Zeke talked about his experiences on the aircraft carrier 

Enterprise during WWII.  I was planning to bus it home after dinner, but it was raining hard, I 

had no energy, etc., and I decided to stay over again. 

 Day 54—1/21/11:  Finished cleaning up the place this morning, and Janis showed up 

about 1:30, having to go immediately to a photo shoot.  So I packed up my computer and 

suitcase and hoofed it to the bus stop.  Got off at David Drive to pick up the minivan, door all 

fixed.  Then hung around all evening with Mother, Jeopardy, and all that.  [I took a little walk.]  

A major problem outside are some little non-biting mosquitoes that keep dive-bombing me.  

Very irritating.  We can’t imagine where they’re coming from. 

 Day 55—1/22/11:  A Starbuck’s run in the morning and then I got down to writing in a 

pleasant little setup in the bedroom.  After lunch I set to work raking the leaves in the front yard.  

Four bags from just the main part.  When Mother took off for church, I wrote for a couple more 

hours.  For dinner we went down the street to the Dockside (on Dickory [just off Hickory]) for 

seafood, and it was special—grilled oysters on the half-shell, stuffed crab. 
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 Day 56—1/23/11:  I managed to get in some good stints of writing in the morning.  I’d go 

out in the back yard and sit in the sun a while to plot, then come in to type for a couple hours.  I 

could tell Mother couldn’t conceive of what I was up to [even though I’d tell her about some of 

the scenes and characters.]  After dinner, I sat a while outside watching the sunset, and when I 

came back in, she asked, “Are you done thinking?”  It stopped me in my tracks.  Janis called in 

the afternoon to say she was leaving today, but I decided to stay out at Mother’s because I was 

on such a writing roll.  Besides, there was banking to do at the library in the morning. 

 Day 57—1/24/11:  Mother went with me to the library to renew her card.  Then by her 

bank to get me some cash and off on the bus downtown. 

 Day 61—1/28/11:  [I start having trouble with my right eye, focus, flashes, and floaters.] 

 Day 62—1/29/11:  In the morning the eye seemed no different, but while I was sitting on 

the balcony, I noticed that my field of vision was completely covered with a screen of tiny dots.  

Then I got worried and called Mother.  She gave me her ophthalmologist’s number, but they 

were out till Monday, of course.  I sat around on the patio with an ice-pack on it and used an eye-

patch so as not to see the spots and blurs. 

 Day 63—1/30/11:  The distress was very unsettling, and the rain didn’t help.  After lunch 

I got it together to go to the bus, tried to be patient with the transfer at Carrollton, and then hung 

around till Mother got home.  We had some of my New Mexican tamales for dinner and watched 

a Hallmark thing with Betty White (and a guy who looked like Tom Cruise’s younger brother).   

 Day 64—1/31/11:  At 9:00 I called the doctor and got an appointment for 12:15.  We had 

an early bite of lunch, and Mother drove us to the doctor’s office.  We waited for over two hours 

but finally got a diagnosis of a tiny hemorrhage in my retina.  So I got a new appointment with a 

retina specialist tomorrow.  Then we drove down to the apartment so Mother could see it and I 

could pick up my blood pressure meds.  A quiet evening back at her house. 

 Day 65—2/1/11:  The morning run to Starbuck’s and Whole Foods, and then I piddled till 

we went to the doctor again.  It went faster than yesterday with good news that there are no 

retinal tears, pressure’s good, and things should clear eventually.  So we were back by mid-

afternoon and sat playing dominoes till dinner.   

 Day 71—2/7/11:  Went to Mother’s in the late morning, and after a little lunch, I went to 

the Food Hole for the routine, piddled around the house reading, early dinner and off to her 

square dance.  It’s great watching her dance, and I can tell how much she’ll miss it when she 

can’t anymore.  Right now half a dance makes her breathless. 

 [For several days I focused totally on writing, taking breaks only for bike rides to City 

Park, gym, or walks around the Quarter and Riverwalk.  I felt rather eccentric for being about 

the only person walking around alone (or without a drink in my hand), but that was a normal 

feeling for me.  Also I was grossed out by how huge most of the people were.] 

 Day 79—2/15/11:  Busy.  Hit library to pay some bills and then actually made the 10:15 

bus.  Got off and picked up the minivan at Pauli’s [oil-pan leak].  To Mother’s where I fixed two 

more batches of Kombucha and raked up mountains of leaves from the back yard.  When she got 

back from her group lunch, we went to the eye doctor for the rest of the afternoon.  After 

Jeopardy and Wheel, we went again to Dockside for great shrimp, etc.  After that I wasn’t good 

for much of anything and hit the sack early. 

 Day 82—2/18/11:  Up early for 8:30 bus to Mother’s, and we got back to park by the 

apartment with no trouble.  Got Mother installed and made us some sandwiches for lunch.  Went 

to the gym by 3:00, and Jake called me there that they’d arrived.  She and Mike got to the 

apartment around 4:00 and then went back to the airport to pick up Barbie.  The bunch came 
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over at 6:45 and we made a slow progress down St. Peter, through the Square, and toTujaque’s 

for a great dinner (but it was awfully loud).  On the way back Mother stumbled on the curb in 

front of the Cabildo and almost dragged me down, but she was okay.  We said goodnight around 

10:00 and the others went to their hotel. 

 Day 83—2/19/11:  [Mother had slept downstairs on the day-bed/sofa.]  Got Mother home 

easily in a foggy morning, left the car, and then rode the bus home.  [She didn’t feel up to the 

family plans to run around all day.]  The folks showed up around 11:30 after some sight-seeing, 

and we walked back to the hotel on Poydras, took the car to City Park, and did a long turn 

through the Delgado Museum.  Then it was look for lunch.  We headed down Carrollton and 

found the Squeal on Oak Street, a BBQ place with very good food.  A slow turn through the St. 

Charles Garden District, and they dropped me off till evening.   

 I met them at the Square in enormous crowds gathering for the parade.  We went down to 

Gov. Nicholls and caught good places on Royal for the passing of the Krewe de Vieux.  It was a 

crush.  Checked out Irene’s afterwards and found a 2-hour wait (!).  So onward to Decatur to see 

the parade again.  Despairing of getting in anywhere for dinner, we took the car to Acme Oyster 

in Metairie for an 11 o’clock meal.  Home by midnight for farewells. 
 

 Day 85—2/21/11: … After lunch, my 

old friend Henri arrived to take me to see the 

“dens.”  [Henri, a famous parade designer for a 

number of the Krewes, is the preeminent Mardi 

Gras maven with books under his belt.]  The 

first den, for Rex, was on Tchopitoulas, and was 

a knock-out.  I had an hour to wander about 

among three dozen huge floats.  Perfectly 

fabulous and a lot fancier than they used to be.  

Then others showed up, including my old lover 

Paul and Henri’s sister and nephew.  We all 

went to the two Hermes dens where there were 

dozens more of Henri’s incredible creations, 

such as this one for the King of Hermes.  (Check     2011 in Krewe of Hermes den  

out the other amazing floats in the background.) 

 Day 87—2/23/11:  After quick laundry and some sweeping, I set off for Mother’s.  

Managed some banking at the library and caught the 10:10 bus without skipping a beat.  Arrived 

about 11:00, but Mother was at a luncheon.  So I had lunch and started raking leaves in the side 

yard, finishing much quicker than I expected.  When she came back, we went to Home Depot for 

screen doors and dirt.  Later in the afternoon I re-set the pavers by her carport, which also took 

far less time than I expected.  I don’t know how so much seemed to get done so quickly all day.  

Maybe it’s just in comparison to how slowly everything seems to move with Mother otherwise.  

[Even at a mere 75, I can understand.  I myself now move rather slowly and deliberately.]  We 

went for dinner at Riverside Grill, but it was closed, and we wound up at CiCi’s Pizza.   

 Day 88—2/24/11:  Installed Mother’s screen door in the nearly 80 ͦ  morning sweating 

like in the sauna, and then home on the bus.  

 [For the next few days I kept on writing furiously as my sojourn was coming to an end.  

At the same time I watched a bunch of parades, including the Krewes of Oshun, Pontchartrain, 

Sparta, Pygmalion, Carrollton, and Barkus.  I caught enormous piles of beads, so many hung 

around my neck that a tourist took a picture of me.]  
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 Day 93—3/1/11:  Bustling day.  Spent all morning packing up and sweeping.  Turned out 

the beads filled up both of the bike saddlebags.  Must be 60 pounds!  In the afternoon I caught 

the E2 bus.  Found Mother all beaded up still from her Mardi Gras luncheon and learned that Jen, 

Chuck, their girls, and a friend would arrive on Thursday evening, so it seems I’ll be sleeping in 

the minivan.  Also Rob flies in on Mardi Gras Day, so I guess I should stay till Ash Wednesday, 

3/9.  Decanted the last Kombucha batch, did Jeopardy and Wheel with Mother, and then nuked 

us some tamales and broccoli for dinner.  Mother just had toast after the big mid-day eat.   

 Day 95—3/3/11:  Last day in the apartment. … Early to the gym and home to finish 

packing the minivan.  Sarah [the new tenant] showed up at 5:15 for the keys, and that was it.  I 

left by 5:30, but it took 40 minutes to Mother’s in the traffic.  Jen, Chuck, Charlee, Jenna, and 

their friend Terry had already arrived.  So the madness started.  I took the sofa for the night. 

 Day 96—3/4/11:  Up early to Starbuck’s and Whole Foods, and by the time I got back, 

the bunch was setting off for Kenner and the river area.  I hung around the house reading and 

napping till they got back.  After an early dinner, we went over to Veterans Boulevard at 6:30 for 

the Krewe of Centurions parade where we caught pounds and pounds of beads.  After the girls 

went to bed, Jen, Chuck, and Terry went around the corner to the Turtle tavern on Trudeau for 

socializing, and I sat up with Mother watching Seinfeld re-runs. 

 Day 97—3/5/11:  I drove the folks down to Canal a bit after 11:00 [for the several 

parades scheduled that day] and came back to Mother’s where I started weeding the yard, but 

then it started raining.  By 1:00 it was pouring, and Jen called in desperation.  I drove downtown 

in driving rain to pick up the drenched ones.  Then we just hung out the rest of the afternoon and 

evening.  Let me tell you, little girls are just as frenetic as little boys. 

 Day 98—3/6/11:  I drove them downtown for more parades.  Did a bit of weeding in the 

lawn.  Watched “Les Mis” on TV with Mother, but missed the ending to go pick up the family. 

 Day 99—3/7/11:  The family went to Rivertown [in Kenner] for their Lundi Gras doings, 

and I stayed home with Mother to do more weeding.  We all went to the Krewe of Zeus parade 

on Veterans in the evening for huge amounts of beads.  Then I drove Chuck and Jen downtown 

for them to do Bourbon Street.  (They took a cab home at 3 am.) 
 

         Day 100—3/8/11:  Mardi Gras 

Day.  The youngsters got off to the 

Argus parade in Metairie by 10:00, 

and Mother and I went to the airport 

to pick up Rob.  I managed to get him 

over to Houma and Veterans for the 

last part of the truck parade, but the 

others were on the other side of the 

street.  We all caught tons of beads.  

Then in the afternoon I drove them 

downtown again and simply waited in 

the car.  [Like Mother, I’d had my fill 

of crowds and parades.]  They came 

back with even more beads.  In the 

evening we ordered in seafood and 

  2011 Mardi Gras with family (92)               lay around with the TV and the girls 

                  playing—which was terribly loud. 
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 Day 101—3/9/11:  Awake early to catch a huge rainstorm.  Sounded like a tornado 

passing by, and the whole street flooded, right up to the bottom of my car.  [It was something like 

10 inches in 45 minutes!]  The kids got packed and off by late morning, and then I started 

loading.  Last tamale for lunch.  Mother was clearly pained at parting, and I tried to reassure her.  

Rob stopped at Starbuck’s with me and then went off to Home Depot for the fixings he planned 

at Mother’s.  I got out of town about 1:30 into horrible traffic all the way to Baton Rouge… 

# 

.iii.  Help 
 

 Getting home in early March, 2011, I immediately found myself in the rush of market 

business as that’s prime time for transplanting certain perennials.  That spring I did a brisk 

business in penstemon, daylilies, Maximilian sunflowers and such, and then in June transitioned 

heavily into iris as usual.  Mother and I kept in touch weekly by phone, and I was heartened to 

know that her health continued strong, and her social life was still active.  

 When the market tailed off in the fall, I fortunately had enough income from doing 

meeting minutes to supplement out my Social Security and help me make ends meet.  Barely.  So 

there was no affording a holiday trip to see Mother.  In addition, I was scheduled for varicose 

vein surgery in December.  I felt bad about not going but scheduled a week with her the coming 

March when I’d be recuperated from the miraculous procedure. 
 

 The week was specifically to take care of 

Mother’s landscape problems.  In the year since I 

was last there the bushes and trees had exploded.  

The pothos vines were climbing the holly tree and 

onto the neighbors’ roof.  The honeysuckle was 

trying to smother the oleander, and a lovely blue-

flowered plant called Mexican petunia was taking 

over the back corner of the yard.  A yellow-

flowering bush in the other corner was now a good 

twelve feet across.  Plainly, Mother just couldn’t 

deal with it anymore.   

 So I’d slash and chop my way through her 

jungle, sweating enough for the saunas I was 

missing at home.  Then we’d watch the quiz 

shows and have a simple supper—or maybe go to 

the Hobnobber where the gumbo was super.  I 

recall we did a square dance, a Young at Heart  

  2012 in March (93)     lunch, and dominos with lovely lady friends. 
 

 While there I scoped out her driving again and was pleased to find it still reasonably 

competent.  I figured the little she did to the grocery store and nearby church (Our Lady of 

Divine Providence) wasn’t much of a problem, and she no longer drove after dark, getting rides 

to dances with others or taking the MITS bus.  We didn’t really talk enough for me to gauge her 

mental clarity or coherence, but she seemed to have good focus on what she was doing, and her 

spirits always seemed bright and cheerful.  Like often before, I tested her hearing by standing 

behind her while she was cooking and speaking in a normal voice.  She was definitely a lot 

harder of hearing now.  But otherwise, she was a hale and hearty 93. 

# 
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 Back at home, I once again dived into market work for the 2012 season, digging up plants 

right and left, but for some reason I simply couldn’t sell much.  Every week I’d have to bring 

back half the stuff and toss it on the compost pile.  In my weekly talks with Mother, I’d try to 

make it sound like no big deal, but by June I had to admit that I was scraping bottom.  She 

offered to help, of course, but I figured I’d just soldier on somehow. 

 That spring we’d spoken about Mother’s failing appetite, and I suggested she simply 

nibble at things all the time.  I sent her a great assortment of dried fruits and nuts that I always 

keep around to snack on.  She actually wrote a note on her Thank You card dated 18 June about 

the death of a friend from her History class and the Young at Heart group and a Father’s Day 

luncheon at the Senior Center.   

 Her handwriting was now noticeably shakier than the classic penmanship of earlier years.  

The oddest thing was that she signed the card “With all my love, Mother.”  Then she added, (I 

hate to sign “Mother,” it seems so formal!)  After signing off “Mamacita” for so many decades, 

maybe in these several years without writing letters, she’d forgotten?  Or maybe she was just so 

used now to me calling her Mother. 

 In our phone conversations during June, I kept her up on how awful business was and the 

process of deciding to close my salvage nursery down at the end of the month.  On June 30 I 

hauled every last plant and bag of dirt I still had to the market and gave it all away.  The final 

blowout!  And that was the end of Babylon Gardens.   

 During the first part of July, I set up and advertised for a monster yard sale, hoping to 

make enough at least to cover the month’s rent.  It took a couple weeks to haul almost all my 

“stuff” out into the parking area and get it sorted, priced, and spread out on several of my market 

tables.  To get a leg up on competition, I’d advertised the sale for Thursday-Sunday, 7/19-22, and 

by the end of Wednesday everything was ready to roll.  After the sale I’d worry about a part-time 

job, probably in a grocery store like Whole Foods or Trader Joe’s.  We do what we have to do. 

 Later in the day on 7/18 Mother called.  Of course we’d spoken on Sunday, 7/15, and I 

figured she was just calling to wish me luck on the yard sale.  Wrong.  Though she’d said on 

Sunday that she was fine, here on Wednesday evening she said in as few words that she’d gotten 

real sick, flu or something, and needed help.  She’d spent the last night with neighbor Freda and 

didn’t think she could make it on her own anymore.   

 Between a major rock and hard place, I miserably claimed that I couldn’t get there right 

away—Monday soonest.  Mother said she could stay with her friend Nora till I could get there.  

Afterwards, she called Jen, who jumped on a plane Thursday morning and arranged to take 

Mother back to Rochester with her.  It was Mother’s own decision to go there, and I was 

supremely grateful for Jen’s stepping in.  Mother really didn’t want to come to New Mexico for 

care, though the NY winters are worse than ours, and I’m sure she figured living with that loving 

young family was preferable to being alone with an eccentric old man out here in the desert. 

# 

 Relieved but not at all carefree, I pulled off the sale with relative success—i.e., only one 

small vanload of stuff to Good Will.  My rent was covered for a couple months.  Since Mother 

was now safe at Jen’s house and recovering well, I didn’t have to race out on Monday after all.  

So I spent some days getting the rest of my life in order and flew to New Orleans on the morning 

of August 2 to close down Mother’s house.  She’d fully accepted not going ‘home’ again. 

 When I got to Shirley Street, Freda couldn’t figure out where she’d put the house key.  So 

I called the Jefferson Parish Sheriff’s office to explain the situation and ask for an officer to 
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come and observe me breaking in.  The officer showed up shortly and amusedly watched me 

force a bedroom window (which strangely wasn’t latched).  Then it was down to business. 

 I can’t even imagine how awful the next couple weeks would’ve been without neighbor 

Freda’s very Christian friendship, companionship, and hospitality.  (Remember, she and Norman 

were the ones who’d brought in all those Katrina relief supplies.)  I’d labor all day long sorting 

out Mother’s “stuff,” which was ten times as much as my own the month before, for yet another 

rummage sale scheduled for Friday-Sunday, 8/17-19.  Freda would often come over check on 

me, maybe bring some lunch, and even invite me over for dinner with her family.  Sometimes we 

went out for lunch at a Thai place I’d found on Veteran’s or the Hobnobber.  After I’d sold off 

Mother’s sofa and the beds, Freda kindly put me up in her guest room.  The angel next door. 

 The sorting was quite complicated as Mother had left a list of things that should be sent 

to other relatives, like Aunt Sissy’s painting of her son David as a little clown to him in 

California.  Lots of things I had to UPS to Jen’s and some things to me, like the Kwan Yin.  

Every closet, cabinet, and cubby-hole was jam-packed with items.   

 There were immense numbers of keepsakes, like the Mexican pottery we got on that trip 

to Carlsbad Caverns when I was 10, ceramic pieces that Grandma Freda had made, surprising 

things like many decks of cards from casinos, a couple hundred National Geographic magazines, 

and frankly, a mountain of kitsch.  Of course, lots of broken or inoperative things had to be put 

out as trash, but they’d mostly disappear before the trash pick-up. 

 I was amazed to realize that Mother was a clothes-horse.  Sorting her closet was an eye-

opener.  Just for an historical record, after packing up a fair number of clothes she’d asked for, I 

inventoried everything left:  casual tops/shirts (28), shorts (5), sweatshirts—most with designs—

(10), T-shirts (14), sweaters (27), shawls (7), coats (4), jackets (18), pants (21), dresses (14), 

suits (13), day-blouses (56!), dress blouses (30), skirts (17), and belts (14).  I really had to 

wonder how she’d ever decided on what to wear. 

 Then there was Mother’s square-dance regalia, most of which she’d sewn herself.  There 

were fancy blouses (17), full skirts (13), dresses (8), and flouncy petticoats (5).  Jen wanted some 

of the petticoats for her girls, and I managed to sell two beautiful dresses to a woman with a 

sewing shop where she planned to frame them as needle-work art.  Mother was thrilled to hear 

about that.  The rest of her finery I passed on to the dance club so it could keep on dancing.   

 Of course, there were piles and boxes of papers and pictures to sort.  I came upon a whole 

box of letters from old boyfriend Don, which I’m now really sorry I didn’t read.  I told Mother 

about them, and she said, “Just throw them out—he died a long time ago.”  So I did, damn it.  

Did the same with the ones from me.  Double-damn it.  I packed up the photos to keep. 

 Rafael, the neighbor on the other side bought Mother’s old Singer sewing machine for his 

wife Amalia who’d always wanted one, so it would keep on sewing.  A man down the street 

astounded me by nabbing a lot of the furniture (including the console from Don) and all the 

National Geographics.  A young couple was overjoyed to buy the ancient washer and dryer.  

Linens and kitchen stuff flew out the door, like the microwave (also a present from Don), 

assorted dishes and pans, and stacks of threadbare towels and sheets.  (I kept the luxuriously 

thick towels I’d once given her—Mother never used them, preferring her old tissues.) 

 In the course of liquidating her stuff, it became perfectly clear to me what had actually 

happened to Mother.  Sure, the years had been kind to her up to this point, but while her strength 

had indeed seriously declined, it wasn’t so much time that wore her down as all her stuff.  Like 

the aggressive greenery outside, the stuff had proliferated to the point that she couldn’t deal with 

it anymore.  Overwhelmed by too much stuff, Mother had simply walked away from it.  I saw 
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this as a great object lesson and was very happy that I’d also walked away from much of my own 

superfluous stuff just the month before. 

 Once her stuff had been sold, given away, or trashed, I packed the stuff to go (like several 

boxes of Mother’s best china for Jen) into Mother’s little red car and took off.  First to Atlanta to 

stay over with Jake and the boys and sneak out of town before dawn to avoid the traffic.  Then to 

DC for a whirlwind visit with Martha and Al and to meet Bea and Yan’s lovely little twins Mia 

and Lily for the first and as yet only time.  Then through a horrendous traffic jam around 

Harrisburg PA and up to Rochester. 

 When I arrived at Jen and Chuck’s house on Keith Terrace, I found Mother looking fairly 

bright and chipper, if considerably more frail and pale than back in March.  She’d recovered well 

from that flu or whatever and was puttering peacefully around the house, apparently comfortable 

with her changed situation.  Jen remarked that Gramma always wanted to help with the cooking 

and cleaning—no surprise there.   

 They’d installed Mother in the dining room for a bright, warm bedroom so she didn’t 

have to deal with stairs except to go up for a shower.  I’m sure being surrounded by so many 

people all the time must have been a rather serious adjustment for her, what with her great-

granddaughters almost literally bouncing off the walls, and the constant parade of friends, 

neighbors, and relatives like Jen’s dad Richard and dear Rob.  Mother probably enjoyed her 

solitude whenever they were off to school and work.  It seemed the total opposite of what life 

would’ve been like with me in New Mexico. 
 

    Needing to get home soon to look for a 

job, I stayed in Rochester for only a few days, 

helping out however I could and taking long 

walks around the semi-rural neighborhood.  

Mother wanted me to take her car and drive it 

back to Santa Fe, but I told her (apologetically) I 

really didn’t want it.  I suggested that Jen could 

probably make better use of it, which turned out 

to be the case as her half-sister needed a car to 

drive to college.  Perfect solution, but after she’d 

signed it over, Mother remarked to me how hard 

it was to let go of the car.  After all, it was her 

very last possession.  I could only sympathize 

and nod in condolence, I who had so efficiently 

and cavalierly disposed of them all.   

    Mother and I said goodbye at the entrance 

to the airport.  In this photo her smile is just as 

beaming as in the shot from March, but she’s 

noticeably thinner.  (Jen had said it was real hard 

getting her to eat very much.)  I wound up back 

at home (and unemployed) by the end of August 

wondering what had just happened.  It seemed 

only last week I’d had my going-out-of-business 

   2012 at Rochester airport                     giveaway, and here it was nearly September. 

      # 
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 Back at home again at last, this 70 year-old man simply couldn’t face looking for a job in 

a grocery store or anywhere else for that matter.  I decided to try squeaking by on my Social 

Security and whatever I could make with my meeting minutes business.  Fortunately, there were 

lots of meetings, and so it worked out.  Meanwhile, feeling energized by the summer experience, 

that fall I wrote an inspired draft of a memoir of my years in Seattle (1964-66), finishing just 

before the holiday season with Aimée, Rich, and Jammes in Santa Fe. 

 Mother and I continued our phone conversations all fall with the pro forma reports on 

how things were going.  She seemed to be getting on well in her new quarters but did comment 

at least once on how much noise the little girls made.  She sent me a simple Christmas card, once 

again signing it “Mother.”  I missed the “Mamacita.”   

 Then right before New Year’s Jen called to say that Gramma started having weak spells, 

and the doctor in the hospital had found that she had bleeding in her urinary tract.  For some days 

Mother was in the hospital, Jen reporting regularly to me, and then it seemed to clear up.  Back at 

Jen’s, she was still very weak and spent most of her time lying down.  Around the end of the first 

week in January, 2013, Jen called to say that she was fading fast. 

 I hopped on the next plane to Rochester, actually Buffalo.  (The following narrative is 

based on the various emails I sent to friends and family while I was there.)  Chuck drove over to 

pick me up, and on the way back, we ran out of gas.  He just called a fellow fireman who drove 

out with fuel…  When I got there, Mother was lying in her big bed, quite lucid but too weak to 

move much but her arms.  Right away she told me with a big smile, that she was all ready to go.  

Also right away, I started helping with the nursing while Jennifer had to be off at her social work 

job.  With the girls away at school, on weekdays it was wonderfully quiet around the place. 

 It felt very intimate making Mother’s little lunches and helping her eat.  Fairly much 

loose ends while she was sleeping (which was a lot of the time), I’d sit at the kitchen table with 

my computer and work on my Aztec drawings or make revisions to the memoir.  Another time-

consuming activity was preparing the several dozen cards Mother wanted sent to friends and 

relatives when she was gone, a very difficult writing assignment.  Jen also asked me to write up a 

message to go on the funeral card we’d enclose with the cards.  That took a week or so of poetic 

labor, and Mother approved my secularly humanistic composition.       

 Meanwhile, the family had a cat, a beautiful tortoise-shell creature named Athena, and so 

I had to go on Benadryl to keep breathing.  I should add that they also had what Mother called 

“the old smelly dog” named Zeus that was in constant need of being let out or back in.  To be 

thorough, there were also a sweet goldfish named Dorothy on the kitchen counter, two fluffy 

guinea pigs in the living room, Jane and Sue, and a fat rabbit whose name I’ve forgotten living in 

a pen in the garage.  Definitely her mother’s daughter, Jen also had some horses stabled nearby 

that she had to tend to each day in the midst of all her other busyness.  It was truly impressive. 

 Being fireman (battalion chief), Chuck was regularly away for long hours and on call at 

any hour of the day or night, which happened frequently.  The first week I was there, he was 

called away early one morning to a major fire, and in the course of it saved a small child’s life.  

For this heroism, he wound up on the TV news and in the paper, and we were all quite proud of 

him.  When at home, he was very solicitous of Mother’s comfort, but he was rarely there. 

 In the early mornings (since everyone slept late in comparison to my old man’s early 

schedule), I’d walk a few blocks over to a franchise place called Tim Horton's for passable 

coffee and breakfast.  On the first morning there, I found a new klatch—some retired local 

guys—new because at home I had a bunch to jabber with at Starbuck’s every morning.   I’d bet I 

was older than any of these guys, but they didn't know that.  
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 Leaving Santa Fe, I’d boxed up my backpack, gym paraphernalia, some warm clothes, 

and snow-boots to send by UPS, and when it arrived in a few days, for health and sanity’s sake I 

started going to a fitness place in the shopping center just down the street and across a little strip 

of woods.  It was a minimal facility with no sauna or any other amenities, but I tried to make do 

with their over-built equipment.  Oddly, it was quite warm for a January in Rochester with no 

snow, but in not too long it got very cold with a pile of snow.  Walks in the frigid snow to and 

from the workout place or grocery store (where I got my grapefruit juice), were strangely lovely 

times to contemplate and lament my mother lying on her deathbed.               

 On that bed, Mother slept most of the time but was still quite alert when awake.  Her care 

was mostly a matter of getting her to eat and drink, rolling her to a different side every so many 

hours, and keeping her company.  Jen and the various aides took care of Mother’s bodily 

functions, bathed her tenderly, and changed her nightgowns.  She loved getting propped up on 

pillows to have her hair or teeth brushed, and I very amateurishly massaged her thin arms and 

legs and flexed them for her.  Remembering my Chinese experience in New Orleans, I also 

massaged her feet—to keep the circulation going and since I knew how amazingly wonderful it 

felt.  Though I’d often sit holding her withered hand, rubbing her bony feet was the most 

intimate physical or emotional contact we’d ever had—since my very birth, I guess.  Soon the 

hospice nurse brought us cushions to protect her nearly fleshless heels.   

 At least to help her stay awake if not entertain her, I started reading to Mother.  I’d 

searched all over the house for something, but there were few books other than Jen’s professional 

stuff.  Luckily I found a paperback of Mark Twain’s “Adventures of Huckleberry Finn,” which I 

hadn’t read it in some sixty years, and we know how much a 10 year-old reader usually retains.  

For Mother it had been even longer, so it was splendidly new for both of us.   

 I fell right back into my Arkansas boyhood and got totally into the familiar dialect.  This 

may sound fatuous, but I could absolutely feel that mythical boy speaking through me.  At times 

I’d tear up at the sheer intensity of this “possession,” and Mother once asked why I was crying.  

Of course, the reading was also triggering my grief for her passing.  Sometimes others were 

present at the readings, like Jen or a hospice volunteer, and I’m sure they were taken aback by 

the language, but Mother wasn’t.  We were from a distant time when that word wasn’t politically 

incorrect but an almost neutral term, especially in the 19th century context. 

 Early on while Mother was reasonably conversant, Jen and I would sit around with her 

and reminisce about the long ago.  For more entertainment, Jen used her iPhone to look up old 

references and find the old songs we remembered—like the ones she sang to me as a tiny kid:  

“Three Little Fishies,” “Mairseydoats,” and such.  She’d put the phone to Mother’s ear and play 

whatever we thought of.  I recall requesting Bach’s “Brandenburg Concerti,” which may have 

confused Mother, but she seemed to like it.              

 On January 17, we got the hospice process started officially with home health aides, and 

lots of equipment and supplies.  The next day, Friday, was Mother’s 94th birthday, and for a 

celebratory dinner, Jen made her favorite liver and onions with lima beans.  Fortunately, a couple 

of us liked liver, but I can't handle lima beans—little bags of talcum powder.     

 An oddity about my niece’s household was that, not unlike Judy’s and my old situation in 

Arkansas, her family rarely ate meals together.  Mostly Jen would cook up a bunch of good stuff, 

and they’d each, girls included, simply eat when they felt like it.  That really worked for Chuck 

who never knew when he’d be home.  If he came home and found food ready, he’d eat…  For 

the holidays just before I’d sent them a huge mail order collection from Omaha Steaks, which 

stood us in good stead for groceries for a couple weeks.      
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 Since Mother seemed in such stable condition, quite comfortable but weaker than a 

kitten, we all agreed that I should see about going home temporarily.  It was a busy season for 

organizational meetings, and I’d already had to blow off a couple.  Several more were set for 

soon, and I really needed to work them—for my financial sake and professionally speaking, for 

the organizations themselves.  So I decided to stay a week more for Jen to make arrangements to 

take leave from her job and made reservations to leave on January 25 for Atlanta to spend that 

Saturday with Jake and then home on Sunday for two meetings on Monday. 

 On Saturday Mother didn't want to eat anything, and Jen and I agreed we wouldn't force 

anything.  She did ask for a date (the dried fruit!) on Sunday and also a small cup of hot 

chocolate, but as she said several times, she wants to go soon.  So we just let her sleep and wake 

her occasionally to turn a bit and have some water.  On Monday when I told her she needed to 

wet her whistle, she whistled quietly and drifted off again. 

 In our reading in her wakeful moments, we were still on the raft floating down the river 

with Huck and Jim, twenty chapters along, having come to the Duke of Bilgewater and the King 

of France.  It was great to see Mother laugh at the silliness of the language and Huck's invincible 

innocence.  Call it macabre, but we both laughed heartily at the hysterical funeral scene.  In 

another wakeful moment, Mother said she kept hoping she wouldn’t wake up and asked why she 

couldn’t just go on and die.  I said because she was so darned healthy, and we both chuckled.   

 By Tuesday Mother seemed much better and was even eating a little.  Maybe the past few 

days were just a sag and she might be stable again?  So I kept on plan to leave on Friday unless 

things had changed again by Thursday.  It was beginning to feel like a roller coaster.  On 

Wednesday, Mother continued in good strength and spirits (though hardly moving), and neither 

Jen nor I could figure out which way was up.   

 On Thursday Mother didn’t wake up for a long while, and when she did, she soon started 

seriously fading again.  It seemed clear that it might just be a matter of days. I was almost at the 

point of throwing up my hands and staying until, and Jen was strung out about what to do about 

her work.  I figured my whole work thing was secondary at this point—maybe they could cover 

the meetings somehow.  So I postponed the flight home.   

 For the next few days, apparently stable again at a low level, Mother awoke only for a 

short while here and there.  She hadn’t really eaten anything for nearly a week.  That weekend in 

her short conscious whiles, we managed to finish the book, which I now consider a monument of 

world literature.  This is why Mother’s Twain-ish drawing (page 84) really resonates for me.  

Then she started bleeding again, which the nurse thought would mean only a few more days.  

 But the roller coaster rolled on.  The next day she stopped bleeding and got lively, so to 

speak, and hungry.  By now Mother only had yogurt or creamed soup, and the little girls enjoyed 

feeding their Gramma like a doll. The day after that, Mother was lower again and bleeding a 

little.  The hospice aide said it was often this kind of ride...  By Groundhog Day, February 2, my 

life had begun to feel like that movie, which I’m sure was mild in comparison with what Mother 

was experiencing every time she awoke, the same last moments over and over again. 

 After a few more re-run days, during which Mother stayed essentially the same, maybe a 

bit more alert and interested in eating, which seemed rather counter-intuitive and disturbing. 

When the nurse told me that it could easily still be three weeks to a month, I told Mother, and she 

whispered, “O Lord…”  My sentiments exactly. 

 In desperation, I made new reservations to leave on February 8.  There were several 

meetings set over the next couple weeks, and I’d come right back when...  When I told her, 

Mother nodded slightly and just said she loved me.  When I kissed her goodbye, she managed a 
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patient little smile and the same.  Chuck drove me back to the Buffalo airport, and I just barely 

got out ahead of a huge blizzard.  By the skin of my teeth.   

# 

 Canning the thought of stopping to see Jake and the boys, I flew straight home to Santa 

Fe and found that the organizations had postponed some of the meetings till I should get back.  

So there were two on Monday and several more over the next couple weeks.  I sat there short-

handing their proceedings while my mother lay dying, probably as emotionally draining an 

experience as sitting at her bedside.  At least all the work of notation, transcription, and drafting 

of minutes kept me occupied, and the chance to spend time with my family was comforting. 
 

          Jen and I kept in close touch about Mother’s 

condition, which was again confounding.  After I left, 

she revived significantly for several days and was 

tremendously frustrated by not dying.  Jen emailed me 

this iPhone picture taken in those healthier days.  

That’s a pink barrette in her hair, which is straight 

now since she could no longer curl it.  Behind the 

oxygen tube you can still make out her spirited smile. 

           On Tuesday, February 19, apparently in 

desperation, she took matters into her own hands and 

simply decided to stop eating and drinking.  Then on 

Saturday the 23rd, Jen emailed that Mother’s strength 

was waning again (understandably), and she’d asked 

for a priest.  Right away I made airline reservations, 

but with three more meetings that week, I couldn’t get 

there till Thursday. 

           Meanwhile Jen got a priest to come Saturday 

night for last rites, but Mother wasn’t conscious 

enough to know what was happening.  Jen said that 

 2013, mid-February (94)           priest didn’t do the ritual well at all and showed no  

             pastoral concern for Gramma.  So she got another 

priest to come on Sunday evening while Mother was awake, a Father John.  He was wonderful, 

talking with her appropriately and giving her Communion, just a tiny piece of the host.  She tried 

to make the Sign of the Cross and mouthed the prayer.   

 The medical report from the nurse on Monday was that Mother’s blood pressure and 

heart rate were still good, but she figured no more than a week now.  On Tuesday Jen said 

Mother was hurting, and she’d given her some pain med that let her sleep quietly, but with more 

effort breathing.  Wretchedly anxious, I sat in my meetings barely able to concentrate. 

 Wednesday morning Mother wasn’t responsive, but later when Rob came to see her, she 

“woke” up for a while.  The nurse advised that her BP, HR, and temperature were still normal, 

and she figured maybe two more days.  In my meeting that afternoon I was wild-eyed.  Jen and I 

spoke early Thursday morning the 28th before my plane, and she reported that Mother would 

open her eyes a bit, was breathing slowly and roughly now, and was often unresponsive. 

 I got to Rochester by mid-afternoon, and Mother opened her eyes a little at my kiss and 

greeting.  I think she could see me, and possibly I felt her hand press into mine, lightly as a 

feather, to signal that she was aware.  Otherwise there was no movement or sound, except the 

rasping of her breathing.   
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 Giving thanks that I’d arrived in time to be with Mother before the end, I let her sleep and 

retreated to the kitchen to fire up my computer and check email.  It wouldn’t boot up!  It just 

stared at me with the blue screen of death.  I raced it down to a nearby computer place only to 

find out on Friday, March 1, that it was indeed dead as a doornail.   Something awful had 

happened to it in travel, and they said there was no way to retrieve anything from the ruined hard 

drive.  My memoir had evaporated into the ether, as had many sketches, artistic and literary, and 

my most recent photographs. (I simply resolved to write the memoir again, which I did twice to 

produce “There Was a Ship” which I mentioned earlier.)   

 Reeling from that catastrophe, I concentrated on Mother.  All Friday and Saturday, Jen 

and I sat hour after hour holding her hand.  She was mostly unresponsive, but we kept telling her 

we loved her—just in case she could still hear us.  In those earlier weeks when she was still 

cognizant, whenever we said that, Mother would respond, “I love you more.”                                         

 Saturday evening late, we were all sitting there with Mother, her hand in mine as I almost 

dozed to the slow, rhythmic noise of her breath.  Our touch seemed to be an organic connection, 

and I could feel her valiantly beating heart, sharing its struggle to expand and contract, to expand 

and…  With a little squeeze of her hand, I thought, “Okay, old heart, it’s time to stop fighting.”  

At that very moment, and I’m not making this up, Mother’s body jerked rigid.  She gasped and 

then went slack, her head thrown back on the pillow.  Ms. Yvonne died on March 2, 2013. 

 This then is the piece I’d written earlier for her death notice: 
 

Shed a tear, dear friend, and then rejoice! 

Ms. Yvonne’s begun her newest journey, 

Sailing off for that distant shore 

Where she’ll wait for us to follow 

And welcome each with open arms. 

Be glad!  Yvonne is not departed, 

But she’s gone bravely on before. 

Remember, as much as we may love her, 

She’ll insist she loves us more. 

# 

 Back in Santa Fe, I did my executorial duty managing the Yvonne Trinité Tapp Family 

Trust and distributed her bequests to Jen and me.  To my absolute amazement, I discovered that 

Mother had accumulated an estate that has solved both of our financial lives.  Our Lady of 

Divine Providence left Jen with enough resources to secure her home and young family—and 

maybe even enough to buy that farm she’s always dreamed of.  The surprise inheritance gave me 

a livable income for the rest of my old life so I could stop all those odd jobs and concentrate on 

my writing and art.  In short, write this biography.  Each morning I wake to the new day giving 

thanks to and for Ms. Yvonne, my miraculous mother.         

 When that spring of 2013 was in full spate, I took Mother’s ashes out into our private 

canyon, the Caja de Cundiyo, and put them down beside Judy’s at that towering Ponderosa pine. 

### 

 

 

 

 


